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Advanced Pipelining
and InstructionLevel Parallelism

4

“Who’s first?”
“America.”
“Who’s second?”
“Sir, there is no second.”
Dialog between two observers of the sailing race later named
“The America’s Cup” and run every few years.
This quote was the inspiration for John Cocke’s naming of
the IBM research processor as “America.” This processor was
the precursor to the RS/6000 series and the first superscalar
microprocessor.
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Instruction-Level Parallelism:
Concepts and Challenges
In the last chapter we saw how pipelining can overlap the execution of instructions when they are independent of one another. This potential overlap among instructions is called instruction-level parallelism (ILP) since the instructions can
be evaluated in parallel. In this chapter, we look at a wide range of techniques for
extending the pipelining ideas by increasing the amount of parallelism exploited
among instructions. We start by looking at techniques that reduce the impact of
data and control hazards and then turn to the topic of increasing the ability of the
processor to exploit parallelism. We discuss the compiler technology used to increase the ILP and examine the results of a study of available ILP. The Putting It
All Together section covers the PowerPC 620, which supports most of the advanced pipelining techniques described in this chapter.
In this section, we discuss features of both programs and processors that limit
the amount of parallelism that can be exploited among instructions. We conclude
the section by looking at simple compiler techniques for enhancing the exploitation of pipeline parallelism by a compiler.
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The CPI of a pipelined machine is the sum of the base CPI and all contributions from stalls:
Pipeline CPI = Ideal pipeline CPI + Structural stalls + RAW stalls
+ WAR stalls + WAW stalls + Control stalls

The ideal pipeline CPI is a measure of the maximum performance attainable by
the implementation. By reducing each of the terms of the right-hand side, we minimize the overall pipeline CPI and thus increase the instruction throughput per
clock cycle. While the focus of the last chapter was on reducing the RAW stalls
and the control stalls, in this chapter we will see that the techniques we introduce
to further reduce the RAW and control stalls, as well as reduce the ideal CPI, can
increase the importance of dealing with structural, WAR, and WAW stalls. The
equation above allows us to characterize the various techniques we examine in this
chapter by what component of the overall CPI a technique reduces. Figure 4.1
shows some of the techniques we examine and how they affect the contributions to
the CPI.
Technique

Reduces

Section

Loop unrolling

Control stalls

4.1

Basic pipeline scheduling

RAW stalls

4.1 (also Chapter 3)

Dynamic scheduling with scoreboarding

RAW stalls

4.2

Dynamic scheduling with register renaming

WAR and WAW stalls

4.2

Dynamic branch prediction

Control stalls

4.3

Issuing multiple instructions per cycle

Ideal CPI

4.4

Compiler dependence analysis

Ideal CPI and data stalls

4.5

Software pipelining and trace scheduling

Ideal CPI and data stalls

4.5

Speculation

All data and control stalls

4.6

Dynamic memory disambiguation

RAW stalls involving memory

4.2, 4.6

FIGURE 4.1 The major techniques examined in this chapter are shown together with the component of the CPI
equation that the technique affects. Data stalls are stalls arising from any type of data hazard, namely RAW (read after
write), WAR (write after read), or WAW (write after write).

Before we examine these techniques in detail, we need to define the concepts
on which these techniques are built. These concepts, in the end, determine the
limits on how much parallelism can be exploited.
Instruction-Level Parallelism
All the techniques in this chapter exploit parallelism among instruction sequences.
As we stated above, this type of parallelism is called instruction-level parallelism or
ILP. The amount of parallelism available within a basic block (a straight-line code
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sequence with no branches in except to the entry and no branches out except at the
exit) is quite small. For example, in Chapter 3 we saw that the average dynamic
branch frequency in integer programs was about 15%, meaning that between six
and seven instructions execute between a pair of branches. Since these instructions
are likely to depend upon one another, the amount of overlap we can exploit within
a basic block is likely to be much less than six. To obtain substantial performance
enhancements, we must exploit ILP across multiple basic blocks.
The simplest and most common way to increase the amount of parallelism
available among instructions is to exploit parallelism among iterations of a loop.
This type of parallelism is often called loop-level parallelism. Here is a simple
example of a loop, which adds two 1000-element arrays, that is completely
parallel:
for (i=1; i<=1000; i=i+1)
x[i] = x[i] + y[i];

Every iteration of the loop can overlap with any other iteration, although within
each loop iteration there is little opportunity for overlap.
There are a number of techniques we will examine for converting such looplevel parallelism into instruction-level parallelism. Basically, such techniques
work by unrolling the loop either statically by the compiler or dynamically by the
hardware. We will look at a detailed example of loop unrolling later in this section.
An important alternative method for exploiting loop-level parallelism is the
use of vector instructions. Essentially, a vector instruction operates on a sequence
of data items. For example, the above code sequence could execute in four instructions on a typical vector processor: two instructions to load the vectors x and
y from memory, one instruction to add the two vectors, and an instruction to store
back the result vector. Of course, these instructions would be pipelined and have
relatively long latencies, but these latencies may be overlapped. Vector instructions and the operation of vector processors are described in detail in
Appendix B. Although the development of the vector ideas preceded most of the
techniques we examine in this chapter for exploiting parallelism, processors that
exploit ILP are replacing the vector-based processors; the reasons for this technology shift are discussed in more detail later in this chapter and in the historical
perspectives at the end of the chapter.
Basic Pipeline Scheduling and Loop Unrolling
To keep a pipeline full, parallelism among instructions must be exploited by finding sequences of unrelated instructions that can be overlapped in the pipeline. To
avoid a pipeline stall, a dependent instruction must be separated from the source
instruction by a distance in clock cycles equal to the pipeline latency of that
source instruction. A compiler’s ability to perform this scheduling depends both
on the amount of ILP available in the program and on the latencies of the
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functional units in the pipeline. Throughout this chapter we will assume the FP
unit latencies shown in Figure 4.2, unless different latencies are explicitly stated.
We assume the standard DLX integer pipeline, so that branches have a delay of
one clock cycle. We assume that the functional units are fully pipelined or replicated (as many times as the pipeline depth), so that an operation of any type can
be issued on every clock cycle and there are no structural hazards.
Instruction producing result

Instruction using result

Latency in clock cycles

FP ALU op

Another FP ALU op

3

FP ALU op

Store double

2

Load double

FP ALU op

1

Load double

Store double

0

FIGURE 4.2 Latencies of FP operations used in this chapter. The first column shows the
originating instruction type. The second column is the type of the consuming instruction. The
last column is the number of intervening clock cycles needed to avoid a stall. These numbers
are similar to the average latencies we would see on an FP unit, like the one we described
for DLX in the last chapter. The major change versus the DLX FP pipeline was to reduce the
latency of FP multiply; this helps keep our examples from becoming unwieldy. The latency of
a floating-point load to a store is zero, since the result of the load can be bypassed without
stalling the store. We will continue to assume an integer load latency of 1 and an integer ALU
operation latency of 0.

In this subsection, we look at how the compiler can increase the amount of
available ILP by unrolling loops. This example serves both to illustrate an important technique as well as to motivate the definitions and program transformations
described in the rest of this section. Our example uses a simple loop that adds a
scalar value to an array in memory. Here is a typical version of the source:
for (i=1000; i>0; i=i–1)
x[i] = x[i] + s;

We can see that this loop is parallel by noticing that the body of each iteration is
independent. We will formalize this notion later in this section and describe how
we can test whether loop iterations are independent later in the chapter. First, let’s
work through this simple example, showing how we can use the parallelism to
improve its performance for a DLX-like pipeline with the latencies shown above.
The first step is to translate the above segment to DLX assembly language. In
the following code segment, R1 is initially the address of the element in the array
with the highest address, and F2 contains the scalar value, s. For simplicity, we
assume that the element (x[1]) with the lowest address is at 8; if it were located
elsewhere, the loop would require one additional integer instruction to perform
the comparison with R1.
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The straightforward DLX code, not scheduled for the pipeline, looks like this:
Loop:

LD
ADDD
SD
SUBI

F0,0(R1)
F4,F0,F2
0(R1),F4
R1,R1,#8

BNEZ

R1,Loop

;F0=array element
;add scalar in F2
;store result
;decrement pointer
;8 bytes (per DW)
;branch R1!=zero

Let’s start by seeing how well this loop will run when it is scheduled on a simple pipeline for DLX with the latencies from Figure 4.2.
EXAMPLE

ANSWER

Show how the loop would look on DLX, both scheduled and unscheduled,
including any stalls or idle clock cycles. Schedule for both delays from
floating-point operations and from the delayed branch.
Without any scheduling the loop will execute as follows:
Clock cycle issued
Loop:

LD
stall
ADDD
stall
stall
SD
SUBI
stall
BNEZ
stall

F0,0(R1)
F4,F0,F2

0(R1),F4
R1,R1,#8
R1,Loop

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

This requires 10 clock cycles per iteration: one stall for the LD, two for the
ADDD, one for the SUBI (since a branch reads the operand in ID), and one
for the delayed branch. We can schedule the loop to obtain only one stall:
Loop:

LD
SUBI
ADDD
stall
BNEZ
SD

F0,0(R1)
R1,R1,#8
F4,F0,F2
R1,Loop
8(R1),F4

;delayed branch
;altered & interchanged
with SUBI

Execution time has been reduced from 10 clock cycles to 6. The stall after
ADDD is for the use by the SD.
■

Notice that to schedule the delayed branch, the compiler had to determine that
it could swap the SUBI and SD by changing the address to which the SD stored:
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the address was 0(R1) and is now 8(R1). This is not a trivial observation, since
most compilers would see that the SD instruction depends on the SUBI and would
refuse to interchange them. A smarter compiler could figure out the relationship
and perform the interchange. The chain of dependent instructions from the LD to
the ADDD and then to the SD determines the clock cycle count for this loop. This
chain must take at least 6 cycles because of dependencies and pipeline latencies.
In the above example, we complete one loop iteration and store back one array
element every 6 clock cycles, but the actual work of operating on the array element takes just 3 (the load, add, and store) of those 6 clock cycles. The remaining
3 clock cycles consist of loop overhead—the SUBI and BNEZ—and a stall. To
eliminate these 3 clock cycles we need to get more operations within the loop relative to the number of overhead instructions. A simple scheme for increasing the
number of instructions relative to the branch and overhead instructions is loop
unrolling. This is done by simply replicating the loop body multiple times, and
adjusting the loop termination code.
Loop unrolling can also be used to improve scheduling. Because it eliminates
the branch, it allows instructions from different iterations to be scheduled together.
In this case, we can eliminate the load delay stall by creating additional independent instructions within the loop body. The compiler can then schedule these instructions into the load delay slot. If we simply replicated the instructions when
we unrolled the loop, the resulting use of the same registers could prevent us from
effectively scheduling the loop. Thus, we will want to use different registers for
each iteration, increasing the required register count.
EXAMPLE

Show our loop unrolled so that there are four copies of the loop body,
assuming R1 is initially a multiple of 32, which means that the number of
loop iterations is a multiple of 4. Eliminate any obviously redundant computations and do not reuse any of the registers.

ANSWER

Here is the result after merging the SUBI instructions and dropping the unnecessary BNEZ operations that are duplicated during unrolling.
Loop:

LD
ADDD
SD
LD
ADDD
SD
LD
ADDD
SD
LD
ADDD
SD
SUBI
BNEZ

F0,0(R1)
F4,F0,F2
0(R1),F4
F6,-8(R1)
F8,F6,F2
-8(R1),F8
F10,-16(R1)
F12,F10,F2
-16(R1),F12
F14,-24(R1)
F16,F14,F2
-24(R1),F16
R1,R1,#32
R1,Loop

;drop SUBI & BNEZ

;drop SUBI & BNEZ

;drop SUBI & BNEZ
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We have eliminated three branches and three decrements of R1. The addresses on the loads and stores have been compensated to allow the
SUBI instructions on R1 to be merged. Without scheduling, every operation is followed by a dependent operation and thus will cause a stall. This
loop will run in 28 clock cycles—each LD has 1 stall, each ADDD 2, the
SUBI 1, the branch 1, plus 14 instruction issue cycles—or 7 clock cycles
for each of the four elements. Although this unrolled version is currently
slower than the scheduled version of the original loop, this will change
when we schedule the unrolled loop. Loop unrolling is normally done early
in the compilation process, so that redundant computations can be exposed and eliminated by the optimizer.
■

In real programs we do not usually know the upper bound on the loop. Suppose it is n, and we would like to unroll the loop to make k copies of the body. Instead of a single unrolled loop, we generate a pair of consecutive loops. The first
executes (n mod k) times and has a body that is the original loop. The second is
the unrolled body surrounded by an outer loop that iterates (n/k) times.
In the above Example, unrolling improves the performance of this loop by
eliminating overhead instructions, although it increases code size substantially.
What will happen to the performance increase when the loop is scheduled on
DLX?
EXAMPLE

ANSWER

Show the unrolled loop in the previous example after it has been scheduled on DLX.
Loop:

LD
LD
LD
LD
ADDD
ADDD
ADDD
ADDD
SD
SD
SUBI
SD
BNEZ
SD

F0,0(R1)
F6,-8(R1)
F10,-16(R1)
F14,-24(R1)
F4,F0,F2
F8,F6,F2
F12,F10,F2
F16,F14,F2
0(R1),F4
-8(R1),F8
R1,R1,#32
16(R1),F12
R1,Loop
8(R1),F16

;8-32 = -24

The execution time of the unrolled loop has dropped to a total of 14 clock
cycles, or 3.5 clock cycles per element, compared with 7 cycles per
element before scheduling and 6 cycles when scheduled but not unrolled.
■
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The gain from scheduling on the unrolled loop is even larger than on the original loop. This is because unrolling the loop exposes more computation that can
be scheduled to minimize the stalls; the code above has no stalls. Scheduling the
loop in this fashion necessitates realizing that the loads and stores are independent and can be interchanged.
Loop unrolling is a simple but useful method for increasing the size of straightline code fragments that can be scheduled effectively. This transformation is useful in a variety of processors, from simple pipelines like those in DLX to the pipelines described in section 4.4 that issue more than one instruction per cycle.
Summary of the Loop Unrolling and Scheduling Example

Throughout this chapter we will look at both hardware and software techniques
that allow us to take advantage of instruction-level parallelism to fully utilize the
potential of the functional units in a processor. The key to most of these techniques is to know when and how the ordering among instructions may be
changed. In our example we made many such changes, which to us, as human beings, were obviously allowable. In practice, this process must be performed in a
methodical fashion either by a compiler or by hardware. To obtain the final unrolled code we had to make the following decisions and transformations:
1. Determine that it was legal to move the SD after the SUBI and BNEZ, and find
the amount to adjust the SD offset.
2. Determine that unrolling the loop would be useful by finding that the loop iterations were independent, except for the loop maintenance code.
3. Use different registers to avoid unnecessary constraints that would be forced
by using the same registers for different computations.
4. Eliminate the extra tests and branches and adjust the loop maintenance code.
5. Determine that the loads and stores in the unrolled loop can be interchanged
by observing that the loads and stores from different iterations are independent. This requires analyzing the memory addresses and finding that they do
not refer to the same address.
6. Schedule the code, preserving any dependences needed to yield the same
result as the original code.
The key requirement underlying all of these transformations is an understanding
of how an instruction depends on another and how the instructions can be
changed or reordered given the dependences. The next subsection defines these
ideas and describes the restrictions that any hardware or software system must
maintain.
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Dependences
Determining how one instruction depends on another is critical not only to the
scheduling process we used in the earlier example but also to determining how
much parallelism exists in a program and how that parallelism can be exploited.
In particular, to exploit instruction-level parallelism we must determine which instructions can be executed in parallel. If two instructions are parallel, they can
execute simultaneously in a pipeline without causing any stalls, assuming the
pipeline has sufficient resources (and hence no structural hazards exist). Two instructions that are dependent are not parallel. Likewise, two instructions that are
dependent cannot be reordered. Instructions that can be reordered are parallel and
vice versa. The key in both cases is to determine whether an instruction is dependent on another instruction.
Data Dependences

There are three different types of dependences: data dependences, name dependences, and control dependences. An instruction j is data dependent on instruction i if either of the following holds:
■

■

Instruction i produces a result that is used by instruction j, or
Instruction j is data dependent on instruction k, and instruction k is data dependent on instruction i.

The second condition simply states that one instruction is dependent on another if
there exists a chain of dependences of the first type between the two instructions.
This dependence chain can be as long as the entire program. In our example, the
sequences
Loop:

LD
ADDD
SD

F0,0(R1) ;F0=array element
F4,F0,F2 ;add scalar in F2
0(R1),F4 ;store result

SUBI

R1,R1,8

BNEZ

R1,Loop

and
;decrement pointer
;8 bytes (per DW)
; branch R1!=zero

are both dependent sequences, as shown by the arrows, with each instruction depending on the previous one.The arrows here and in following examples show the
order that must be preserved for correct execution. The arrow points from an instruction that must precede the instruction that the arrowhead points to.
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If two instructions are data dependent they cannot execute simultaneously or
be completely overlapped. The dependence implies that there would be a chain of
one or more RAW hazards between the two instructions. Executing the instructions simultaneously will cause a processor with pipeline interlocks to detect a
hazard and stall, thereby reducing or eliminating the overlap. In a processor without interlocks that relies on compiler scheduling, the compiler cannot schedule
dependent instructions in such a way that they completely overlap, since the program will not execute correctly. The presence of a data dependence in an instruction sequence reflects a data dependence in the source code from which the
instruction sequence was generated. The effect of the original data dependence
must be preserved.
Dependences are a property of programs. Whether a given dependence results
in an actual hazard being detected and whether that hazard actually causes a stall
are properties of the pipeline organization. This difference is critical to understanding how instruction-level parallelism can be exploited. In our example, there
is a data dependence between the SUBI and the BNEZ; this dependence causes a
stall because we moved the branch test for the DLX pipeline to the ID stage. Had
the branch test stayed in EX, this dependence would not cause a stall. (Of course,
the branch delay would then still be 2 cycles, rather than 1.) The presence of the
dependence indicates the potential for a hazard, but the actual hazard and the
length of any stall is a property of the pipeline. The importance of the data dependences is that a dependence (1) indicates the possibility of a hazard, (2) determines the order in which results must be calculated, and (3) sets an upper bound
on how much parallelism can possibly be exploited. Such limits are explored in
section 4.7.
Since a data dependence can limit the amount of instruction-level parallelism
we can exploit, a major focus of this chapter is overcoming the limitations. This
is done in two different ways: maintaining the dependence but avoiding a hazard,
and eliminating a dependence by transforming the code. Scheduling the code is
the primary method used to avoid a hazard without altering the dependence. We
used this technique in several places in our example both before and after unrolling; the dependence LD, ADDD, SD was scheduled to avoid hazards, but the dependence remains in the code. We will see techniques for implementing scheduling
of code both in hardware and in software. In our earlier example, we also eliminated dependences, though we did not show this step explicitly.
EXAMPLE

ANSWER

Show how the process of optimizing the loop overhead by unrolling the
loop actually eliminates data dependences. In this example and those
used in the remainder of this chapter, we use nondelayed branches for
simplicity; it is easy to extend the examples to use delayed branches.
Here is the unrolled but unoptimized code with the extra SUBI instructions,
but without the branches. (Eliminating the branches is another type of
transformation, since it involves control rather than data.) The arrows
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show the data dependences that are within the unrolled body and involve
the SUBI instructions:
Loop:

LD
ADDD
SD
SUBI
LD
ADDD
SD
SUBI
LD
ADDD
SD
SUBI
LD
ADDD
SD
SUBI
BNEZ

F0,0(R1)
F4,F0,F2
0(R1),F4
R1,R1,#8
F6,0(R1)
F8,F6,F2
0(R1),F8
R1,R1,#8
F10,0(R1)
F12,F10,F2
0(R1),F12
R1,R1,#8
F14,0(R1)
F16,F14,F2
0(R1),F16
R1,R1,#8
R1,LOOP

;drop BNEZ

;drop BNEZ

;drop BNEZ

As the arrows show, the SUBI instructions form a dependent chain that involves the SUBI, LD, and SD instructions. This forces the body to execute
in order, as well as making the SUBI instructions necessary, which increases the instruction count. The compiler removes this dependence by
symbolically computing the intermediate values of R1 and folding the
computation into the offset of the LD and SD instructions and by changing
the final SUBI into a decrement by 32. This makes the three SUBI unnecessary, and the compiler can remove them. There are other types of dependences in this code, but we will deal with them shortly.
■

Removing a real data dependence, as we did in the example above, requires
knowledge of the global structure of the program and typically a fair amount of
analysis. Thus, techniques for doing such optimizations are carried out by compilers, in contrast to the avoidance of hazards by scheduling, which can be performed both in hardware and software.
A data value may flow between instructions either through registers or through
memory locations. When the data flow occurs in a register, detecting the dependence is reasonably straightforward since the register names are fixed in the instructions, although it gets more complicated when branches intervene.
Dependences that flow through memory locations are more difficult to detect
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since two addresses may refer to the same location, but look different: For example, 100(R4) and 20(R6) may be identical. In addition, the effective address of a
load or store may change from one execution of the instruction to another (so that
20(R4) and 20(R4) will be different), further complicating the detection of a dependence. In this chapter, we examine both hardware and software techniques for
detecting data dependences that involve memory locations. The compiler techniques for detecting such dependences are critical in uncovering loop-level parallelism, as we will see shortly.
Name Dependences

The second type of dependence is a name dependence. A name dependence occurs when two instructions use the same register or memory location, called a
name, but there is no flow of data between the instructions associated with that
name. There are two types of name dependences between an instruction i that
precedes instruction j in program order:
1. An antidependence between instruction i and instruction j occurs when instruction j writes a register or memory location that instruction i reads and instruction i is executed first. An antidependence corresponds to a WAR hazard,
and the hazard detection for WAR hazards forces the ordering of an antidependent instruction pair.
2. An output dependence occurs when instruction i and instruction j write the
same register or memory location. The ordering between the instructions must
be preserved. Output dependences are preserved by detecting WAW hazards.
Both antidependences and output dependences are name dependences, as
opposed to true data dependences, since there is no value being transmitted between the instructions. This means that instructions involved in a name dependence can execute simultaneously or be reordered, if the name (register number
or memory location) used in the instructions is changed so the instructions do not
conflict. This renaming can be more easily done for register operands and is
called register renaming. Register renaming can be done either statically by a
compiler or dynamically by the hardware.
EXAMPLE

Unroll our example loop, eliminating the excess loop overhead, but using
the same registers in each loop copy. Indicate both the data and name dependences within the body. Show how renaming eliminates name dependences that reduce parallelism.

ANSWER

Here’s the loop unrolled but with the same registers in use for each copy.
The data dependences are shown with gray arrows and the name dependences with black arrows. As in earlier examples, the direction of the
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arrow indicates the ordering that must be preserved for correct execution
of the code:
Loop:

LD

F0,0(R1)

ADDD

F4,F0,F2

SD

0(R1),F4

LD

F0,-8(R1)

ADDD

F4,F0,F2

SD

-8(R1),F4

LD

F0,-16(R1)

ADDD

F4,F0,F2

SD

-16(R1),F4

LD

F0,-24(R1)

ADDD

F4,F0,F2

SD

-24(R1),F4

SUBI

R1,R1,#32

BNEZ

R1,LOOP

;drop SUBI & BNEZ

;drop SUBI & BNEZ

The name dependences force the instructions in the loop to be almost
completely ordered, allowing only the order of the LD following each SD to
be interchanged. When the registers used for each copy of the loop body
are renamed only the true dependences within each body remain:
Loop:

LD

F0,0(R1)

ADDD

F4,F0,F2

SD

0(R1),F4

LD

F6,-8(R1)

ADDD

F8,F6,F2

SD

-8(R1),F8

LD

F10,-16(R1)

ADDD

F12,F10,F2

SD

-16(R1),F12

LD

F14,-24(R1)

ADDD

F16,F14,F2

SD

-24(R1),F16

SUBI

R1,R1,#32

BNEZ

R1,LOOP

;drop SUBI & BNEZ

;drop SUBI & BNEZ
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With the renaming, the copies of each loop body become independent
and can be overlapped or executed in parallel. This renaming process can
be performed either by the compiler or in hardware. In fact, we will see
how the entire unrolling and renaming process can be done in the hardware.
■
Control Dependences

The last type of dependence is a control dependence. A control dependence determines the ordering of an instruction with respect to a branch instruction so that
the non-branch instruction is executed only when it should be. Every instruction,
except for those in the first basic block of the program, is control dependent on
some set of branches, and, in general, these control dependences must be preserved. One of the simplest examples of a control dependence is the dependence
of the statements in the “then” part of an if statement on the branch. For example,
in the code segment:
if p1 {
S1;
};
if p2 {
S2;
}
S1 is control dependent on p1, and S2 is control dependent on p2 but not on p1.

There are two constraints on control dependences:
1. An instruction that is control dependent on a branch cannot be moved before
the branch so that its execution is no longer controlled by the branch. For example, we cannot take an instruction from the then portion of an if statement
and move it before the if statement.
2. An instruction that is not control dependent on a branch cannot be moved after
the branch so that its execution is controlled by the branch. For example, we
cannot take a statement before the if statement and move it into the then portion.
It is sometimes possible to violate these constraints and still have a correct execution. Before we examine this further, let’s see how control dependences limit
parallelism in our example.

EXAMPLE

Show the unrolled code sequence before the loop overhead is optimized
away. Indicate the control dependences. How are the control dependences removed?

4.1
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Here is the unrolled code sequence with the branches still in place. The
branches for the first three loop iterations have the conditions complemented, because we want the fall-through case (when the branch is untaken) to execute another loop iteration. The control dependences within
the unrolled body are shown with arrows.
Loop:

LD

F0,0(R1)

ADDD

F4,F0,F2

SD

0(R1),F4

SUBI

R1,R1,#8

BEQZ

R1,exit

LD

F6,0(R1)

ADDD

F8,F6,F2

SD

0(R1),F8

SUBI

R1,R1,#8

BEQZ

R1,exit

LD

F10,0(R1)

ADDD

F12,F10,F2

SD

0(R1),F12

SUBI

R1,R1,#8

BEQZ

R1,exit

LD

F14,0(R1)

ADDD

F16,F14,F2

SD

0(R1),F16

SUBI

R1,R1,#8

BNEZ

R1,LOOP

;complement of BNEZ

;complement of BNEZ

;complement of BNEZ

exit:

The presence of the intermediate branches (BEQZ instructions) prevents
the overlapping of iterations for scheduling since moving the instructions
would require changing the control dependences. Furthermore, the presence of the intermediate branches prevents the removal of the SUBI instructions since the value computed by each SUBI is used in the branch.
Hence the first goal is to remove the intermediate branches.
Removing the branches changes the control dependences. In this
case, we know that the content of R1 is a multiple of 32 and that the number of loop iterations is a multiple of 4. This insight allows us to determine
that the three intermediate BEQZ instructions will never be taken. Since
they are never taken, the branches are no-ops and no instructions are
control dependent on the branches. After removing the branches, we can
then optimize the data dependences involving the SUBI instructions, as
we did in the example on page 230.
■
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Control dependence is preserved by two properties in simple pipelines, such
as that of Chapter 3. First, instructions execute in order. This ensures that an instruction that occurs before a branch is executed before the branch. Second, the
detection of control or branch hazards ensures that an instruction that is control
dependent on a branch is not executed until the branch direction is known.
Although preserving control dependence is a useful and simple way to help
preserve program correctness, the control dependence in itself is not the fundamental performance limit. In the above example, the compiler removed some
control dependences. In other cases, we may be willing to execute instructions
that should not have been executed, thereby violating the control dependences, if
we can do so without affecting the correctness of the program. Control dependence is not the critical property that must be preserved. Instead, the two properties critical to program correctness, and normally preserved by control
dependence, are the exception behavior and the data flow.
Preserving the exception behavior means that any changes in the ordering of
instruction execution must not change how exceptions are raised in the program.
Often this is relaxed to mean that the reordering of instruction execution must not
cause any new exceptions in the program. A simple example shows how maintaining the control dependences can prevent such situations. Consider this code
sequence, recalling that we are using nondelayed branches:
BEQZ
LW

R2,L1
R1,0(R2)

L1:

In this case, if we ignore the control dependence and move the load instruction
before the branch, the load instruction may cause a memory protection exception.
Notice that no data dependence prevents us from interchanging the BEQZ and the
LW; it is only the control dependence. A similar situation could arise with an FP
instruction that could raise an exception. In either case, if the branch is taken,
such an exception would not occur if the instruction were not hoisted above the
branch. To allow us to reorder the instructions, we would like to just ignore the
exception when the branch is taken. In section 4.6, we will look at two techniques, speculation and conditional instructions, that allow us to overcome this
exception problem.
The second property preserved by maintenance of control dependences is the
data flow. The data flow is the actual flow of data among instructions that produce
results and those that consume them. Branches make the data flow dynamic,
since they allow the source of data for a given instruction to come from many
points. Consider the following code fragment:

L:

ADD
BEQZ
SUB
OR

R1,R2,R3
R4,L
R1,R5,R6
R7,R1,R8
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In this example, the value of R1 used by the OR instruction depends on whether
the branch is taken or not. Data dependence alone is not sufficient to preserve
correctness, since it deals only with the static ordering of reads and writes. Thus
while the OR instruction is data dependent on both the ADD and SUB instructions,
this is insufficient for correct execution. Instead, when the instructions execute,
the data flow must be preserved: If the branch is not taken then the value of R1
computed by the SUB should be used by the OR, and if the branch is taken the
value of R1 computed by the ADD should be used by the OR. By preserving the
control dependence of the SUB on the branch, we prevent an illegal change to the
data flow. Speculation and conditional instructions, which help with the exception problem, allow us to change the control dependence while still maintaining
the data flow, as we will see in section 4.6.
Sometimes we can determine that violating the control dependence cannot
affect either the exception behavior or the data flow. Consider the following code
sequence:

skipnext:

ADD
BEQZ
SUB
ADD
OR

R1,R2,R3
R12,skipnext
R4,R5,R6
R5,R4,R9
R7,R8,R9

Suppose we knew that the register destination of the SUB instruction (R4) was unused after the instruction labeled skipnext. (The property of whether a value
will be used by an upcoming instruction is called liveness.) If R4 were unused,
then changing the value of R4 just before the branch would not affect the data
flow since R4 would be dead (rather than live) in the code region after skipnext.
Thus, if R4 were not live and the SUB instruction could not generate an exception,
we could move the SUB instruction before the branch, since the program result
could not be affected by this change. If the branch is taken, the SUB instruction
will execute and will be useless, but it will not affect the program results. This
type of code scheduling is sometimes called speculation, since the compiler is
basically betting on the branch outcome; in this case that the branch is usually not
taken. More ambitious compiler speculation mechanisms are discussed in
section 4.5.
Control dependence is preserved by implementing control hazard detection
that causes control stalls. Control stalls can be eliminated or reduced by a variety
of hardware and software techniques. Delayed branches, for example, can reduce
the stalls arising from control hazards. Loop unrolling reduces control dependences, as we have seen. Other techniques for reducing the control hazard stalls
and the impact of control dependences are converting branches into conditionally
executed instructions and compiler-based and hardware speculation. Sections
4.5 and 4.6 examine these techniques.
In this subsection, we have defined the three types of dependences that can
exist among instructions and examined examples of each in code sequences.
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Because parallelism exists naturally in loops, it is useful to extend our techniques
for detecting dependences to loops. The next subsection describes how we can
use the concept of a dependence to determine whether an entire loop can be executed in parallel.
Loop-Level Parallelism: Concepts and Techniques
Loop-level parallelism is normally analyzed at the source level or close to it,
while most analysis of ILP is done once instructions have been generated by the
compiler. Loop-level analysis involves determining what dependences exist
among the operands in the loop across the iterations of the loop. For now, we will
consider only data dependences, which arise when an operand is written at some
point and read at a later point. Name dependences also exist and may be removed
by renaming techniques like those we used earlier. The analysis of loop-level
parallelism focuses on determining whether data accesses in later iterations are
data dependent on data values produced in earlier iterations. Our earlier example
is loop-level parallel. The computational work in each iteration is independent of
previous iterations. To easily see this, we really want to look at the source representation:
for (i=1000; i>0; i=i–1)
x[i] = x[i] + s;

There is a dependence in the loop body between the two uses of x[i], but this dependence is within a single iteration. There is no dependence between instructions in different iterations. Thus, the loop is parallel. Of course, once this loop is
translated to assembly language, the loop implementation creates a loop-carried
dependence, involving the register used for addressing and decrementing (R1 in
our code). For this reason, loop-level parallelism is usually analyzed at or near
the source level, with loops still represented in high-level form. Let’s look at a
more complex example.
EXAMPLE

Consider a loop like this one:
for (i=1; i<=100; i=i+1) {
A[i+1] = A[i] + C[i]; /* S1 */
B[i+1] = B[i] + A[i+1]; /* S2 */
}
Assume that A, B, and C are distinct, nonoverlapping arrays. (In practice,
the arrays may sometimes be the same or may overlap. Because the
arrays may be passed as parameters to a procedure, which includes this
loop, determining whether arrays overlap or are identical requires sophisticated, interprocedural analysis of the program.) What are the data dependences among the statements S1 and S2 in the loop?
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There are two different dependences:
1.

S1 uses a value computed by S1 in an earlier iteration, since iteration
i computes A[i+1], which is read in iteration i+1. The same is true
of S2 for B[i] and B[i+1].

2.

S2 uses the value, A[i+1], computed by S1 in the same iteration.
■

These two dependences are different and have different effects. To see how
they differ, let’s assume that only one of these dependences exists at a time. Consider the dependence of statement S1 on an earlier iteration of S1. This dependence is a loop-carried dependence, meaning that the dependence exists between
different iterations of the loop. Furthermore, since the statement S1 is dependent
on itself, successive iterations of statement S1 must execute in order.
The second dependence above (S2 depending on S1) is within an iteration and
not loop-carried. Thus, if this were the only dependence, multiple iterations of
the loop could execute in parallel, as long as each pair of statements in an iteration were kept in order. This is the same type of dependence that exists in our initial example, in which we can fully exploit the parallelism present in the loop
through unrolling.
It is also possible to have a loop-carried dependence that does not prevent parallelism, as the next example shows.
EXAMPLE

Consider a loop like this one:
for (i=1; i<=100; i=i+1) {
A[i] = A[i] + B[i];
/* S1 */
B[i+1] = C[i] + D[i]; /* S2 */
}
What are the dependences between S1 and S2? Is this loop parallel? If
not, show how to make it parallel.

ANSWER

Statement S1 uses the value assigned in the previous iteration by statement S2, so there is a loop-carried dependence between S2 and S1. Despite this loop-carried dependence, this loop can be made parallel. Unlike
the earlier loop, this dependence is not circular: Neither statement depends on itself, and while S1 depends on S2, S2 does not depend on S1.
A loop is parallel if it can be written without a cycle in the dependences,
since the absence of a cycle means that the dependences give a partial
ordering on the statements.
Although there are no circular dependences in the above loop, it
must be transformed to conform to the partial ordering and expose the
parallelism. Two observations are critical to this transformation:
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1.

There is no dependence from S1 to S2. If there were, then there
would be a cycle in the dependences and the loop would not be parallel. Since this other dependence is absent, interchanging the two
statements will not affect the execution of S2.

2.

On the first iteration of the loop, statement S1 depends on the value
of B[1] computed prior to initiating the loop.

These two observations allow us to replace the loop above with the
following code sequence:
A[1] = A[1] + B[1];
for (i=1; i<=99; i=i+1) {
B[i+1] = C[i] + D[i];
A[i+1] = A[i+1] + B[i+1];
}
B[101] = C[100] + D[100];
The dependence between the two statements is no longer loop-carried,
so that iterations of the loop may be overlapped, provided the statements
in each iteration are kept in order. There are a variety of such transformations that restructure loops to expose parallelism, as we will see in
section 4.5.
■

The key focus of the rest of this chapter is on techniques that exploit instructionlevel parallelism. The data dependences in a compiled program act as a limit on
how much ILP can be exploited. The challenge is to approach that limit by trying
to minimize the actual hazards and associated stalls that arise. The techniques we
examine become ever more sophisticated in an attempt to exploit all the available
parallelism while maintaining the necessary true data dependences in the code.
Both the compiler and the hardware have a role to play: The compiler tries to
eliminate or minimize dependences, while the hardware tries to prevent dependences from becoming stalls.

4.2

Overcoming Data Hazards
with Dynamic Scheduling
In Chapter 3 we assumed that our pipeline fetches an instruction and issues it, unless there is a data dependence between an instruction already in the pipeline and
the fetched instruction that cannot be hidden with bypassing or forwarding. Forwarding logic reduces the effective pipeline latency so that the certain dependences do not result in hazards. If there is a data dependence that cannot be
hidden, then the hazard detection hardware stalls the pipeline (starting with the
instruction that uses the result). No new instructions are fetched or issued until
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the dependence is cleared. We also examined compiler techniques for scheduling
the instructions so as to separate dependent instructions and minimize the number of actual hazards and resultant stalls. This approach, which has been called
static scheduling, was first used in the 1960s and became popular in the 1980s as
pipelining became widespread.
Several early processors used another approach, called dynamic scheduling,
whereby the hardware rearranges the instruction execution to reduce the stalls.
Dynamic scheduling offers several advantages: It enables handling some cases
when dependences are unknown at compile time (e.g., because they may involve
a memory reference), and it simplifies the compiler. Perhaps most importantly, it
also allows code that was compiled with one pipeline in mind to run efficiently
on a different pipeline. As we will see, these advantages are gained at a cost of a
significant increase in hardware complexity.
While a dynamically scheduled processor cannot remove true data dependences, it tries to avoid stalling when dependences are present. In contrast, static
pipeline scheduling, like that we have already seen, tries to minimize stalls by
separating dependent instructions so that they will not lead to hazards. Of course,
static scheduling can also be used on code destined to run on a processor with a
dynamically scheduled pipeline. We will examine two different schemes, with
the second one extending the ideas of the first to attack WAW and WAR hazards
as well as RAW stalls.
Dynamic Scheduling: The Idea
A major limitation of the pipelining techniques we have used so far is that they all
use in-order instruction issue: If an instruction is stalled in the pipeline, no later instructions can proceed. Thus, if there is a dependence between two closely spaced
instructions in the pipeline, a stall will result. If there are multiple functional units,
these units could lie idle. If instruction j depends on a long-running instruction i,
currently in execution in the pipeline, then all instructions after j must be stalled
until i is finished and j can execute. For example, consider this code:
DIVD
ADDD
SUBD

F0,F2,F4
F10,F0,F8
F12,F8,F14

The SUBD instruction cannot execute because the dependence of ADDD on DIVD
causes the pipeline to stall; yet SUBD is not data dependent on anything in the
pipeline. This is a performance limitation that can be eliminated by not requiring
instructions to execute in order.
In the DLX pipeline developed in the last chapter, both structural and data
hazards were checked during instruction decode (ID): When an instruction could
execute properly, it was issued from ID. To allow us to begin executing the SUBD
in the above example, we must separate the issue process into two parts: checking
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the structural hazards and waiting for the absence of a data hazard. We can still
check for structural hazards when we issue the instruction; thus, we still use inorder instruction issue. However, we want the instructions to begin execution as
soon as their data operands are available. Thus, the pipeline will do out-of-order
execution, which implies out-of-order completion.
Out-of-order completion creates major complications in handling exceptions.
In the dynamically scheduled processors addressed in this section, exceptions are
imprecise, since instructions may complete before an instruction issued earlier
raises an exception. Thus, it is difficult to restart after an interrupt. Rather than
address these problems in this section, we will discuss a solution for precise exceptions in the context of a processor with speculation in section 4.6. The approach discussed in section 4.6 can be used to solve the simpler problem that
arises in these dynamically scheduled processors. For floating-point exceptions
other solutions may be possible, as discussed in Appendix A.
In introducing out-of-order execution, we have essentially split the ID pipe
stage into two stages:
1. Issue—Decode instructions, check for structural hazards.
2. Read operands—Wait until no data hazards, then read operands.
An instruction fetch stage precedes the issue stage and may fetch either into a
single-entry latch or into a queue; instructions are then issued from the latch or
queue. The EX stage follows the read operands stage, just as in the DLX pipeline.
As in the DLX floating-point pipeline, execution may take multiple cycles, depending on the operation. Thus, we may need to distinguish when an instruction
begins execution and when it completes execution; between the two times, the instruction is in execution. This allows multiple instructions to be in execution at
the same time. In addition to these changes to the pipeline structure, we will also
change the functional unit design by varying the number of units, the latency of
operations, and the functional unit pipelining, so as to better explore these more
advanced pipelining techniques.
Dynamic Scheduling with a Scoreboard
In a dynamically scheduled pipeline, all instructions pass through the issue stage
in order (in-order issue); however, they can be stalled or bypass each other in the
second stage (read operands) and thus enter execution out of order. Scoreboarding is a technique for allowing instructions to execute out of order when there are
sufficient resources and no data dependences; it is named after the CDC 6600
scoreboard, which developed this capability.
Before we see how scoreboarding could be used in the DLX pipeline, it is important to observe that WAR hazards, which did not exist in the DLX floating;
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point or integer pipelines, may arise when instructions execute out of order. Suppose in the earlier example, the SUBD destination is F8, so that the code sequence is
DIVD
ADDD
SUBD

F0,F2,F4
F10,F0,F8
F8,F8,F14

Now there is an antidependence between the ADDD and the SUBD: If the pipeline
executes the SUBD before the ADDD, it will violate the antidependence, yielding incorrect execution. Likewise, to avoid violating output dependences, WAW hazards (e.g., as would occur if the destination of the SUBD were F10) must also be
detected. As we will see, both these hazards are avoided in a scoreboard by stalling the later instruction involved in the antidependence.
The goal of a scoreboard is to maintain an execution rate of one instruction per
clock cycle (when there are no structural hazards) by executing an instruction as
early as possible. Thus, when the next instruction to execute is stalled, other instructions can be issued and executed if they do not depend on any active or
stalled instruction. The scoreboard takes full responsibility for instruction issue
and execution, including all hazard detection. Taking advantage of out-of-order
execution requires multiple instructions to be in their EX stage simultaneously.
This can be achieved with multiple functional units, with pipelined functional
units, or with both. Since these two capabilities—pipelined functional units and
multiple functional units—are essentially equivalent for the purposes of pipeline
control, we will assume the processor has multiple functional units.
The CDC 6600 had 16 separate functional units, including 4 floating-point
units, 5 units for memory references, and 7 units for integer operations. On DLX,
scoreboards make sense primarily on the floating-point unit since the latency of
the other functional units is very small. Let’s assume that there are two multipliers, one adder, one divide unit, and a single integer unit for all memory references, branches, and integer operations. Although this example is simpler than
the CDC 6600, it is sufficiently powerful to demonstrate the principles without
having a mass of detail or needing very long examples. Because both DLX and
the CDC 6600 are load-store architectures, the techniques are nearly identical for
the two processors. Figure 4.3 shows what the processor looks like.
Every instruction goes through the scoreboard, where a record of the data
dependences is constructed; this step corresponds to instruction issue and replaces
part of the ID step in the DLX pipeline. The scoreboard then determines when the
instruction can read its operands and begin execution. If the scoreboard decides
the instruction cannot execute immediately, it monitors every change in the hardware and decides when the instruction can execute. The scoreboard also controls
when an instruction can write its result into the destination register. Thus, all hazard detection and resolution is centralized in the scoreboard. We will see a picture
of the scoreboard later (Figure 4.4 on page 247), but first we need to understand
the steps in the issue and execution segment of the pipeline.
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Registers

Data buses

FP mult
FP mult

FP divide

FP add

Integer unit

Scoreboard
Control/
status

Control/
status

FIGURE 4.3 The basic structure of a DLX processor with a scoreboard. The scoreboard’s function is to control instruction execution (vertical control lines). All data flows between the register file and the functional units over the buses (the horizontal lines, called
trunks in the CDC 6600). There are two FP multipliers, an FP divider, an FP adder, and an
integer unit. One set of buses (two inputs and one output) serves a group of functional units.
The details of the scoreboard are shown in Figures 4.4–4.7.

Each instruction undergoes four steps in executing. (Since we are concentrating on the FP operations, we will not consider a step for memory access.)
Let’s first examine the steps informally and then look in detail at how the scoreboard keeps the necessary information that determines when to progress from
one step to the next. The four steps, which replace the ID, EX, and WB steps in
the standard DLX pipeline, are as follows:
1. Issue—If a functional unit for the instruction is free and no other active instruction has the same destination register, the scoreboard issues the instruction to the functional unit and updates its internal data structure. This step
replaces a portion of the ID step in the DLX pipeline. By ensuring that no other
active functional unit wants to write its result into the destination register, we
guarantee that WAW hazards cannot be present. If a structural or WAW hazard exists, then the instruction issue stalls, and no further instructions will
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issue until these hazards are cleared. When the issue stage stalls, it causes the
buffer between instruction fetch and issue to fill; if the buffer is a single entry,
instruction fetch stalls immediately. If the buffer is a queue with multiple instructions, it stalls when the queue fills; later we will see how a queue is used
in the PowerPC 620 to connect fetch and issue.
2. Read operands—The scoreboard monitors the availability of the source operands. A source operand is available if no earlier issued active instruction is
going to write it. When the source operands are available, the scoreboard tells
the functional unit to proceed to read the operands from the registers and begin
execution. The scoreboard resolves RAW hazards dynamically in this step,
and instructions may be sent into execution out of order. This step, together
with issue, completes the function of the ID step in the simple DLX pipeline.
3. Execution—The functional unit begins execution upon receiving operands.
When the result is ready, it notifies the scoreboard that it has completed execution. This step replaces the EX step in the DLX pipeline and takes multiple
cycles in the DLX FP pipeline.
4. Write result—Once the scoreboard is aware that the functional unit has completed execution, the scoreboard checks for WAR hazards and stalls the completing instruction, if necessary.
A WAR hazard exists if there is a code sequence like our earlier example
with ADDD and SUBD that both use F8. In that example we had the code
DIVD
ADDD
SUBD

F0,F2,F4
F10,F0,F8
F8,F8,F14

ADDD has a source operand F8, which is the same register as the destination of
SUBD. But ADDD actually depends on an earlier instruction. The scoreboard
will still stall the SUBD in its write result stage until ADDD reads its operands.

In general, then, a completing instruction cannot be allowed to write its results when
■

■

there is an instruction that has not read its operands that precedes (i.e., in
order of issue) the completing instruction, and
one of the operands is the same register as the result of the completing
instruction.

If this WAR hazard does not exist, or when it clears, the scoreboard tells the
functional unit to store its result to the destination register. This step replaces
the WB step in the simple DLX pipeline.
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At first glance, it might appear that the scoreboard will have difficulty separating RAW and WAR hazards. Exercise 4.6 will help you understand how the
scoreboard distinguishes these two cases and thus knows when to prevent a WAR
hazard by stalling an instruction that is ready to write its results.
Because the operands for an instruction are read only when both operands are
available in the register file, this scoreboard does not take advantage of forwarding. Instead registers are only read when they are both available. This is not as
large a penalty as you might initially think. Unlike our simple pipeline of
Chapter 3, instructions will write their result into the register file as soon as they
complete execution (assuming no WAR hazards), rather than wait for a statically
assigned write slot that may be several cycles away. The effect is reduced pipeline latency and benefits of forwarding. There is still one additional cycle of
latency that arises since the write result and read operand stages cannot overlap.
We would need additional buffering to eliminate this overhead.
Based on its own data structure, the scoreboard controls the instruction progression from one step to the next by communicating with the functional units.
There is a small complication, however. There are only a limited number of
source operand buses and result buses to the register file, which represents a
structural hazard. The scoreboard must guarantee that the number of functional
units allowed to proceed into steps 2 and 4 do not exceed the number of buses
available. We will not go into further detail on this, other than to mention that the
CDC 6600 solved this problem by grouping the 16 functional units together into
four groups and supplying a set of buses, called data trunks, for each group. Only
one unit in a group could read its operands or write its result during a clock.
Now let’s look at the detailed data structure maintained by a DLX scoreboard
with five functional units. Figure 4.4 shows what the scoreboard’s information
looks like part way through the execution of this simple sequence of instructions:
LD
LD
MULTD
SUBD
DIVD
ADDD

F6,34(R2)
F2,45(R3)
F0,F2,F4
F8,F6,F2
F10,F0,F6
F6,F8,F2

There are three parts to the scoreboard:
1. Instruction status—Indicates which of the four steps the instruction is in.
2. Functional unit status—Indicates the state of the functional unit (FU). There
are nine fields for each functional unit:
Busy—Indicates whether the unit is busy or not.
Op—Operation to perform in the unit (e.g., add or subtract).
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Fi—Destination register.
Fj, Fk—Source-register numbers.
Qj, Qk—Functional units producing source registers Fj, Fk.
Rj, Rk—Flags indicating when Fj, Fk are ready and not yet read. Set to
No after operands are read.
3. Register result status—Indicates which functional unit will write each register,
if an active instruction has the register as its destination. This field is set to
blank whenever there are no pending instructions that will write that register.
Instruction status
Instruction

Issue

Read operands

Execution complete

Write result
√

LD

F6,34(R2)

√

√

√

LD

F2,45(R3)

√

√

√

MULTD

F0,F2,F4

√

SUBD

F8,F6,F2

√

DIVD

F10,F0,F6

√

ADDD

F6,F8,F2

Functional unit status
Name

Busy

Op

Fi

Fj

Fk

Integer

Yes

Load

F2

R3

Mult1

Yes

Mult

F0

F2

F4

Mult2

No

Add

Yes

Sub

F8

F6

F2

Divide

Yes

Div

F10

F0

F6

Qj

Qk

Rj

Rk

No
Integer
Integer
Mult1

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

...

F30

Register result status

FU

F0

F2

Mult1

Integer

F4

F6

F8

F10

Add

Divide

F12

FIGURE 4.4 Components of the scoreboard. Each instruction that has issued or is pending issue has an entry in the
instruction status table. There is one entry in the functional-unit status table for each functional unit. Once an instruction issues, the record of its operands is kept in the functional-unit status table. Finally, the register-result table indicates which unit
will produce each pending result; the number of entries is equal to the number of registers. The instruction status table says
that (1) the first LD has completed and written its result, and (2) the second LD has completed execution but has not yet
written its result. The MULTD, SUBD, and DIVD have all issued but are stalled, waiting for their operands. The functional-unit
status says that the first multiply unit is waiting for the integer unit, the add unit is waiting for the integer unit, and the divide
unit is waiting for the first multiply unit. The ADDD instruction is stalled because of a structural hazard; it will clear when the
SUBD completes. If an entry in one of these scoreboard tables is not being used, it is left blank. For example, the Rk field is
not used on a load and the Mult2 unit is unused, hence their fields have no meaning. Also, once an operand has been read,
the Rj and Rk fields are set to No. Figure 4.7 and Exercise 4.6 show why this last step is crucial.
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Now let’s look at how the code sequence begun in Figure 4.4 continues execution. After that, we will be able to examine in detail the conditions that the scoreboard uses to control execution.
EXAMPLE

ANSWER

Assume the following EX cycle latencies (chosen to illustrate the behavior
and not representative) for the floating-point functional units: Add is 2 clock
cycles, multiply is 10 clock cycles, and divide is 40 clock cycles. Using the
code segment in Figure 4.4 and beginning with the point indicated by the
instruction status in Figure 4.4, show what the status tables look like when
MULTD and DIVD are each ready to go to the write-result state.
There are RAW data hazards from the second LD to MULTD and SUBD, from
MULTD to DIVD, and from SUBD to ADDD. There is a WAR data hazard between DIVD and ADDD. Finally, there is a structural hazard on the add functional unit for ADDD. What the tables look like when MULTD and DIVD are
ready to write their results is shown in Figures 4.5 and 4.6, respectively.
Instruction status

Instruction

Issue

Read operands

Execution complete

Write result

LD

F6,34(R2)

√

√

√

√

LD

F2,45(R3)

√

√

√

√

MULTD F0,F2,F4

√

√

√

SUBD

F8,F6,F2

√

√

√

DIVD

F10,F0,F6

√

ADDD

F6,F8,F2

√

√

√

√

Functional unit status
Name

Busy

Integer

No

Mult1

Yes

Op

Fi

Fj

Fk

Mult

F0

F2

Rj

Rk

F4

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

Mult2

No

Add

Yes

Add

F6

F8

F2

Divide

Yes

Div

F10

F0

F6

Qj

Qk

Mult1

Register result status
F0
FU

Mult1

F2

F4

F6
Add

F8

F10

F12

...

F30

Divide

FIGURE 4.5 Scoreboard tables just before the MULTD goes to write result. The DIVD has not yet read either of its
operands, since it has a dependence on the result of the multiply. The ADDD has read its operands and is in execution, although it was forced to wait until the SUBD finished to get the functional unit. ADDD cannot proceed to write result because
of the WAR hazard on F6, which is used by the DIVD. The Q fields are only relevant when a functional unit is waiting for
another unit.
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Instruction status
Instruction

Issue

Read operands

Execution complete

Write result

LD

F6,34(R2)

√

√

√

√

LD

F2,45(R3)

√

√

√

√

MULTD F0,F2,F4

√

√

√

√

SUBD

F8,F6,F2

√

√

√

√

DIVD

F10,F0,F6

√

√

√

ADDD

F6,F8,F2

√

√

√

√

Functional unit status
Name

Busy

Integer

No

Mult1

No

Mult2

No

Add

No

Divide

Yes

Op

Fi

Fj

Fk

Div

F10

F0

F6

Qj

Qk

Rj

Rk

No

No

Register result status
F0
FU

F2

F4

F6

F8

F10

F12

...

F30

Divide

FIGURE 4.6 Scoreboard tables just before the DIVD goes to write result. ADDD was able to complete as soon as DIVD
passed through read operands and got a copy of F6. Only the DIVD remains to finish.
■

Now we can see how the scoreboard works in detail by looking at what has to
happen for the scoreboard to allow each instruction to proceed. Figure 4.7 shows
what the scoreboard requires for each instruction to advance and the bookkeeping
action necessary when the instruction does advance. The scoreboard, like a number of other structures that we examine in this chapter, records operand specifier
information, such as register numbers. For example, we must record the source
registers when an instruction is issued. Because we refer to the contents of a register as Regs[D] where D is a register name, there is no ambiguity. For example,
Fj[FU]← S1 causes the register name S1 to be placed in Fj[FU], rather than the
contents of the register of register S1.
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Instruction status

Wait until

Bookkeeping

Issue

Not Busy [FU] and
not Result [D]

Busy[FU]← yes; Op[FU]← op; Fi[FU]←D;
Fj[FU]← S1; Fk[FU]← S2;
Qj← Result[S1]; Qk← Result[S2];
Rj← not Qj; Rk← not Qk; Result[D]← FU;

Read operands

Rj and Rk

Rj← No; Rk← No; Qj←0; Qk←0

Execution complete

Functional unit done

Write result

∀f((Fj[f ] ≠ Fi[FU] or
Rj[f ] = No) & (Fk[f ] ≠
Fi[FU] or Rk[f ] = No))

∀f(if Qj[f ]=FU then Rj[f ]← Yes);
∀f(if Qk[f ]=FU then Rk[f ]← Yes);
Result[Fi[FU]]← 0; Busy[FU]← No

FIGURE 4.7 Required checks and bookkeeping actions for each step in instruction execution. FU stands for the
functional unit used by the instruction, D is the destination register name, S1 and S2 are the source register names, and op
is the operation to be done. To access the scoreboard entry named Fj for functional unit FU we use the notation Fj[FU]. Result[D] is the value of the result register field for register D. The test on the write-result case prevents the write when there is
a WAR hazard, which exists if another instruction has this instruction’s destination (Fi[FU]) as a source (Fj[f ] or Fk[f ]) and if
some other instruction has written the register (Rj = Yes or Rk = Yes). The variable f is used for any functional unit.

The costs and benefits of scoreboarding are interesting considerations. The
CDC 6600 designers measured a performance improvement of 1.7 for FORTRAN programs and 2.5 for hand-coded assembly language. However, this was
measured in the days before software pipeline scheduling, semiconductor main
memory, and caches (which lower memory-access time). The scoreboard on the
CDC 6600 had about as much logic as one of the functional units, which is surprisingly low. The main cost was in the large number of buses—about four times
as many as would be required if the processor only executed instructions in order
(or if it only initiated one instruction per execute cycle). The recently increasing
interest in dynamic scheduling is motivated by attempts to issue more instructions per clock (so the cost of more buses must be paid anyway) and by ideas like
speculation (explored in section 4.6) that naturally build on dynamic scheduling.
A scoreboard uses the available ILP to minimize the number of stalls arising
from the program’s true data dependences. In eliminating stalls, a scoreboard is
limited by several factors:
1. The amount of parallelism available among the instructions—This determines
whether independent instructions can be found to execute. If each instruction
depends on its predecessor, no dynamic scheduling scheme can reduce stalls. If
the instructions in the pipeline simultaneously must be chosen from the same
basic block (as was true in the 6600), this limit is likely to be quite severe.
2. The number of scoreboard entries—This determines how far ahead the pipeline can look for independent instructions. The set of instructions examined as
candidates for potential execution is called the window. The size of the scoreboard determines the size of the window. In this section, we assume a window
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does not extend beyond a branch, so the window (and the scoreboard) always
contains straight-line code from a single basic block. Section 4.6 shows how
the window can be extended beyond a branch.
3. The number and types of functional units—This determines the importance of
structural hazards, which can increase when dynamic scheduling is used.
4. The presence of antidependences and output dependences—These lead to
WAR and WAW stalls.
This entire chapter focuses on techniques that attack the problem of exposing
and better utilizing available ILP. The second and third factors can be attacked by
increasing the size of the scoreboard and the number of functional units; however, these changes have cost implications and may also affect cycle time. WAW
and WAR hazards become more important in dynamically scheduled processors,
because the pipeline exposes more name dependences. WAW hazards also become more important if we use dynamic scheduling with a branch prediction
scheme that allows multiple iterations of a loop to overlap.
The next subsection looks at a technique called register renaming that dynamically eliminates name dependences so as to avoid WAR and WAW hazards. Register renaming does this by replacing the register names (such as those kept in the
scoreboard) with the names of a larger set of virtual registers. The register renaming scheme also is the basis for implementing forwarding.
Another Dynamic Scheduling Approach—
The Tomasulo Approach
Another approach to allow execution to proceed in the presence of hazards was
used by the IBM 360/91 floating-point unit. This scheme was invented by Robert
Tomasulo and is named after him. Tomasulo’s scheme combines key elements of
the scoreboarding scheme with the introduction of register renaming. There are
many variations on this scheme, though the key concept of renaming registers to
avoid WAR and WAW hazards is the most common characteristic.
The IBM 360/91 was completed about three years after the CDC 6600, just
before caches appeared in commercial processors. IBM’s goal was to achieve
high floating-point performance from an instruction set and from compilers designed for the entire 360 computer family, rather than from specialized compilers
for the high-end processors. The 360 architecture had only four double-precision
floating-point registers, which limits the effectiveness of compiler scheduling;
this fact was another motivation for the Tomasulo approach. In addition, the IBM
360/91 had long memory accesses and long floating-point delays, which Tomasulo’s
algorithm was designed to overcome. At the end of the section, we will see that
Tomasulo’s algorithm can also support the overlapped execution of multiple iterations of a loop.
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We explain the algorithm, which focuses on the floating-point unit, in the context of a pipelined, floating-point unit for DLX. The primary difference between
DLX and the 360 is the presence of register-memory instructions in the latter
processor. Because Tomasulo’s algorithm uses a load functional unit, no significant changes are needed to add register-memory addressing modes. The primary
addition is another bus. The IBM 360/91 also had pipelined functional units,
rather than multiple functional units. The only difference between these is that a
pipelined unit can start at most one operation per clock cycle. Since there are really no fundamental differences, we describe the algorithm as if there were multiple functional units. The IBM 360/91 could accommodate three operations for
the floating-point adder and two for the floating-point multiplier. In addition, up
to six floating-point loads, or memory references, and up to three floating-point
stores could be outstanding. Load data buffers and store data buffers are used for
this function. Although we will not discuss the load and store units, we do need to
include the buffers for operands.
Tomasulo’s scheme shares many ideas with the scoreboard scheme, so we assume that you understand the scoreboard thoroughly. In the last section, we saw
how a compiler could rename registers to avoid WAW and WAR hazards. In
Tomasulo’s scheme this functionality is provided by the reservation stations,
which buffer the operands of instructions waiting to issue, and by the issue logic.
The basic idea is that a reservation station fetches and buffers an operand as soon
as it is available, eliminating the need to get the operand from a register. In addition, pending instructions designate the reservation station that will provide their
input. Finally, when successive writes to a register appear, only the last one is actually used to update the register. As instructions are issued, the register specifiers
for pending operands are renamed to the names of the reservation station in a
process called register renaming. This combination of issue logic and reservation
stations provides renaming and eliminates WAW and WAR hazards. This additional capability is the major conceptual difference between scoreboarding and
Tomasulo’s algorithm. Since there can be more reservation stations than real registers, the technique can eliminate hazards that could not be eliminated by a compiler. As we explore the components of Tomasulo’s scheme, we will return to the
topic of register renaming and see exactly how the renaming occurs and how it
eliminates hazards.
In addition to the use of register renaming, there are two other significant differences in the organization of Tomasulo’s scheme and scoreboarding. First, hazard detection and execution control are distributed: The reservation stations at
each functional unit control when an instruction can begin execution at that unit.
This function is centralized in the scoreboard. Second, results are passed directly
to functional units from the reservation stations where they are buffered, rather
than going through the registers. This is done with a common result bus that allows all units waiting for an operand to be loaded simultaneously (on the 360/91
this is called the common data bus, or CDB). In comparison, the scoreboard writes
results into registers, where waiting functional units may have to contend for
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them. The number of result buses in either the scoreboard or Tomasulo’s scheme
can be varied. In the actual implementations, the CDC 6600 had multiple completion buses (two in the floating-point unit), while the IBM 360/91 had only one.
Figure 4.8 shows the basic structure of a Tomasulo-based floating-point unit
for DLX; none of the execution control tables are shown. The reservation stations
hold instructions that have been issued and are awaiting execution at a functional
unit, the operands for that instruction if they have already been computed or the
source of the operands otherwise, as well as the information needed to control the
instruction once it has begun execution at the unit. The load buffers and store
buffers hold data or addresses coming from and going to memory. The floatingpoint registers are connected by a pair of buses to the functional units and by a
single bus to the store buffers. All results from the functional units and from
memory are sent on the common data bus, which goes everywhere except to the
load buffer. All the buffers and reservation stations have tag fields, employed by
hazard control.

From instruction unit
Floatingpoint
operation
queue

From
memory

FP registers

Load buffers
6
5
4
3
2
1

Operand
buses

Store buffers
3
2
1
To
memory

Operation bus

3
2
1

2
1

Reservation
stations
FP adders

FP multipliers
Common data bus (CDB)

FIGURE 4.8 The basic structure of a DLX FP unit using Tomasulo’s algorithm. Floating-point operations are sent from the instruction unit into a queue when they are issued. The
reservation stations include the operation and the actual operands, as well as information
used for detecting and resolving hazards. There are load buffers to hold the results of outstanding loads that are waiting for the CDB. Similarly, store buffers are used to hold the destination memory addresses of outstanding stores waiting for their operands. All results from
either the FP units or the load unit are put on the CDB, which goes to the FP register file as
well as to the reservation stations and store buffers. The FP adders implement addition and
subtraction, while the FP multipliers do multiplication and division.
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Before we describe the details of the reservation stations and the algorithm,
let’s look at the steps an instruction goes through—just as we did for the scoreboard. Since operands are transmitted differently than in a scoreboard, there are
only three steps:
1. Issue—Get an instruction from the floating-point operation queue. If the operation is a floating-point operation, issue it if there is an empty reservation
station, and send the operands to the reservation station if they are in the registers. If the operation is a load or store, it can issue if there is an available buffer.
If there is not an empty reservation station or an empty buffer, then there is a
structural hazard and the instruction stalls until a station or buffer is freed. This
step also performs the process of renaming registers.
2. Execute—If one or more of the operands is not yet available, monitor the CDB
while waiting for it to be computed. When an operand becomes available, it is
placed into the corresponding reservation station. When both operands are
available, execute the operation. This step checks for RAW hazards.
3. Write result—When the result is available, write it on the CDB and from there
into the registers, into any reservation stations waiting for this result, and to
any waiting store buffers.
Although these steps are fundamentally similar to those in the scoreboard,
there are three important differences. First, there is no checking for WAW and
WAR hazards—these are eliminated when the register operands are renamed during issue. Second, the CDB is used to broadcast results rather than waiting on the
registers. Third, the loads and stores are treated as basic functional units.
The data structures used to detect and eliminate hazards are attached to the
reservation stations, the register file, and the load and store buffers. Although different information is attached to different objects, everything except the load
buffers contains a tag field per entry. These tags are essentially names for an extended set of virtual registers used in renaming. In this example, the tag field is a
four-bit quantity that denotes one of the five reservation stations or one of the six
load buffers; as we will see this produces the equivalent of eleven registers that
can be designated as result registers (as opposed to the four double-precision registers that the 360 architecture contains). In a processor with more real registers,
we would want renaming to provide an even larger set of virtual registers. The tag
field describes which reservation station contains the instruction that will produce
a result needed as a source operand. Once an instruction has issued and is waiting
for a result, it refers to the operand by the reservation station number, rather than
by the number of the destination register written by the instruction producing the
value. Unused values, such as zero, indicate that the operand is already available
in the registers. Because there are more reservation stations than actual register
numbers, WAW and WAR hazards are eliminated by renaming results using
reservation station numbers. Although in Tomasulo’s scheme the reservation
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stations are used as the extended virtual registers, other approaches could use a
register set with additional registers or a structure like the reorder buffer, which
we will see in section 4.6.
In describing the operation of this scheme, scoreboard terminology is used
wherever this will not lead to confusion. The terminology used by the IBM 360/91
is also shown, for historical reference. It is important to remember that the tags in
the Tomasulo scheme refer to the buffer or unit that will produce a result; the register names are discarded when an instruction issues to a reservation station.
Each reservation station has six fields:
Op—The operation to perform on source operands S1 and S2.
Qj, Qk—The reservation stations that will produce the corresponding source
operand; a value of zero indicates that the source operand is already available
in Vj or Vk, or is unnecessary. (The IBM 360/91 calls these SINKunit and
SOURCEunit.)
Vj, Vk—The value of the source operands. These are called SINK and
SOURCE on the IBM 360/91. Note that only one of the V field or the Q field
is valid for each operand.
Busy—Indicates that this reservation station and its accompanying functional
unit are occupied.
The register file and store buffer each have a field, Qi:
Qi—The number of the reservation station that contains the operation whose
result should be stored into this register or into memory. If the value of Qi is
blank (or 0), no currently active instruction is computing a result destined for
this register or buffer. For a register, this means the value is simply the register
contents.
The load and store buffers each require a busy field, indicating when a buffer is
available because of completion of a load or store assigned there; the register file
will have a blank Qi field when it is not busy.
Before we examine the algorithm in detail, let’s see what the information
tables look like for the following code sequence:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

LD
LD
MULTD
SUBD
DIVD
ADDD

F6,34(R2)
F2,45(R3)
F0,F2,F4
F8,F6,F2
F10,F0,F6
F6,F8,F2
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We saw what the scoreboard looked like for this program when only the first
load had written its result. Figure 4.9 depicts the reservation stations and the register tags. The numbers appended to the names add, mult, and load stand for the
tag for that reservation station—Add1 is the tag for the result from the first add
unit. In addition we have included an instruction status table. This table is included only to help you understand the algorithm; it is not actually a part of the
hardware. Instead, the state of each operation that has issued is kept in a reservation station.
Instruction status
Instruction

Issue

Execute

Write result
√

LD

F6,34(R2)

√

√

LD

F2,45(R3)

√

√

MULTD

F0,F2,F4

√

SUBD

F8,F6,F2

√

DIVD

F10,F0,F6

√

ADDD

F6,F8,F2

√
Reservation stations

Name

Busy

Op

Vj

Vk

Qj

Qk

Add1

Yes

SUB

Mem[34+Regs[R2]]

Add2

Yes

ADD

Add1

Load2

Add3

No

Mult1

Yes

MULT

Regs[F4]

Load2

Mult2

Yes

DIV

Mem[34+Regs[R2]]

Mult1

Load2

Register status
Field

F0

F2

Qi

Mult1

Load2

F4

F6

F8

F10

Add2

Add1

Mult2

F12

...

F30

FIGURE 4.9 Reservation stations and register tags. All of the instructions have issued, but only the first load instruction
has completed and written its result to the CDB. The instruction status table is not actually present, but the equivalent information is distributed throughout the hardware. The Vj and Vk fields show the value of an operand in our hardware description
language. The load and store buffers are not shown. Load buffer 2 is the only busy load buffer and it is performing on behalf
of instruction 2 in the sequence—loading from memory address R3 + 45. Remember that an operand is specified by either
a Q field or a V field at any time.
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There are two important differences from scoreboards that are immediately
observable in these tables. First, the value of an operand is stored in the reservation station in one of the V fields as soon as it is available; it is not read from the
register file nor from a reservation station once the instruction has issued. Second, the ADDD instruction, which was blocked in the scoreboard by a WAR hazard at the WB stage, has issued and could complete before the DIVD initiates.
The major advantages of the Tomasulo scheme are (1) the distribution of the
hazard detection logic, and (2) the elimination of stalls for WAW and WAR hazards. The first advantage arises from the distributed reservation stations and the
use of the CDB. If multiple instructions are waiting on a single result, and each
instruction already has its other operand, then the instructions can be released
simultaneously by the broadcast on the CDB. In the scoreboard the waiting instructions must all read their results from the registers when register buses are
available.
WAW and WAR hazards are eliminated by renaming registers using the reservation stations, and by the process of storing operands into the reservation station
as soon as they are available. For example, in our code sequence in Figure 4.9 we
have issued both the DIVD and the ADDD, even though there is a WAR hazard involving F6. The hazard is eliminated in one of two ways. First, if the instruction
providing the value for the DIVD has completed, then Vk will store the result,
allowing DIVD to execute independent of the ADDD (this is the case shown).
On the other hand, if the LD had not completed, then Qk would point to the
Load1 reservation station, and the DIVD instruction would be independent of the
ADDD. Thus, in either case, the ADDD can issue and begin executing. Any uses of
the result of the DIVD would point to the reservation station, allowing the ADDD to
complete and store its value into the registers without affecting the DIVD. We’ll
see an example of the elimination of a WAW hazard shortly. But let’s first look at
how our earlier example continues execution.
EXAMPLE

Assume the same latencies for the floating-point functional units as we did
for Figure 4.6: Add is 2 clock cycles, multiply is 10 clock cycles, and divide
is 40 clock cycles. With the same code segment, show what the status tables look like when the MULTD is ready to write its result.

ANSWER

The result is shown in the three tables in Figure 4.10. Unlike the example
with the scoreboard, ADDD has completed since the operands of DIVD are
copied, thereby overcoming the WAR hazard. Notice that even if the load
of F6 was delayed, the add into F6 could be executed without triggering a
WAW hazard.
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Instruction status
Instruction

Issue

Execute

Write result

LD

F6,34(R2)

√

√

√

LD

F2,45(R3)

√

√

√

MULTD

F0,F2,F4

√

√

SUBD

F8,F6,F2

√

√

√

DIVD

F10,F0,F6

√

ADDD

F6,F8,F2

√

√

√

Reservation stations
Name

Busy

Op

Vj

Vk

Add1

No

Add2

No

Add3

No

Mult1

Yes

MULT

Mem[45+Regs[R3]]

Regs[F4]

Mult2

Yes

DIV

Qj

Mem[34+Regs[R2]]

Qk

Mult1

Register status
Field

F0

Qi

Mult1

F2

F4

F6

F8

F10

F12

...

F30

Mult2

FIGURE 4.10 Multiply and divide are the only instructions not finished. This is different from the scoreboard case,
because the elimination of WAR hazards allowed the ADDD to finish right after the SUBD on which it depended.
■

Figure 4.11 gives the steps that each instruction must go through. Load and
stores are only slightly special. A load can execute as soon as it is available.
When execution is completed and the CDB is available, a load puts its result on
the CDB like any functional unit. Stores receive their values from the CDB or
from the register file and execute autonomously; when they are done they turn the
busy field off to indicate availability, just like a load buffer or reservation station.
To understand the full power of eliminating WAW and WAR hazards through
dynamic renaming of registers, we must look at a loop. Consider the following
simple sequence for multiplying the elements of an array by a scalar in F2:
Loop:

LD
MULTD
SD
SUBI
BNEZ

F0,0(R1)
F4,F0,F2
0(R1),F4
R1,R1,#8
R1,Loop

; branches if R1≠0
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Instruction status

Wait until

Action or bookkeeping

Issue

Station or buffer empty

if (Register[S1].Qi ≠0)
{RS[r].Qj← Register[S1].Qi}
else {RS[r].Vj← S1; RS[r].Qj← 0};
if (Register[S2].Qi≠0)
{RS[r].Qk← Register[S2].Qi}
else {RS[r].Vk← S2; RS[r].Qk← 0};
RS[r].Busy← yes;
Register[D].Qi=r;

Execute

(RS[r].Qj=0) and
(RS[r].Qk=0)

None—operands are in Vj and Vk

Write result

Execution completed at r
and CDB available

∀x(if (Register[x].Qi=r)
{Fx← result;
Register[x].Qi← 0});
∀x(if (RS[x].Qj=r) {RS[x].Vj← result;
RS[x].Qj ← 0});
∀x(if (RS[x].Qk=r) {RS[x].Vk← result;
RS[x].Qk ← 0});
∀x(if (Store[x].Qi=r) {Store[x].V← result;
Store[x].Qi ← 0});
RS[r].Busy← No
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FIGURE 4.11 Steps in the algorithm and what is required for each step. For the issuing instruction, D is the destination, S1 and S2 are the source register numbers, and r is the reservation station or buffer that D is assigned to. RS is the
reservation-station data structure. The value returned by a reservation station or by the load unit is called result. Register is the register data structure (not the register file), while Store is the store-buffer data structure. When an instruction
is issued, the destination register has its Qi field set to the number of the buffer or reservation station to which the instruction
is issued. If the operands are available in the registers, they are stored in the V fields. Otherwise, the Q fields are set to indicate the reservation station that will produce the values needed as source operands. The instruction waits at the reservation station until both its operands are available, indicated by zero in the Q fields. The Q fields are set to zero either when
this instruction is issued, or when an instruction on which this instruction depends completes and does its write back. When
an instruction has finished execution and the CDB is available, it can do its write back. All the buffers, registers, and reservation stations whose value of Qj or Qk is the same as the completing reservation station update their values from the CDB
and mark the Q fields to indicate that values have been received. Thus, the CDB can broadcast its result to many destinations
in a single clock cycle, and if the waiting instructions have their operands, they can all begin execution on the next clock cycle.
There is a subtle timing difficulty that arises in Tomasulo’s algorithm; we discuss this in Exercise 4.24.

If we predict that branches are taken, using reservation stations will allow multiple executions of this loop to proceed at once. This advantage is gained without
unrolling the loop—in effect, the loop is unrolled dynamically by the hardware.
In the 360 architecture, the presence of only four FP registers would severely limit the use of unrolling, since we would generate many WAW and WAR hazards.
As we saw earlier on page 227, when we unroll a loop and schedule it to avoid
interlocks, many more registers are required. Tomasulo’s algorithm supports the
overlapped execution of multiple copies of the same loop with only a small number of registers used by the program. The reservation stations extend the real register set via the renaming process.
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Let’s assume we have issued all the instructions in two successive iterations of
the loop, but none of the floating-point loads-stores or operations has completed.
The reservation stations, register-status tables, and load and store buffers at this
point are shown in Figure 4.12. (The integer ALU operation is ignored, and it is
assumed the branch was predicted as taken.) Once the system reaches this state,
two copies of the loop could be sustained with a CPI close to 1.0 provided the
multiplies could complete in four clock cycles. If we ignore the loop overhead,
which is not reduced in this scheme, the performance level achieved matches
what we would obtain with compiler unrolling and scheduling, assuming we had
enough registers.
An additional element that is critical to making Tomasulo’s algorithm work is
shown in this example. The load instruction from the second loop iteration could
easily complete before the store from the first iteration, although the normal
sequential order is different. The load and store can safely be done in a different
order, provided the load and store access different addresses. This is checked by
examining the addresses in the store buffer whenever a load is issued. If the load
address matches the store-buffer address, we must stop and wait until the store
buffer gets a value; we can then access it or get the value from memory. This dynamic disambiguation of addresses is an alternative to the techniques that a compiler would use when interchanging a load and store.
This dynamic scheme can yield very high performance, provided the cost of
branches can be kept small, an issue we address in the next section. The major
drawback of this approach is the complexity of the Tomasulo scheme, which requires a large amount of hardware. In particular, there are many associative stores
that must run at high speed, as well as complex control logic. Lastly, the performance gain is limited by the single completion bus (CDB). While additional
CDBs can be added, each CDB must interact with all the pipeline hardware, including the reservation stations. In particular, the associative tag-matching hardware would need to be duplicated at each station for each CDB.
In Tomasulo’s scheme two different techniques are combined: the renaming of
registers to a larger virtual set of registers and the buffering of source operands
from the register file. Source operand buffering resolves WAR hazards that arise
when the operand is available in the registers. As we will see later, it is also possible to eliminate WAR hazards by the renaming of a register together with the buffering of a result until no outstanding references to the earlier version of the register
remain. This approach will be used when we discuss hardware speculation.
Tomasulo’s scheme is appealing if the designer is forced to pipeline an architecture for which it is difficult to schedule code or that has a shortage of registers.
On the other hand, the advantages of the Tomasulo approach versus compiler
scheduling for a efficient single-issue pipeline are probably fewer than the costs
of implementation. But, as processors become more aggressive in their issue
capability and designers are concerned with the performance of difficult-toschedule code (such as most nonnumeric code), techniques such as register renaming and dynamic scheduling will become more important. Later in this chapter, we will see that they are one important component of most schemes for
incorporating hardware speculation.
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The key components for enhancing ILP in Tomasulo’s algorithm are dynamic
scheduling, register renaming, and dynamic memory disambiguation. It is difficult to assess the value of these features independently. When we examine the
studies of ILP in section 4.7, we will look at how these features affect the amount
of parallelism discovered.
Corresponding to the dynamic hardware techniques for scheduling around
data dependences are dynamic techniques for handling branches efficiently.
These techniques are used for two purposes: to predict whether a branch will be
taken and to find the target more quickly. Hardware branch prediction, the name
for these techniques, is the next topic we discuss.
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FIGURE 4.12 Two active iterations of the loop with no instruction yet completed. Load and store buffers are included,
with addresses to be loaded from and stored to. The loads are in the load buffer; entries in the multiplier reservation stations
indicate that the outstanding loads are the sources. The store buffers indicate that the multiply destination is their value to store.
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4.3

Reducing Branch Penalties
with Dynamic Hardware Prediction
The previous section describes techniques for overcoming data hazards. The frequency of branches and jumps demands that we also attack the potential stalls
arising from control dependences. Indeed, as the amount of ILP we attempt to exploit grows, control dependences rapidly become the limiting factor. Although
schemes in this section are helpful in processors that try to maintain one instruction issue per clock, for two reasons they are crucial to any processor that tries to
issue more than one instruction per clock. First, branches will arrive up to n times
faster in an n-issue processor and providing an instruction stream will probably
require that we predict the outcome of branches. Second, Amdahl’s Law reminds
us that relative impact of the control stalls will be larger with the lower potential
CPI in such machines.
In the last chapter, we examined a variety of static schemes for dealing with
branches; these schemes are static since the action taken does not depend on the
dynamic behavior of the branch. We also examined the delayed branch scheme,
which allows software to optimize the branch behavior by scheduling it at compile time. This section focuses on using hardware to dynamically predict the outcome of a branch—the prediction will change if the branch changes its behavior
while the program is running.
We start with a simple branch prediction scheme and then examine approaches that increase the accuracy of our branch prediction mechanisms. After that, we
look at more elaborate schemes that try to find the instruction following a branch
even earlier. The goal of all these mechanisms is to allow the processor to resolve
the outcome of a branch early, thus preventing control dependences from causing
stalls. The effectiveness of a branch prediction scheme depends not only on the
accuracy, but also on the cost of a branch when the prediction is correct and when
the prediction is incorrect. These branch penalties depend on the structure of the
pipeline, the type of predictor, and the strategies used for recovering from
misprediction. Later in this chapter we will look at some typical examples.
Basic Branch Prediction and Branch-Prediction Buffers
The simplest dynamic branch-prediction scheme is a branch-prediction buffer or
branch history table. A branch-prediction buffer is a small memory indexed by
the lower portion of the address of the branch instruction. The memory contains a
bit that says whether the branch was recently taken or not. This is the simplest
sort of buffer; it has no tags and is useful only to reduce the branch delay when it
is longer than the time to compute the possible target PCs. We don’t know, in
fact, if the prediction is correct—it may have been put there by another branch
that has the same low-order address bits. But this doesn’t matter. The prediction
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is a hint that is assumed to be correct, and fetching begins in the predicted direction. If the hint turns out to be wrong, the prediction bit is inverted and stored
back. Of course, this buffer is effectively a cache where every access is a hit, and,
as we will see, the performance of the buffer depends on both how often the prediction is for the branch of interest and how accurate the prediction is when it
matches. We can use all the caching techniques to improve the accuracy of finding the prediction matching this branch, as we will see shortly. Before we do that,
it is useful to make a small, but important, improvement in the accuracy of the
branch prediction scheme.
This simple one-bit prediction scheme has a performance shortcoming: Even
if a branch is almost always taken, we will likely predict incorrectly twice, rather
than once, when it is not taken. The following example shows this.
EXAMPLE

Consider a loop branch whose behavior is taken nine times in a row, then
not taken once. What is the prediction accuracy for this branch, assuming
the prediction bit for this branch remains in the prediction buffer?

ANSWER

The steady-state prediction behavior will mispredict on the first and last
loop iterations. Mispredicting the last iteration is inevitable since the prediction bit will say taken (the branch has been taken nine times in a row at
that point). The misprediction on the first iteration happens because the
bit is flipped on prior execution of the last iteration of the loop, since the
branch was not taken on that iteration. Thus, the prediction accuracy for
this branch that is taken 90% of the time is only 80% (two incorrect predictions and eight correct ones). In general, for branches used to form
loops—a branch is taken many times in a row and then not taken once—
a one-bit predictor will mispredict at twice the rate that the branch is not
taken. Ideally, the accuracy of the predictor would match the taken branch
frequency for these highly regular branches.
■

To remedy this, two-bit prediction schemes are often used. In a two-bit
scheme, a prediction must miss twice before it is changed. Figure 4.13 shows the
finite-state processor for a two-bit prediction scheme.
The two-bit scheme is actually a specialization of a more general scheme
that has an n-bit saturating counter for each entry in the prediction buffer. With
an n-bit counter, the counter can take on values between 0 and 2n – 1: when the
counter is greater than or equal to one half of its maximum value (2n–1), the
branch is predicted as taken; otherwise, it is predicted untaken. As in the two-bit
scheme, the counter is incremented on a taken branch and decremented on an untaken branch. Studies of n-bit predictors have shown that the two-bit predictors
do almost as well, and thus most systems rely on two-bit branch predictors rather
than the more general n-bit predictors.
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Taken
Not taken
Predict taken

Predict taken
Taken
Not taken

Taken
Not taken
Predict not taken

Predict not taken
Taken
Not taken

FIGURE 4.13 The states in a two-bit prediction scheme. By using two bits rather than
one, a branch that strongly favors taken or not taken—as many branches do—will be mispredicted only once. The two bits are used to encode the four states in the system.

A branch-prediction buffer can be implemented as a small, special “cache”
accessed with the instruction address during the IF pipe stage, or as a pair of bits
attached to each block in the instruction cache and fetched with the instruction. If
the instruction is decoded as a branch and if the branch is predicted as taken,
fetching begins from the target as soon as the PC is known. Otherwise, sequential
fetching and executing continue. If the prediction turns out to be wrong, the prediction bits are changed as shown in Figure 4.13.
While this scheme is useful for most pipelines, the DLX pipeline finds out
both whether the branch is taken and what the target of the branch is at roughly
the same time, assuming no hazard in accessing the register specified in the conditional branch. (Remember that this is true for the DLX pipeline because the
branch does a compare of a register against zero during the ID stage, which is
when the effective address is also computed.) Thus, this scheme does not help for
the simple DLX pipeline; we will explore a scheme that can work for DLX a little
later. First, let’s see how well branch prediction works in general.
What kind of accuracy can be expected from a branch-prediction buffer using
two bits per entry on real applications? For the SPEC89 benchmarks a branchprediction buffer with 4096 entries results in a prediction accuracy ranging from
over 99% to 82%, or a misprediction rate of 1% to 18%, as shown in Figure 4.14.
To show the differences more clearly, we plot misprediction frequency rather
than prediction frequency. A 4K-entry buffer, like that used for these results, is
considered very large; smaller buffers would have worse results.
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FIGURE 4.14 Prediction accuracy of a 4096-entry two-bit prediction buffer for the
SPEC89 benchmarks. The misprediction rate for the integer benchmarks (gcc, espresso,
eqntott, and li) is substantially higher (average of 11%) than that for the FP programs (average of 4%). Even omitting the FP kernels (nasa7, matrix300, and tomcatv) still yields a higher
accuracy for the FP benchmarks than for the integer benchmarks. These data, as well as the
rest of the data in this section, are taken from a branch prediction study done using the IBM
Power architecture and optimized code for that system. See Pan et al. [1992].

Knowing just the prediction accuracy, as shown in Figure 4.14, is not enough to
determine the performance impact of branches, even given the branch costs and
penalties for misprediction. We also need to take into account the branch frequency, since the importance of accurate prediction is larger in programs with
higher branch frequency. For example, the integer programs—li, eqntott, espresso,
and gcc—have higher branch frequencies than those of the more easily predicted
FP programs.
As we try to exploit more ILP, the accuracy of our branch prediction becomes
critical. As we can see in Figure 4.14, the accuracy of the predictors for integer
programs, which typically also have higher branch frequencies, is lower than for
the loop-intensive scientific programs. We can attack this problem in two ways:
by increasing the size of the buffer and by increasing the accuracy of the scheme
we use for each prediction. A buffer with 4K entries is already quite large and, as
Figure 4.15 shows, performs quite comparably to an infinite buffer. The data in
Figure 4.15 make it clear that the hit rate of the buffer is not the limiting factor.
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FIGURE 4.15 Prediction accuracy of a 4096-entry two-bit prediction buffer versus an
infinite buffer for the SPEC89 benchmarks.

As we mentioned above, increasing the number of bits per predictor also has little
impact.
These two-bit predictor schemes use only the recent behavior of a branch to
predict the future behavior of that branch. It may be possible to improve the prediction accuracy if we also look at the recent behavior of other branches rather
than just the branch we are trying to predict. Consider a small code fragment
from the SPEC92 benchmark eqntott (the worst case for the two-bit predictor):
if (aa==2)
aa=0;
if (bb==2)
bb=0;
if (aa!=bb) {
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Here is the DLX code that we would typically generate for this code fragment
assuming that aa and bb are assigned to registers R1 and R2:

L1:

L2:

SUBUI(3x)
BNEZ
ADD
SUBUI(3x)
BNEZ
ADD
SUBU(1x)
BEQZ

R3,R1,#2
R3,L1
R1,R0,R0
R3,R2,#2
R3,L2
R2,R0,R0
R3,R1,R2
R3,L3

;branch b1
;aa=0

(aa!=2)

;branch b2
;bb=0
;R3=aa-bb
;branch b3

(bb!=2)

(aa==bb)

Let’s label these branches b1, b2, and b3. The key observation is that the behavior
of branch b3 is correlated with the behavior of branches b1 and b2. Clearly, if
branches b1 and b2 are both not taken (i.e., the if conditions both evaluate to true
and aa and bb are both assigned 0), then b3 will be taken, since aa and bb are
clearly equal. A predictor that uses only the behavior of a single branch to predict
the outcome of that branch can never capture this behavior.
Branch predictors that use the behavior of other branches to make a prediction
are called correlating predictors or two-level predictors. To see how such predictors work, let’s choose a simple hypothetical case. Consider the following simplified code fragment (chosen for illustrative purposes):
if (d==0)
d=1;
if (d==1)

Here is the typical code sequence generated for this fragment, assuming that d is
assigned to R1:

L1:

BNEZ
ADDI
SUBUI(3x)
BNEZ

R1,L1
R1,R0,#1
R3,R1,#1
R3,L2

;branch b1 (d!=0)
;d==0, so d=1
;branch b2 (d!=1)

...
L2:

The branches corresponding to the two if statements are labeled b1 and b2. The
possible execution sequences for an execution of this fragment, assuming d has
values 0, 1, and 2, are shown in Figure 4.16. To illustrate how a correlating predictor works, assume the sequence above is executed repeatedly and ignore other
branches in the program (including any branch needed to cause the above sequence to repeat).
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FIGURE 4.16
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Possible execution sequences for a code fragment.

From Figure 4.16, we see that if b1 is not taken, then b2 will be not taken. A correlating predictor can take advantage of this, but our standard predictor cannot.
Rather than consider all possible branch paths, consider a sequence where d alternates between 2 and 0. A one-bit predictor initialized to not taken has the behavior shown in Figure 4.17. As the figure shows, all the branches are mispredicted!
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b1
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b1
action

New b1
prediction

b2
prediction

b2
action

New b2
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2

NT
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T
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NT

NT

T

NT

NT

2

NT

T

T

NT

T

T

0

T

NT

NT

T

NT

NT

FIGURE 4.17 Behavior of a one-bit predictor initialized to not taken. T stands for taken,
NT for not taken.

Alternatively, consider a predictor that uses one bit of correlation. The easiest
way to think of this is that every branch has two separate prediction bits: one prediction assuming the last branch executed was not taken and another prediction
that is used if the last branch executed was taken. Note that, in general, the last
branch executed is not the same instruction as the branch being predicted, though
this can occur in simple loops consisting of a single basic block (since there are
no other branches in the loops).
We write the pair of prediction bits together, with the first bit being the prediction if the last branch in the program is not taken and the second bit being the prediction if the last branch in the program is taken. The four possible combinations
and the meanings are listed in Figure 4.18.

Prediction bits

Prediction if last branch
not taken

Prediction if last branch taken

NT/NT

Not taken

Not taken

NT/T

Not taken

Taken

T/NT

Taken

Not taken

T/T

Taken

Taken

FIGURE 4.18 Combinations and meaning of the taken/not taken prediction bits. T
stands for taken, NT for not taken.
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The action of the one-bit predictor with one bit of correlation, when initialized
to NT/NT is shown in Figure 4.19.
d=?

b1 prediction

b1 action
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2
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0
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T/NT

NT/NT

T

NT/T

NT/T

NT

NT/T

NT/T

T

NT/T

NT/T

NT

NT/T

FIGURE 4.19 The action of the one-bit predictor with one bit of correlation, initialized to not taken/not taken. T
stands for taken, NT for not taken. The prediction used is shown in bold.

In this case, the only misprediction is on the first iteration, when d = 2. The correct prediction of b1 is because of the choice of values for d, since b1 is not obviously correlated with the previous prediction of b2. The correct prediction of b2,
however, shows the advantage of correlating predictors. Even if we had chosen
different values for d, the predictor for b2 would correctly predict the case when
b1 is not taken on every execution of b2 after one initial incorrect prediction.
The predictor in Figures 4.18 and 4.19 is called a (1,1) predictor since it uses
the behavior of the last branch to choose from among a pair of one-bit branch
predictors. In the general case an (m,n) predictor uses the behavior of the last m
branches to choose from 2m branch predictors, each of which is a n-bit predictor
for a single branch. The attraction of this type of correlating branch predictor is
that it can yield higher prediction rates than the two-bit scheme and requires only
a trivial amount of additional hardware. The simplicity of the hardware comes
from a simple observation: The global history of the most recent m branches can
be recorded in an m-bit shift register, where each bit records whether the branch
was taken or not taken. The branch-prediction buffer can then be indexed using a
concatenation of the low-order bits from the branch address with the m-bit global
history. For example, Figure 4.20 shows a (2,2) predictor and how the prediction
is accessed.
There is one subtle effect in this implementation. Because the prediction
buffer is not a cache, the counters indexed by a single value of the global predictor may in fact correspond to different branches at some point in time. This is no
different from our earlier observation that the prediction may not correspond to
the current branch. In Figure 4.20 we draw the buffer as a two-dimensional object
to ease understanding. In reality, the buffer can simply be implemented as a linear
memory array that is two bits wide; the indexing is done by concatenating the
global history bits and the number of required bits from the branch address. For
the example in Figure 4.20, a (2,2) buffer with 64 total entries, the four low-order
address bits of the branch (word address) and the two global bits form a six-bit
index that can be used to index the 64 counters.
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Branch address
4
2–bit per branch predictors

XX

XX prediction

2–bit global branch history

FIGURE 4.20 A (2,2) branch-prediction buffer uses a two-bit global history to choose
from among four predictors for each branch address. Each predictor is in turn a two-bit
predictor for that particular branch. The branch-prediction buffer shown here has a total of 64
entries; the branch address is used to choose four of these entries and the global history is
used to choose one of the four. The two-bit global history can be implemented as a shifter
register that simply shifts in the behavior of a branch as soon as it is known.

How much better do the correlating branch predictors work when compared
with the standard two-bit scheme? To compare them fairly, we must compare
predictors that use the same number of state bits. The number of bits in an (m,n)
predictor is
2m × n × Number of prediction entries selected by the branch address

A two-bit predictor with no global history is simply a (0,2) predictor.
EXAMPLE

How many bits are in the (0,2) branch predictor we examined earlier? How
many bits are in the branch predictor shown in Figure 4.20?

ANSWER

The earlier predictor had 4K entries selected by the branch address. Thus
the total number of bits is
20 × 2 × 4K = 8K.
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The predictor in Figure 4.20 has
22 × 2 × 16 = 128 bits.
■

To compare the performance of a correlating predictor with that of our simple
two-bit predictor examined in Figure 4.14, we need to determine how many entries we should assume for the correlating predictor.
EXAMPLE

ANSWER

How many branch-selected entries are in a (2,2) predictor that has a total
of 8K bits in the prediction buffer?
We know that
22 × 2 × Number of prediction entries selected by the branch = 8K.
Hence
Number of prediction entries selected by the branch = 1K.
■

Figure 4.21 compares the performance of the earlier two-bit simple predictor
with 4K entries and a (2,2) predictor with 1K entries. As you can see, this predictor not only outperforms a simple two-bit predictor with the same total number of
state bits, it often outperforms a two-bit predictor with an unlimited number of
entries.
There are a wide spectrum of correlating predictors, with the (0,2) and (2,2)
predictors being among the most interesting. The Exercises ask you to explore
the performance of a third extreme: a predictor that does not rely on the branch
address. For example, a (12,2) predictor that has a total of 8K bits does not use
the branch address in indexing the predictor, but instead relies solely on the global branch history. Surprisingly, this degenerate case can outperform a noncorrelating two-bit predictor if enough global history is used and the table is large
enough!
Further Reducing Control Stalls: Branch-Target Buffers
To reduce the branch penalty on DLX, we need to know from what address to
fetch by the end of IF. This means we must know whether the as-yet-undecoded
instruction is a branch and, if so, what the next PC should be. If the instruction is
a branch and we know what the next PC should be, we can have a branch penalty
of zero. A branch-prediction cache that stores the predicted address for the next
instruction after a branch is called a branch-target buffer or branch-target cache.
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FIGURE 4.21 Comparison of two-bit predictors. A noncorrelating predictor for 4096 bits
is first, followed by a noncorrelating two-bit predictor with unlimited entries and a two-bit predictor with two bits of global history and a total of 1024 entries.

For the standard DLX pipeline, a branch-prediction buffer is accessed during
the ID cycle, so that at the end of ID we know the branch-target address (since it
is computed during ID), the fall-through address (computed during IF), and the
prediction. Thus, by the end of ID we know enough to fetch the next predicted instruction. For a branch-target buffer, we access the buffer during the IF stage using the instruction address of the fetched instruction, a possible branch, to index
the buffer. If we get a hit, then we know the predicted instruction address at the
end of the IF cycle, which is one cycle earlier than for a branch-prediction buffer.
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Because we are predicting the next instruction address and will send it out
before decoding the instruction, we must know whether the fetched instruction is
predicted as a taken branch. Figure 4.22 shows what the branch-target buffer
looks like. If the PC of the fetched instruction matches a PC in the buffer, then the
corresponding predicted PC is used as the next PC. In Chapter 5 we will discuss
caches in much more detail; we will see that the hardware for this branch-target
buffer is essentially identical to the hardware for a cache.

PC of instruction to fetch
Look up

Predicted PC

Number of
entries
in branchtarget
buffer

=

No: instruction is
not predicted to be
branch. Proceed normally

Yes: then instruction is branch and predicted
PC should be used as the next PC

Branch
predicted
taken or
untaken

FIGURE 4.22 A branch-target buffer. The PC of the instruction being fetched is matched
against a set of instruction addresses stored in the first column; these represent the addresses
of known branches. If the PC matches one of these entries, then the instruction being fetched
is a taken branch, and the second field, predicted PC, contains the prediction for the next PC
after the branch. Fetching begins immediately at that address. The third field, which is optional,
may be used for extra prediction state bits.

If a matching entry is found in the branch-target buffer, fetching begins immediately at the predicted PC. Note that (unlike a branch-prediction buffer) the entry
must be for this instruction, because the predicted PC will be sent out before it is
known whether this instruction is even a branch. If we did not check whether the
entry matched this PC, then the wrong PC would be sent out for instructions that
were not branches, resulting in a slower processor. We only need to store the predicted-taken branches in the branch-target buffer, since an untaken branch follows the same strategy (fetch the next sequential instruction) as a nonbranch.
Complications arise when we are using a two-bit predictor, since this requires
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that we store information for both taken and untaken branches. One way to resolve this is to use both a target buffer and a prediction buffer, which is the solution used by the PowerPC 620—the topic of section 4.8. We assume that the
buffer only holds PC-relative conditional branches, since this makes the target
address a constant; it is not hard to extend the mechanism to work with indirect
branches.
Figure 4.23 shows the steps followed when using a branch-target buffer and
where these steps occur in the pipeline. From this we can see that there will be no
branch delay if a branch-prediction entry is found in the buffer and is correct.
Otherwise, there will be a penalty of at least two clock cycles. In practice, this
penalty could be larger, since the branch-target buffer must be updated. We could
assume that the instruction following a branch or at the branch target is not a
branch, and do the update during that instruction time; however, this does complicate the control. Instead, we will take a two-clock-cycle penalty when the
branch is not correctly predicted or when we get a miss in the buffer. Dealing
with the mispredictions and misses is a significant challenge, since we typically
will have to halt instruction fetch while we rewrite the buffer entry. Thus, we
would like to make this process fast to minimize the penalty.
To evaluate how well a branch-target buffer works, we first must determine the
penalties in all possible cases. Figure 4.24 contains this information.
EXAMPLE

ANSWER

Determine the total branch penalty for a branch-target buffer assuming
the penalty cycles for individual mispredictions from Figure 4.24. Make
the following assumptions about the prediction accuracy and hit rate:
■

prediction accuracy is 90%

■

hit rate in the buffer is 90%

Using a 60% taken branch frequency, this yields the following:
Branch penalty = Percent buffer hit rate × Percent incorrect predictions × 2
+ ( 1 – Percent buffer hit rate) × Taken branches × 2
Branch penalty = ( 90% × 10% × 2 )
+ ( 10% × 60% × 2 )
Branch penalty = 0.18 + 0.12 = 0.30 clock cycles
This compares with a branch penalty for delayed branches, which we
evaluated in section 3.5 of the last chapter, of about 0.5 clock cycles per
branch. Remember, though, that the improvement from dynamic branch
prediction will grow as the branch delay grows; in addition, better predictors will yield a larger performance advantage.
■
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Send PC to
memory and
branch-target
buffer

IF
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instruction
a taken
branch?

Entry found in
branch-target
buffer?
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Send out
predicted
PC
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ID
No

Taken
branch?
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Normal
instruction
execution

EX

Enter
branch instruction
address and
next PC
into branch
target buffer

Mispredicted
branch, kill fetched
instruction; restart
fetch at other
target; delete
entry from
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Branch
correctly
predicted;
continue
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FIGURE 4.23 The steps involved in handling an instruction with a branch-target buffer. If the PC of an instruction is
found in the buffer, then the instruction must be a branch that is predicted taken; thus, fetching immediately begins from the
predicted PC in ID. If the entry is not found and it subsequently turns out to be a taken branch, it is entered in the buffer along
with the target, which is known at the end of ID. If the entry is found, but the instruction turns out not to be a taken branch,
it is removed from the buffer. If the instruction is a branch, is found, and is correctly predicted, then execution proceeds with
no delays. If the prediction is incorrect, we suffer a one-clock-cycle delay fetching the wrong instruction and restart the fetch
one clock cycle later, leading to a total mispredict penalty of two clock cycles. If the branch is not found in the buffer and the
instruction turns out to be a branch, we will have proceeded as if the instruction were a branch and can turn this into an
assume-not-taken strategy. The penalty will differ depending on whether the branch is actually taken or not.
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Instruction in buffer
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Actual branch
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Taken
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No
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FIGURE 4.24 Penalties for all possible combinations of whether the branch is in the
buffer and what it actually does, assuming we store only taken branches in the buffer.
There is no branch penalty if everything is correctly predicted and the branch is found in the
target buffer. If the branch is not correctly predicted, the penalty is equal to one clock cycle
to update the buffer with the correct information (during which an instruction cannot be
fetched) and one clock cycle, if needed, to restart fetching the next correct instruction for the
branch. If the branch is not found and taken, a two-cycle penalty is encountered, during which
time the buffer is updated.

One variation on the branch-target buffer is to store one or more target instructions instead of, or in addition to, the predicted target address. This variation
has two potential advantages. First, it allows the branch-target buffer access to
take longer than the time between successive instruction fetches. This could allow a larger branch-target buffer. Second, buffering the actual target instructions
allows us to perform an optimization called branch folding. Branch folding can
be used to obtain zero-cycle unconditional branches, and sometimes zero-cycle
conditional branches. Consider a branch-target buffer that buffers instructions
from the predicted path and is being accessed with the address of an unconditional branch. The only function of the unconditional branch is to change the PC.
Thus, when the branch-target buffer signals a hit and indicates that the branch is
unconditional, the pipeline can simply substitute the instruction from the branchtarget buffer in place of the instruction that is returned from the cache (which is
the unconditional branch). If the processor is issuing multiple instructions per cycle, then the buffer will need to supply multiple instructions to obtain the maximum benefit. In some cases, it may be possible to eliminate the cost of a
conditional branch when the condition codes are preset; we will see how this
scheme can be used in the IBM PowerPC processor in the Putting It All Together
section.
Another method that designers have studied and are including in the most recent processors is a technique for predicting indirect jumps, that is, jumps whose
destination address varies at runtime. While high-level language programs will
generate such jumps for indirect procedure calls, select or case statements, and
FORTRAN-computed gotos, the vast majority of the indirect jumps come from
procedure returns. For example, for the SPEC benchmarks procedure returns account for 85% of the indirect jumps on average. Thus, focusing on procedure returns seems appropriate.
Though procedure returns can be predicted with a branch-target buffer, the accuracy of such a prediction technique can be low if the procedure is called from
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multiple sites and the calls from one site are not clustered in time. To overcome
this problem, the concept of a small buffer of return addresses operating as a
stack has been proposed. This structure caches the most recent return addresses:
pushing a return address on the stack at a call and popping one off at a return. If
the cache is sufficiently large (i.e., as large as the maximum call depth), it will
predict the returns perfectly. Figure 4.25 shows the performance of such a return
buffer with 1–16 elements for a number of the SPEC benchmarks. We will use
this type of return predictor when we examine the studies of ILP in section 4.7.
Branch prediction schemes are limited both by prediction accuracy and by the
penalty for misprediction. As we have seen, typical prediction schemes achieve
prediction accuracy in the range of 80–95% depending on the type of program
and the size of the buffer. In addition to trying to increase the accuracy of the predictor, we can try to reduce the penalty for misprediction. This is done by fetching from both the predicted and unpredicted direction. This requires that the
memory system be dual-ported, have an interleaved cache, or fetch from one path
and then the other. While this adds cost to the system, it may be the only way to
reduce branch penalties below a certain point. Caching addresses or instructions
from multiple paths in the target buffer is another alternative that some processors have used.
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Number of entries in the return stack
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fpppp

espresso
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FIGURE 4.25 Prediction accuracy for a return address buffer operated as a stack. The
accuracy is the fraction of return addresses predicted correctly. Since call depths are typically
not large, with some exceptions, a modest buffer works well. On average returns account for
81% of the indirect jumps in these six benchmarks.
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We have seen a variety of software-based static schemes and hardware-based
dynamic schemes for trying to boost the performance of our pipelined processor.
These schemes attack both the data dependences (discussed in the previous subsections) and the control dependences (discussed in this subsection). Our focus to
date has been on sustaining the throughput of the pipeline at one instruction per
clock. In the next section we will look at techniques that attempt to exploit more
parallelism by issuing multiple instructions in a clock cycle.

4.4

Taking Advantage of More ILP
with Multiple Issue
Processors are being produced with the potential for very many parallel operations on the instruction level. ...Far greater extremes in instruction-level parallelism are on the horizon.
J. Fisher [1981], in the paper that inaugurated
the term “instruction-level parallelism”

The techniques of the previous two sections can be used to eliminate data and
control stalls and achieve an ideal CPI of 1. To improve performance further we
would like to decrease the CPI to less than one. But the CPI cannot be reduced
below one if we issue only one instruction every clock cycle. The goal of the multiple-issue processors discussed in this section is to allow multiple instructions to
issue in a clock cycle. Multiple-issue processors come in two flavors: superscalar
processors and VLIW (very long instruction word) processors. Superscalar processors issue varying numbers of instructions per clock and may be either statically scheduled by the compiler or dynamically scheduled using techniques
based on scoreboarding and Tomasulo’s algorithm. In this section, we examine
simple versions of both a statically scheduled superscalar and a dynamically
scheduled superscalar. VLIWs, in contrast, issue a fixed number of instructions
formatted either as one large instruction or as a fixed instruction packet. VLIW
processors are inherently statically scheduled by the compiler. Section 4.5 explores compiler technology useful for scheduling both VLIWs and superscalars.
To explain and compare the techniques in this section we will assume the
pipeline latencies we used earlier in section 4.1 (Figure 4.2) and the same example code segment, which adds a scalar to an array in memory:
Loop:

LD
ADDD
SD
SUBI

F0,0(R1)
F4,F0,F2
0(R1),F4
R1,R1,#8

BNEZ

R1,LOOP

;F0=array element
;add scalar in F2
;store result
;decrement pointer
;8 bytes (per DW)
; branch R1!=zero

We begin by looking at a simple superscalar processor.
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A Superscalar Version of DLX
In a typical superscalar processor, the hardware might issue from one to eight instructions in a clock cycle. Usually, these instructions must be independent and
will have to satisfy some constraints, such as no more than one memory reference
issued per clock. If some instruction in the instruction stream is dependent or
doesn’t meet the issue criteria, only the instructions preceding that one in sequence will be issued, hence the variability in issue rate. In contrast, in VLIWs,
the compiler has complete responsibility for creating a package of instructions
that can be simultaneously issued, and the hardware does not dynamically make
any decisions about multiple issue. Thus, we say that a superscalar processor has
dynamic issue capability, while a VLIW processor has static issue capability.
Superscalar processors may also be statically or dynamically scheduled; for now,
we assume static scheduling, but we will explore the use of dynamic scheduling
in conjunction with speculation in section 4.6.
What would the DLX processor look like as a superscalar? Let’s assume two
instructions can be issued per clock cycle. One of the instructions can be a load,
store, branch, or integer ALU operation, and the other can be any floating-point
operation. As we will see, issue of an integer operation in parallel with a floatingpoint operation is much simpler and less demanding than arbitrary dual issue.
This configuration is, in fact, very close to the organization used in the HP 7100
processor.
Issuing two instructions per cycle will require fetching and decoding 64 bits of
instructions. To keep the decoding simple, we could require that the instructions
be paired and aligned on a 64-bit boundary, with the integer portion appearing
first. The alternative is to examine the instructions and possibly swap them when
they are sent to the integer or FP datapath; however, this introduces additional requirements for hazard detection. In either case, the second instruction can be
issued only if the first instruction can be issued. Remember that the hardware
makes this decision dynamically, issuing only the first instruction if the conditions are not met. Figure 4.26 shows how the instructions look as they go into the
pipeline in pairs. This table does not address how the floating-point operations
extend the EX cycle, but it is no different in the superscalar case than it was for
the ordinary DLX pipeline; the concepts of section 3.7 apply directly.
With this pipeline, we have substantially boosted the rate at which we can issue
floating-point instructions. To make this worthwhile, however, we need either
pipelined floating-point units or multiple independent units. Otherwise, the
floating-point datapath will quickly become the bottleneck, and the advantages
gained by dual issue will be small.
By issuing an integer and a floating-point operation in parallel, the need for
additional hardware, beyond the usual hazard detection logic, is minimized—
integer and floating-point operations use different register sets and different functional units on load-store architectures. Furthermore, enforcing the issue restriction as a structural hazard (which it is, since only specific pairs of instructions can
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Instruction type

Pipe stages
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IF
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FIGURE 4.26 Superscalar pipeline in operation. The integer and floating-point instructions are issued at the same time,
and each executes at its own pace through the pipeline. This scheme will only improve the performance of programs with a
fair fraction of floating-point operations.

issue), requires only looking at the opcodes. The only difficulties that arise are
when the integer instruction is a floating-point load, store, or move. This creates
contention for the floating-point register ports and may also create a new RAW
hazard when the floating-point operation that could be issued in the same clock
cycle is dependent on the first instruction of the pair.
The register port problem could be solved by requiring the FP loads and stores
to issue by themselves. This solution treats the case of an FP load, store, or move
that is paired with an FP operation as a structural hazard. This is easy to implement, but it has substantial performance drawbacks. This hazard could instead be
eliminated by providing two additional ports, a read and a write, on the floatingpoint register file.
When the fetched instruction pair consists of an FP load and an FP operation
that is dependent on it, we must detect the hazard and avoid issuing the FP operation. Except for this case, other possible hazards are essentially the same as for
our single-issue pipeline. We will, however, need some additional bypass paths to
prevent unnecessary stalls.
There is another difficulty that may limit the effectiveness of a superscalar
pipeline. In our simple DLX pipeline, loads had a latency of one clock cycle,
which prevented one instruction from using the result without stalling. In the
superscalar pipeline, the result of a load instruction cannot be used on the same
clock cycle or on the next clock cycle. This means that the next three instructions
cannot use the load result without stalling. The branch delay also becomes three
instructions, since a branch must be the first instruction of a pair. To effectively
exploit the parallelism available in a superscalar processor, more ambitious compiler or hardware scheduling techniques, as well as more complex instruction decoding, will be needed.
Let’s see how well loop unrolling and scheduling work on a superscalar version of DLX with the delays in clock cycles from Figure 4.2 on page 224.

4.4

EXAMPLE

Below is the loop we unrolled and scheduled earlier in section 4.1. How
would it be scheduled on a superscalar pipeline for DLX?
Loop:

ANSWER
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LD
ADDD
SD
SUBI

F0,0(R1)
F4,F0,F2
0(R1),F4
R1,R1,#8

BNEZ

R1,Loop

;F0=array element
;add scalar in F2
;store result
;decrement pointer
;8 bytes (per DW)
;branch R1!=zero

To schedule it without any delays, we will need to unroll the loop to make
five copies of the body. After unrolling, the loop will contain five each of LD,
ADDD, and SD; one SUBI; and one BNEZ. The unrolled and scheduled code
is shown in Figure 4.27.
Integer instruction
Loop:

FIGURE 4.27
DLX.

FP instruction

Clock cycle

LD

F0,0(R1)

1

LD

F6,-8(R1)

2

LD

F10,-16(R1)

ADDD F4,F0,F2

3

LD

F14,-24(R1)

ADDD F8,F6,F2

4

LD

F18,-32(R1)

ADDD F12,F10,F2

5

SD

0(R1),F4

ADDD F16,F14,F2

6

SD

-8(R1),F8

ADDD F20,F18,F2

7

SD

-16(R1),F12

8

SUBI

R1,R1,#40

9

SD

16(R1),F16

10

BNEZ

R1,Loop

11

SD

8(R1),F20

12

The unrolled and scheduled code as it would look on a superscalar

This unrolled superscalar loop now runs in 12 clock cycles per iteration,
or 2.4 clock cycles per element, versus 3.5 for the scheduled and unrolled
loop on the ordinary DLX pipeline. In this Example, the performance of the
superscalar DLX is limited by the balance between integer and floatingpoint computation. Every floating-point instruction is issued together with
an integer instruction, but there are not enough floating-point instructions
to keep the floating-point pipeline full. When scheduled, the original loop
ran in 6 clock cycles per iteration. We have improved on that by a factor of
2.5, more than half of which came from loop unrolling. Loop unrolling took
us from 6 to 3.5 (a factor of 1.7), while superscalar execution gave us a
factor of 1.5 improvement.
■
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Ideally, our superscalar processor will pick up two instructions and issue them
both if the first is an integer and the second is a floating-point instruction. If they
do not fit this pattern, which can be quickly detected, then they are issued sequentially. This points to two of the major advantages of a superscalar processor over
a VLIW processor. First, there is little impact on code density, since the processor
detects whether the next instruction can issue, and we do not need to lay out the
instructions to match the issue capability. Second, even unscheduled programs, or
those compiled for older implementations, can be run. Of course, such programs
may not run well; one way to overcome this is to use dynamic scheduling.
Multiple Instruction Issue with Dynamic Scheduling
Multiple instruction issue can also be applied to dynamically scheduled processors. We could start with either the scoreboard scheme or Tomasulo’s algorithm.
Let’s assume we want to extend Tomasulo’s algorithm to support issuing two instructions per clock cycle, one integer and one floating point. We do not want to
issue instructions to the reservation stations out of order, since this makes the
bookkeeping extremely complex. Rather, by employing separate data structures
for the integer and floating-point registers, we can simultaneously issue a floating-point instruction and an integer instruction to their respective reservation stations, as long as the two issued instructions do not access the same register set.
Unfortunately, this approach bars issuing two instructions with a dependence
in the same clock cycle, such as a floating-point load (an integer instruction) and
a floating-point add. Of course, we cannot execute these two instructions in the
same clock, but we would like to issue them to the reservation stations where
they will later be serialized. In the superscalar processor of the previous section,
the compiler is responsible for finding independent instructions to issue. If a
hardware-scheduling scheme cannot find a way to issue two dependent instructions in the same clock, there will be little advantage to a hardware-scheduled
scheme versus a compiler-based scheme.
Luckily, there are two approaches that can be used to achieve dual issue. The
first assumes that the register renaming portion of instruction-issue logic can be
made to run in one-half of a clock. This permits two instructions to be processed
in one clock cycle, so that they can begin executing on the same clock cycle.
The second approach is based on the observation that with the issue restrictions assumed, it will only be FP loads and moves from the GP to the FP registers
that will create dependences among instructions that we can issue together. If we
had a more complex set of issue capabilities, there would be additional possible
dependences that we would need to handle.
The need for reservation tables for loads and moves can be eliminated by using queues for the result of a load or a move. Queues can also be used to allow
stores to issue early and wait for their operands, just as they did in Tomasulo’s
algorithm. Since dynamic scheduling is most effective for data moves, while
static scheduling is highly effective in register-register code sequences, we could
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use static scheduling to eliminate reservation stations completely and rely only
on the queues for loads and stores. This style of processor organization, where
the load-store units have queues to allow slippage with respect to other functional
units, has been called a decoupled architecture. Several machines have used variations on this idea.
A processor that dynamically schedules loads and stores may cause loads and
stores to be reordered. This may result in violating a data dependence through
memory and thus requires some detection hardware for this potential hazard. We
can detect such hazards with the same scheme we used for the single-issue version of Tomasulo’s algorithm: We dynamically check whether the memory
source address specified by a load is the same as the target address of an outstanding, uncompleted store. If there is such a match, we can stall the load instruction until the store completes. Since the address of the store has already been
computed and resides in the store buffer, we can use an associative check (possibly with only a subset of the address bits) to determine whether a load conflicts
with a store in the buffer. There is also the possibility of WAW and WAR hazards
through memory, which must be prevented, although they are much less likely
than a true data dependence. (In contrast to these dynamic techniques for detecting memory dependences, we will discuss compiler-based approaches in the next
section.)
For simplicity, let us assume that we have pipelined the instruction issue logic
so that we can issue two operations that are dependent but use different functional
units. Let’s see how this would work with the same code sequence we used earlier.
EXAMPLE

Consider the execution of our simple loop on a DLX pipeline extended
with Tomasulo’s algorithm and with multiple issue. Assume that both a
floating-point and an integer operation can be issued on every clock cycle,
even if they are related, provided the integer instruction is the first instruction. Assume one integer functional unit and a separate FP functional unit
for each operation type. The number of cycles of latency per instruction is
the same. Assume that issue and write results take one cycle each and
that there is dynamic branch-prediction hardware. Create a table showing
when each instruction issues, begins execution, and writes its result to the
CDB for the first two iterations of the loop. Here is the original loop:
Loop:

ANSWER

LD
ADDD
SD
SUBI
BNEZ

F0,0(R1)
F4,F0,F2
0(R1),F4
R1,R1,#8
R1,Loop

The loop will be dynamically unwound and, whenever possible, instructions will be issued in pairs. The result is shown in Figure 4.28. The
loop runs in 4 clock cycles per result, assuming no stalls are required on
loop exit.
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Iteration
number

Instructions

Issues at
clock-cycle
number

Executes at
clock-cycle
number

1

LD

F0,0(R1)

1

2

1

ADDD F4,F0,F2

1

4

1

SD

0(R1),F4

2

3

1

SUBI R1,R1,#8

3

4

1

BNEZ R1,Loop

4

5

2

LD

F0,0(R1)

5

6

2

ADDD F4,F0,F2

5

9

2

SD

0(R1),F4

6

7

2

SUBI R1,R1,#8

7

8

2

BNEZ R1,Loop

8

9

Memory
access at
clock-cycle
number
3

Writes
result at
clock-cycle
number
3
6

7
5
8

8
11

12
9

FIGURE 4.28 The time of issue, execution, and writing result for a dual-issue version of our Tomasulo pipeline. The write-result stage does not apply to either stores or branches, since they do not write any
registers. We assume a result is written to the CDB at the end of the clock cycle it is available in. This also
assumes a wider CDB. For LD and SD, the execution is effective address calculation. We assume one memory pipeline.
■

The number of dual issues is small because there is only one floating-point
operation per iteration. The relative number of dual-issued instructions would be
helped by the compiler partially unwinding the loop to reduce the instruction
count by eliminating loop overhead. With that transformation, the loop would run
as fast as scheduled code on a superscalar processor. We will return to this transformation in the Exercises. Alternatively, if the processor were “wider,” that is,
could issue more integer operations per cycle, larger improvements would be
possible.
The VLIW Approach
With a VLIW we can reduce the amount of hardware needed to implement a
multiple-issue processor, and the potential savings in hardware increases as we
increase the issue width. For example, our two-issue superscalar processor requires that we examine the opcodes of two instructions and the six register specifiers and that we dynamically determine whether one or two instructions can
issue and dispatch them to the appropriate functional units. Although the hardware required for a two-issue processor is modest and we could extend the mechanisms to handle three or four instructions (or more if the issue restrictions were
chosen carefully), it becomes increasingly difficult to determine whether a significant number of instructions can all issue simultaneously without knowing both
the order of the instructions before they are fetched and what dependencies might
exist among them.
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An alternative is an LIW (long instruction word) or VLIW (very long instruction word) architecture. VLIWs use multiple, independent functional units.
Rather than attempting to issue multiple, independent instructions to the units, a
VLIW packages the multiple operations into one very long instruction, hence the
name. Since the burden for choosing the instructions to be issued simultaneously
falls on the compiler, the hardware in a superscalar to make these issue decisions
is unneeded. Since this advantage of a VLIW increases as the maximum issue
rate grows, we focus on a wider-issue processor.
A VLIW instruction might include two integer operations, two floating-point
operations, two memory references, and a branch. An instruction would have a
set of fields for each functional unit—perhaps 16 to 24 bits per unit, yielding an
instruction length of between 112 and 168 bits. To keep the functional units busy,
there must be enough parallelism in a straight-line code sequence to fill the available operation slots. This parallelism is uncovered by unrolling loops and scheduling code across basic blocks using a global scheduling technique. In addition to
eliminating branches by unrolling loops, global scheduling techniques allow the
movement of instructions across branch points. In the next section, we will discuss trace scheduling, one of these techniques developed specifically for VLIWs;
the references also provide pointers to other approaches. For now, let’s assume
we have a technique to generate long, straight-line code sequences for building
up VLIW instructions and examine how well these processors operate.
EXAMPLE

ANSWER

Suppose we have a VLIW that could issue two memory references, two
FP operations, and one integer operation or branch in every clock cycle.
Show an unrolled version of the array sum loop for such a processor. Unroll as many times as necessary to eliminate any stalls. Ignore the branchdelay slot.
The code is shown in Figure 4.29. The loop has been unrolled to make
seven copies of the body, which eliminates all stalls (i.e., completely
empty issue cycles), and runs in 9 cycles. This yields a running rate of
seven results in 9 cycles, or 1.29 cycles per result.

■

Limitations in Multiple-Issue Processors
What are the limitations of a multiple-issue approach? If we can issue five operations per clock cycle, why not 50? The difficulty in expanding the issue rate
comes from three areas:
1. Inherent limitations of ILP in programs
2. Difficulties in building the underlying hardware
3. Limitations specific to either a superscalar or VLIW implementation.
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Memory
reference 1

Memory
reference 2

LD F0,0(R1)

LD F6,-8(R1)

LD F10,-16(R1)

LD F14,-24(R1)

LD F18,-32(R1)

LD F22,-40(R1)

LD F26,-48(R1)
SD 0(R1),F4

SD -8(R1),F8

SD -16(R1),F12

SD -24(R1),F16

SD -32(R1),F20

SD -40(R1),F24

SD 8(R1),F28

FP
operation 1

FP
operation 2

ADDD F4,F0,F2

ADDD F8,F6,F2

ADDD F12,F10,F2

ADDD F16,F14,F2

ADDD F20,F18,F2

ADDD F24,F22,F2

Integer
operation/branch

ADDD F28,F26,F2
SUBI

R1,R1,#56

BNEZ R1,Loop

FIGURE 4.29 VLIW instructions that occupy the inner loop and replace the unrolled sequence. This code takes nine
cycles assuming no branch delay; normally the branch delay would also need to be scheduled. The issue rate is 23 operations in nine clock cycles, or 2.5 operations per cycle. The efficiency, the percentage of available slots that contained an operation, is about 60%. To achieve this issue rate requires a larger number of registers than DLX would normally use in this
loop. The VLIW code sequence above requires at least eight FP registers, while the same code sequence for the base DLX
processor can use as few as two FP registers or as many as five when unrolled and scheduled. In the superscalar example
in Figure 4.27, six registers were needed.

Limits on available ILP are the simplest and most fundamental. For example,
in a statically scheduled processor, unless loops are unrolled very many times,
there may not be enough operations to fill the available instruction issue slots. At
first glance, it might appear that five instructions that could execute in parallel
would be sufficient to keep our example VLIW completely busy. This, however,
is not the case. Several of these functional units—the memory, the branch, and
the floating-point units—will be pipelined and have a multicycle latency, requiring a larger number of operations that can execute in parallel to prevent stalls. For
example, if the floating-point pipeline has a latency of five clocks, and if we want
to schedule both FP pipelines without stalling, there must be 10 FP operations
that are independent of the most recently issued FP operation. In general, we
need to find a number of independent operations roughly equal to the average
pipeline depth times the number of functional units. This means that roughly 15
to 20 operations could be needed to keep a multiple-issue processor with five
functional units busy.
The second cost, the hardware resources for a multiple-issue processor, arises
from the hardware needed both to issue and to execute multiple instructions per
cycle. The hardware for executing multiple operations per cycle seems quite
straightforward: duplicating the floating-point and integer functional units is easy
and cost scales linearly. However, there is a large increase in the memory bandwidth and register-file bandwidth. For example, even with a split floating-point
and integer register file, our VLIW processor will require six read ports (two for
each load-store and two for the integer part) and three write ports (one for each
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non-FP unit) on the integer register file and six read ports (one for each load-store
and two for each FP) and four write ports (one for each load-store or FP) on the
floating-point register file. This bandwidth cannot be supported without an increase in the silicon area of the register file and possible degradation of clock
speed. Our five-unit VLIW also has two data memory ports, which are substantially more expensive than register ports. If we wanted to expand the number of
issues further, we would need to continue adding memory ports. Adding only
arithmetic units would not help, since the processor would be starved for memory
bandwidth. As the number of data memory ports grows, so does the complexity
of the memory system. To allow multiple memory accesses in parallel, we could
break the memory into banks containing different addresses with the hope that
the operations in a single instruction do not have conflicting accesses, or the
memory may be truly dual-ported, which is substantially more expensive. Yet another approach is used in the IBM Power-2 design: The memory is accessed
twice per clock cycle, but even with an aggressive memory system, this approach
may be too slow for a high-speed processor. These memory system alternatives
are discussed in more detail in the next chapter. The complexity and access time
penalties of a multiported memory hierarchy are probably the most serious hardware limitations faced by any type of multiple-issue processor, whether VLIW or
superscalar.
The hardware needed to support instruction issue varies significantly depending on the multiple-issue approach. At one end of the spectrum are the dynamically scheduled superscalar processors that have a substantial amount of
hardware involved in implementing either scoreboarding or Tomasulo’s algorithm. In addition to the silicon that such mechanisms consume, dynamic scheduling substantially complicates the design, making it more difficult to achieve
high clock rates, as well as significantly increasing the task of verifying the design. At the other end of the spectrum are VLIWs, which require little or no additional hardware for instruction issue and scheduling, since that function is
handled completely by the compiler. Between these two extremes lie most existing superscalar processors, which use a combination of static scheduling by the
compiler with the hardware making the decision of how many of the next n instructions to issue. Depending on what restrictions are made on the order of instructions and what types of dependences must be detected among the issue
candidates, statically scheduled superscalars will have issue logic either closer to
that of a VLIW or more like that of a dynamically scheduled processor. Much of
the challenge in designing multiple-issue processors lies in assessing the costs
and performance advantages of a wide spectrum of possible hardware mechanisms versus the compiler-driven alternatives.
Finally, there are problems that are specific to either the superscalar or VLIW
model. We have already discussed the major challenge for a superscalar processor, namely the instruction issue logic. For the VLIW model, there are both technical and logistical problems. The technical problems are the increase in code
size and the limitations of lock-step operation. Two different elements combine
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to increase code size substantially for a VLIW. First, generating enough operations in a straight-line code fragment requires ambitiously unrolling loops, which
increases code size. Second, whenever instructions are not full, the unused functional units translate to wasted bits in the instruction encoding. In Figure 4.29, we
saw that only about 60% of the functional units were used, so almost half of each
instruction was empty. To combat this problem, clever encodings are sometimes
used. For example, there may be only one large immediate field for use by any
functional unit. Another technique is to compress the instructions in main memory
and expand them when they are read into the cache or are decoded. Because a
VLIW is statically scheduled and operates lock-step, a stall in any functional unit
pipeline must cause the entire processor to stall, since all the functional units
must be kept synchronized. While we may be able to schedule the deterministic
functional units to prevent stalls, predicting which data accesses will encounter a
cache stall and scheduling them is very difficult. Hence, a cache miss must cause
the entire processor to stall. As the issue rate and number of memory references
becomes large, this lock-step structure makes it difficult to effectively use a data
cache, thereby increasing memory complexity and latency.
Binary code compatibility is the major logistical problem for VLIWs. This
problem exists within a generation of processors, even though the processors may
implement the same basic instructions. The problem is that different numbers of
issues and functional unit latencies require different versions of the code. Thus,
migrating between successive implementations or even between implementations
with different issue widths is more difficult than it may be for a superscalar design. Of course, obtaining improved performance from a new superscalar design
may require recompilation. Nonetheless, the ability to run old binary files is a
practical advantage for the superscalar approach. One possible solution to this
problem, and the problem of binary code compatibility in general, is object-code
translation or emulation. This technology is developing quickly and could play a
significant role in future migration schemes.
The major challenge for all multiple-issue processors is to try to exploit large
amounts of ILP. When the parallelism comes from unrolling simple loops in FP
programs, the original loop probably could have been run efficiently on a vector
processor (described in Appendix B). It is not clear that a multiple-issue processor is preferred over a vector processor for such applications; the costs are similar, and the vector processor is typically the same speed or faster. The potential
advantages of a multiple-issue processor versus a vector processor are twofold.
First, a multiple-issue processor has the potential to extract some amount of parallelism from less regularly structured code, and, second, it has the ability to use
a less expensive memory system. For these reasons it appears clear that multiple-
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issue approaches will be the primary method for taking advantage of instructionlevel parallelism, and vectors will primarily be an extension to these processors.

4.5

Compiler Support for Exploiting ILP
In this section we discuss compiler technology for increasing the amount of parallelism that we can exploit in a program. We begin by examining techniques to
detect dependences and eliminate name dependences.
Detecting and Eliminating Dependences
Finding the dependences in a program is an important part of three tasks: (1)
good scheduling of code, (2) determining which loops might contain parallelism,
and (3) eliminating name dependences. The complexity of dependence analysis
arises because of the presence of arrays and pointers in languages like C. Since
scalar variable references explicitly refer to a name, they can usually be analyzed
quite easily, with aliasing because of pointers and reference parameters causing
some complications and uncertainty in the analysis.
Our analysis needs to find all dependences and determine whether there is a
cycle in the dependences, since that is what prevents us from running the loop in
parallel. Consider the following example:
for (i=1;i<=100;i=i+1) {
A[i] = B[i] + C[i]
D[i] = A[i] * E[i]
}

Because the dependence involving A is not loop-carried, we can unroll the loop
and find parallelism; we just cannot exchange the two references to A. If a loop
has loop-carried dependences but no circular dependences (recall the Example in
section 4.1), we can transform the loop to eliminate the dependence and then unrolling will uncover parallelism. In many parallel loops the amount of parallelism
is limited only by the number of unrollings, which is limited only by the number
of loop iterations. Of course, in practice, to take advantage of that much parallelism would require many functional units and possibly an enormous number of
registers. The absence of a loop-carried dependence simply tells us that we have a
large amount of parallelism available.
The code fragment above illustrates another opportunity for improvement.
The second reference to A need not be translated to a load instruction, since we
know that the value is computed and stored by the previous statement; hence, the
second reference to A can simply be a reference to the register into which A was
computed. Performing this optimization requires knowing that the two references
are always to the same memory address and that there is no intervening access to
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the same location. Normally, data dependence analysis only tells that one reference may depend on another; a more complex analysis is required to determine
that two references must be to the exact same address. In the example above, a
simple version of this analysis suffices, since the two references are in the same
basic block.
Often loop-carried dependences are in the form of a recurrence:
for (i=2;i<=100;i=i+1) {
Y[i] = Y[i-1] + Y[i];
}

A recurrence is when a variable is defined based on the value of that variable in
an earlier iteration, often the one immediately preceding, as in the above fragment. Detecting a recurrence can be important for two reasons: Some architectures (especially vector computers) have special support for executing
recurrences, and some recurrences can be the source of a reasonable amount of
parallelism. To see how the latter can be true, consider this loop:
for (i=6;i<=100;i=i+1) {
Y[i] = Y[i-5] + Y[i];
}

On the iteration i, the loop references element i – 5. The loop is said to have a
dependence distance of 5. Many loops with carried dependences have a dependence distance of 1. The larger the distance, the more potential parallelism can be
obtained by unrolling the loop. For example, if we unroll the first loop, with a dependence distance of 1, successive statements are dependent on one another;
there is still some parallelism among the individual instructions, but not much. If
we unroll the loop that has a dependence distance of 5, there is a sequence of five
instructions that have no dependences, and thus much more ILP. Although many
loops with loop-carried dependences have a dependence distance of 1, cases with
larger distances do arise, and the longer distance may well provide enough parallelism to keep a processor busy.
How does the compiler detect dependences in general? Nearly all dependence
analysis algorithms work on the assumption that array indices are affine. In simplest terms, a one-dimensional array index is affine if it can be written in the form
a × i + b, where a and b are constants, and i is the loop index variable. The index
of a multidimensional array is affine if the index in each dimension is affine.
Determining whether there is a dependence between two references to the
same array in a loop is thus equivalent to determining whether two affine functions can have the same value for different indices between the bounds of the
loop. For example, suppose we have stored to an array element with index value
a × i + b and loaded from the same array with index value c × i + d, where i is the
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for-loop index variable that runs from m to n. A dependence exists if two conditions hold:
1. There are two iteration indices, j and k, both within the limits of the for loop.
That is m ≤ j ≤ n, m ≤ k ≤ n.
2. The loop stores into an array element indexed by a × j + b and later fetches
from that same array element when it is indexed by c × k + d. That is, a × j +
b = c × k + d.
In general, we cannot determine whether a dependence exists at compile time.
For example, the values of a, b, c, and d may not be known (they could be values
in other arrays), making it impossible to tell if a dependence exists. In other
cases, the dependence testing may be very expensive but decidable at compile
time. For example, the accesses may depend on the iteration indices of multiple
nested loops. Many programs, however, contain primarily simple indices where
a, b, c, and d are all constants. For these cases, it is possible to devise reasonable
compile-time tests for dependence.
As an example, a simple and sufficient test for the absence of a dependence is
the greatest common divisor, or GCD, test. It is based on the observation that if a
loop-carried dependence exists, then GCD (c,a) must divide (d – b). (Remember
that an integer, x, divides another integer, y, if there is no remainder when we do
the division y/x and get an integer quotient.)
EXAMPLE

Use the GCD test to determine whether dependences exist in the following loop:

for (i=1; i<=100; i=i+1) {
X[2*i+3] = X[2*i] * 5.0;
}
ANSWER

Given the values a = 2, b = 3, c = 2, and d = 0, then GCD(a,c) = 2, and
d – b = –3. Since 2 does not divide –3, no dependence is possible.

■

The GCD test is sufficient to guarantee that no dependence exists (you can
show this in the Exercises); however, there are cases where the GCD test succeeds but no dependence exists. This can arise, for example, because the GCD
test does not take the loop bounds into account.
In general, determining whether a dependence actually exists is NP-complete.
In practice, however, many common cases can be analyzed precisely at low cost.
Recently, approaches using a hierarchy of exact tests increasing in generality and
cost have been shown to be both accurate and efficient. (A test is exact if it
precisely determines whether a dependence exists. Although the general case is
NP-complete, there exist exact tests for restricted situations that are much cheaper.)
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In addition to detecting the presence of a dependence, a compiler wants to
classify the types of dependence. This allows a compiler to recognize name dependences and eliminate them at compile time by renaming and copying.
EXAMPLE

The following loop has multiple types of dependences. Find all the true
dependences, output dependences, and antidependences, and eliminate
the output dependences and antidependences by renaming.

for (i=1; i<=100; i=i+1) {
Y[i] = X[i] / c; /*S1*/
X[i] = X[i] + c; /*S2*/
Z[i] = Y[i] + c; /*S3*/
Y[i] = c - Y[i]; /*S4*/
}
ANSWER

The following dependences exist among the four statements:
1.

There are true dependences from S1 to S3 and from S1 to S4
because of Y[i]. These are not loop carried, so they do not prevent
the loop from being considered parallel. These dependences will
force S3 and S4 to wait for S1 to complete.

2.

There is an antidependence from S1 to S2, based on X[i].

3.

There is an antidependence from S3 to S4 for Y[i].

4.

There is an output dependence from S1 to S4, based on Y[i].

The following version of the loop eliminates these false (or pseudo)
dependences.
for (i=1; i<=100; i=i+1 {
/* Y renamed to T to remove output dependence*/
T[i] = X[i] / c;
/* X renamed to X1 to remove antidependence*/
X1[i] = X[i] + c;
/* Y renamed to T to remove antidependence */
Z[i] = T[i] + c;
Y[i] = c - T[i];
}
After the loop the variable X has been renamed X1. In code that follows
the loop, the compiler can simply replace the name X by X1. In this case,
renaming does not require an actual copy operation but can be done by
substituting names or by register allocation. In other cases, however,
renaming will require copying.
■
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Dependence analysis is a critical technology for exploiting parallelism. At the
instruction level it provides information needed to interchange memory references
when scheduling, as well as to determine the benefits of unrolling a loop. For detecting loop-level parallelism, dependence analysis is the basic tool. Effectively
compiling programs to either vector computers or multiprocessors depends critically on this analysis. In addition, it is useful in scheduling instructions to determine whether memory references are potentially dependent. The major drawback
of dependence analysis is that it applies only under a limited set of circumstances, namely among references within a single loop nest and using affine index
functions. Thus, there are a wide variety of situations in which dependence analysis cannot tell us what we might want to know, including
■

■

■

■

when objects are referenced via pointers rather than array indices;
when array indexing is indirect through another array, which happens with
many representations of sparse arrays;
when a dependence may exist for some value of the inputs, but does not exist
in actuality when the code is run since the inputs never take on certain values;
when an optimization depends on knowing more than just the possibility of a
dependence, but needs to know on which write of a variable does a read of that
variable depend.

The rapid progress in dependence analysis algorithms has led us to a situation
where we are often limited by the lack of applicability of the analysis rather than
a shortcoming in dependence analysis per se.
Software Pipelining: Symbolic Loop Unrolling
We have already seen that one compiler technique, loop unrolling, is useful to uncover parallelism among instructions by creating longer sequences of straightline code. There are two other important techniques that have been developed for
this purpose: software pipelining and trace scheduling.
Software pipelining is a technique for reorganizing loops such that each iteration in the software-pipelined code is made from instructions chosen from different iterations of the original loop. This is most easily understood by looking at
the scheduled code for the superscalar version of DLX, which appeared in
Figure 4.27 on page 281. The scheduler in this example essentially interleaves instructions from different loop iterations, so as to separate the dependent instructions that occur within a single loop iteration. A software-pipelined loop
interleaves instructions from different iterations without unrolling the loop, as
illustrated in Figure 4.30. This technique is the software counterpart to what
Tomasulo’s algorithm does in hardware. The software-pipelined loop for the earlier example would contain one load, one add, and one store, each from a different iteration. There is also some start-up code that is needed before the loop
begins as well as code to finish up after the loop is completed. We will ignore
these in this discussion, for simplicity; the topic is addressed in the Exercises.
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FIGURE 4.30 A software-pipelined loop chooses instructions from different loop iterations, thus separating the dependent instructions within one iteration of the original
loop. The start-up and finish-up code will correspond to the portions above and below the
software-pipelined iteration.

EXAMPLE

Show a software-pipelined version of this loop, which increments all the
elements of an array whose starting address is in R1 by the contents of
F2:
Loop:

LD
ADDD
SD
SUBI
BNEZ

F0,0(R1)
F4,F0,F2
0(R1),F4
R1,R1,#8
R1,Loop

You may omit the start-up and clean-up code.

ANSWER

Software pipelining symbolically unrolls the loop and then selects instructions from each iteration. Since the unrolling is symbolic, the loop overhead instructions (the SUBI and BNEZ) need not be replicated. Here’s the
body of the unrolled loop without overhead instructions, highlighting the
instructions taken from each iteration:
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Iteration i:

Iteration i+1:

Iteration i+2:

LD
ADDD
SD
LD
ADDD
SD
LD
ADDD
SD

F0,0(R1)
F4,F0,F2
0(R1),F4
F0,0(R1)
F4,F0,F2
0(R1),F4
F0,0(R1)
F4,F0,F2
0(R1),F4

The selected instructions are then put together in the loop with the loop
control instructions:
Loop:

SD
ADDD
LD
SUBI
BNEZ

16(R1),F4
F4,F0,F2
F0,0(R1)
R1,R1,#8
R1,Loop

;stores into M[i]
;adds to M[i-1]
;loads M[i-2]

This loop can be run at a rate of 5 cycles per result, ignoring the start-up
and clean-up portions, and assuming that SUBI is scheduled after the
ADDD and the LD instruction, with an adjusted offset, is placed in the
branch delay slot. Because the load and store are separated by offsets of
16 (two iterations), the loop should run for two fewer iterations. (We address this and the start-up and clean-up portions in Exercise 4.18.) Notice
that the reuse of registers (e.g., F4, F0, and R1) requires the hardware to
avoid the WAR hazards that would occur in the loop. This should not be a
problem in this case, since no data-dependent stalls should occur.
By looking at the unrolled version we can see what the start-up code
and finish code will need to be. For start-up, we will need to execute any
instructions that correspond to iteration 1 and 2 that will not be executed.
These instructions are the LD for iterations 1 and 2 and the ADDD for iteration 1. For the finish code, we need to execute any instructions that will
not be executed in the final two iterations. These include the ADDD for the
last iteration and the SD for the last two iterations.
■

Register management in software-pipelined loops can be tricky. The example
above is not too hard since the registers that are written on one loop iteration are
read on the next. In other cases, we may need to increase the number of iterations
between when we issue an instruction and when the result is used. This occurs
when there are a small number of instructions in the loop body and the latencies
are large. In such cases, a combination of software pipelining and loop unrolling
is needed. An example of this is shown in the Exercises.
Software pipelining can be thought of as symbolic loop unrolling. Indeed,
some of the algorithms for software pipelining use loop-unrolling algorithms to
figure out how to software pipeline the loop. The major advantage of software
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pipelining over straight loop unrolling is that software pipelining consumes less
code space. Software pipelining and loop unrolling, in addition to yielding a better scheduled inner loop, each reduce a different type of overhead. Loop unrolling reduces the overhead of the loop—the branch and counter-update code.
Software pipelining reduces the time when the loop is not running at peak speed
to once per loop at the beginning and end. If we unroll a loop that does 100 iterations a constant number of times, say 4, we pay the overhead 100/4 = 25 times—
every time the inner unrolled loop is initiated. Figure 4.31 shows this behavior
graphically. Because these techniques attack two different types of overhead, the
best performance can come from doing both.

Start-up
code

Wind-down
code

Number
of
overlapped
operations
(a) Software pipelining
Proportional
to number of
unrolls

Time

Overlap between
unrolled iterations

Number
of
overlapped
operations
(b) Loop unrolling

Time

FIGURE 4.31 The execution pattern for (a) a software-pipelined loop and (b) an unrolled loop. The shaded areas are the times when the loop is not running with maximum
overlap or parallelism among instructions. This occurs once at the beginning and once at the
end for the software-pipelined loop. For the unrolled loop it occurs m/n times if the loop has a
total of m iterations and is unrolled n times. Each block represents an unroll of n iterations.
Increasing the number of unrollings will reduce the start-up and clean-up overhead. The overhead of one iteration overlaps with the overhead of the next, thereby reducing the impact. The
total area under the polygonal region in each case will be the same, since the total number
of operations is just the execution rate multiplied by the time.

Trace Scheduling: Using Critical Path Scheduling
The other technique used to generate additional parallelism is trace scheduling.
Trace scheduling extends loop unrolling with a technique for finding parallelism
across conditional branches other than loop branches. Trace scheduling is useful
for processors with a very large number of issues per clock where loop unrolling
may not be sufficient by itself to uncover enough ILP to keep the processor busy.
Trace scheduling is a combination of two separate processes. The first process,
called trace selection, tries to find a likely sequence of basic blocks whose
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operations will be put together into a smaller number of instructions; this sequence
is called a trace. Loop unrolling is used to generate long traces, since loop branches are taken with high probability. Additionally, by using static branch prediction,
other conditional branches are also chosen as taken or not taken, so that the resultant trace is a straight-line sequence resulting from concatenating many basic
blocks. Once a trace is selected, the second process, called trace compaction, tries
to squeeze the trace into a small number of wide instructions. Trace compaction
attempts to move operations as early as it can in a sequence (trace), packing the
operations into as few wide instructions (or issue packets) as possible.
Trace compaction is global code scheduling, where we want to compact the
code into the shortest possible sequence that preserves the data and control dependences. The data dependences force a partial order on operations, while the
control dependences dictate instructions across which code cannot be easily
moved. Data dependences are overcome by unrolling and using dependence analysis to determine if two references refer to the same address. Control dependences are also reduced by unrolling. The major advantage of trace scheduling
over simpler pipeline-scheduling techniques is that it provides a scheme for reducing the effect of control dependences by moving code across conditional nonloop branches using the predicted behavior of the branch. While such movements
cannot guarantee speedup, if the prediction information is accurate, the compiler
can determine whether such code movement is likely to lead to faster code.
Figure 4.32 shows a code fragment, which may be thought of as an iteration of an
unrolled loop, and the trace selected.

A[i] = A[i] + B[i]

T

A[i] = 0?

B[i] =

F

X

C[i] =

FIGURE 4.32 A code fragment and the trace selected shaded with gray. This trace
would be selected first if the probability of the true branch being taken were much higher than
the probability of the false branch being taken. The branch from the decision (A[i]=0) to X is
a branch out of the trace, and the branch from X to the assignment to C is a branch into the
trace. These branches are what make compacting the trace difficult.
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Once the trace is selected as shown in Figure 4.32, it must be compacted so as
to fill the processor’s resources. Compacting the trace involves moving the assignments to variables B and C up to the block before the branch decision. The
movement of the code associated with B is speculative: it will speed the computation up only when the path containing the code would be taken. Any global
scheduling scheme, including trace scheduling, performs such movement under a
set of constraints. In trace scheduling, branches are viewed as jumps into or out
of the selected trace, which is assumed to the most probable path. When code is
moved across such trace entry and exit points, additional bookkeeping code may
be needed on the entry or exit point. The key assumption is that the selected trace
is the most probable event, otherwise, the cost of the bookkeeping code may be
excessive. This movement of code alters the control dependences, and the bookkeeping code is needed to maintain the correct dynamic data dependence. In the
case of moving the code associated with C, the bookkeeping costs are the only
cost, since C is executed independent of the branch. For a code movement that is
speculative, like that associated with B, we must not introduce any new exceptions. Compilers avoid changing the exception behavior by not moving certain
classes of instructions, such as memory references, that can cause exceptions. In
the next section, we will see how hardware support can ease the process of speculative code motion as well as remove control dependences.
What is involved in moving the assignments to B and C? The computation of
and assignment to B is control-dependent on the branch, while the computation
of C is not. Moving these statements can only be done if they either do not
change the control and data dependences or if the effect of the change is not visible and thus does not affect program execution. To see what’s involved, let’s look
at a typical code generation sequence for the flowchart in Figure 4.32. Assuming
that the addresses for A, B, C are in R1, R2, and R3, respectively, here is such a
sequence:
LW
LW
ADDI
SW
...
BNEZ
...
SW
j
elsepart:...
X
...
join: ...
SW

R4,0(R1)
R5,0(R2)
R4,R4,R5
0(R1),R4

;
;
;
;

load A
load B
Add to A
Store A

R4,elsepart

;
;
;
;
;
;

Test A
then part
Stores to B
jump over else
else part
code for X

0(R2),...
join

0(R3),...

; after if
; store C[i]
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Let’s first consider the problem of moving the assignment to B to before the
BNEZ instruction. Since B is control-dependent on that branch before it is moved
but not after, we must ensure the execution of the statement cannot cause any exception, since that exception would not have been raised in the original program
if the else part of the statement were selected. The movement of B must also not
affect the data flow, since that will result in changing the value computed.
Moving B will change the data flow of the program, if B is referenced before it
is assigned either in X or after the if statement. In either case moving the assignment to B will cause some instruction, i (either in X or later in the program), to
become data-dependent on the moved version of the assignment to B rather than
on an earlier assignment to B that occurs before the loop and on which i originally depended. One could imagine more clever schemes to allow B to be moved
even when the value is used: for example, in the first case, we could make a shadow copy of B before the if statement and use that shadow copy in X. Such
schemes are generally not used, both because they are complex to implement and
because they will slow down the program if the trace selected is not optimal and
the operations end up requiring additional instructions to execute.
Moving the assignment to C up to before the first branch requires two steps.
First, the assignment is moved over the join point of the else part into the trace (a
trace entry) in the portion corresponding to the then part. This makes the instructions for C control-dependent on the branch and means that they will not execute
if the else path, which is not on the trace, is chosen. Hence, instructions that were
data-dependent on the assignment to C, and which execute after this code fragment, will be affected. To ensure the correct value is computed for such instructions, a copy is made of the instructions that compute and assign to C on the
branch into the trace, that is, at the end of X on the else path. Second, we can
move C from the then case of the branch across the branch condition, if it does
not affect any data flow into the branch condition. If C is moved to before the if
test, the copy of C in the else branch can be eliminated, since it will be redundant.
Loop unrolling, software pipelining, and trace scheduling all aim at trying to
increase the amount of ILP that can be exploited by a processor issuing more than
one instruction on every clock cycle. The effectiveness of each of these techniques and their suitability for various architectural approaches are among the
hottest topics being actively pursued by researchers and designers of high-speed
processors.

4.6

Hardware Support for Extracting
More Parallelism
Techniques such as loop unrolling, software pipelining, and trace scheduling can
be used to increase the amount of parallelism available when the behavior of
branches is fairly predictable at compile time. When the behavior of branches is
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not well known, compiler techniques alone may not be able to uncover much ILP.
This section introduces several techniques that can help overcome such limitations. The first is an extension of the instruction set to include conditional or
predicated instructions. Such instructions can be used to eliminate branches and
to assist in allowing the compiler to move instructions past branches. As we will
see, conditional or predicated instructions enhance the amount of ILP, but still
have significant limitations. To exploit more parallelism, designers have explored
an idea called speculation, which allows the execution of an instruction before
the processor knows that the instruction should execute (i.e., it avoids control dependence stalls). We discuss two different approaches to speculation. The first is
static speculation performed by the compiler with hardware support. In such
schemes, the compiler chooses to make an instruction speculative and the hardware helps by making it easier to ignore the outcome of an incorrectly speculated
instruction. Conditional instructions can also be used to perform limited speculation. Speculation can also be done dynamically by the hardware using branch
prediction to guide the speculation process; such schemes are the subject of the
third portion of this section.
Conditional or Predicated Instructions
The concept behind conditional instructions is quite simple: An instruction refers
to a condition, which is evaluated as part of the instruction execution. If the condition is true, the instruction is executed normally; if the condition is false, the
execution continues as if the instruction was a no-op. Many newer architectures
include some form of conditional instructions. The most common example of
such an instruction is conditional move, which moves a value from one register to
another if the condition is true. Such an instruction can be used to completely
eliminate the branch in simple code sequences.
EXAMPLE

Consider the following code:
if (A==0) {S=T;}
Assuming that registers R1, R2, and R3 hold the values of A, S, and T,
respectively, show the code for this statement with the branch and with the
conditional move.

ANSWER

The straightforward code using a branch for this statement is (remember
that we are assuming normal rather than delayed branches)
BNEZ
MOV
L:

R1,L
R2,R3
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Using a conditional move that performs the move only if the third operand
is equal to zero, we can implement this statement in one instruction:
CMOVZ

R2,R3,R1

The conditional instruction allows us to convert the control dependence
present in the branch-based code sequence to a data dependence. (This
transformation is also used for vector computers, where it is called ifconversion.) For a pipelined processor, this moves the place where the
dependence must be resolved from near the front of the pipeline, where
it is resolved for branches, to the end of the pipeline where the register
write occurs.
■

One use for conditional move is to implement the absolute value function:
A = abs (B), which is implemented as if (B<0) {A=–B;) else {A=B;}.
This if statement can be implemented as a pair of conditional moves, or as one
unconditional move (A = B) and one conditional move (A = –B).
In the example above or in the compilation of absolute value, conditional
moves are used to change a control dependence into a data dependence. This enables us to eliminate the branch and possibly improve the pipeline behavior. Conditional instructions can also be used to improve scheduling in superscalar or
VLIW processors by the use of speculation. A conditional instruction can be used
to speculatively move an instruction that is time-critical.
EXAMPLE

Here is a code sequence for a two-issue superscalar that can issue a
combination of one memory reference and one ALU operation, or a
branch by itself, every cycle:
First instruction slot
LW

R1,40(R2)

Second instruction slot
ADD R3,R4,R5
ADD R6,R3,R7

BEQZ

R10,L

LW

R8,20(R10)

LW

R9,0(R8)

This sequence wastes a memory operation slot in the second cycle and
will incur a data dependence stall if the branch is not taken, since the second LW after the branch depends on the prior load. Show how the code
can be improved using a conditional form of LW.

ANSWER

Call the conditional version load word LWC and assume the load occurs
unless the third operand is 0. The LW immediately following the branch can
be converted to a LWC and moved up to the second issue slot:
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First instruction slot

Second instruction slot

LW

R1,40(R2)

ADD R3,R4,R5

LWC

R8,20(R10),R10

ADD R6,R3,R7

BEQZ

R10,L

LW

R9,0(R8)

This improves the execution time by several cycles since it eliminates one
instruction issue slot and reduces the pipeline stall for the last instruction
in the sequence. Of course, if the compiler mispredicts the branch, the
conditional instruction will have no effect and will not improve the running
time. This is why the transformation is speculative.
■

To use a conditional instruction successfully in examples like this, we must
ensure that the speculated instruction does not introduce an exception. Thus the
semantics of the conditional instruction must define the instruction to have no effect if the condition is not satisfied. This means that the instruction cannot write
the result destination nor cause any exceptions if the condition is not satisfied.
The property of not causing exceptions is quite critical, as the Example above
shows: If register R10 contains zero, the instruction LW R8,20(R10) executed unconditionally is likely to cause a protection exception, and this exception should
not occur. It is this property that prevents a compiler from simply moving the
load of R8 across the branch. Of course, if the condition is satisfied, the LW may
still cause a legal and resumable exception (e.g., a page fault), and the hardware
must take the exception when it knows that the controlling condition is true.
Conditional instructions are certainly helpful for implementing short alternative control flows. Nonetheless, the usefulness of conditional instructions is significantly limited by several factors:
■

Conditional instructions that are annulled (i.e., whose conditions are false) still
take execution time. Therefore, moving an instruction across a branch and
making it conditional will slow the program down whenever the moved instruction would not have been normally executed. An important exception to
this occurs when the cycles used by the moved instruction when it is not performed would have been idle anyway (as in the superscalar example above).
Moving an instruction across a branch is essentially speculating on the outcome of the branch. Conditional instructions make this easier but do not eliminate the execution time taken by an incorrect guess. In simple cases, where we
trade a conditional move for a branch and a move, using conditional moves is
almost always better. When longer code sequences are made conditional, the
benefits are more limited.

4.6

■

■

■
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Conditional instructions are most useful when the condition can be evaluated
early. If the condition and branch cannot be separated (because of data dependences in determining the condition), then a conditional instruction will help
less, though it may still be useful since it delays the point when the condition
must be known till nearer the end of the pipeline.
The use of conditional instructions is limited when the control flow involves
more than a simple alternative sequence. For example, moving an instruction
across multiple branches requires making it conditional on both branches,
which requires two conditions to be specified, an unlikely capability, or requires additional instructions to compute the “and” of the conditions.
Conditional instructions may have some speed penalty compared with unconditional instructions. This may show up as a higher cycle count for such instructions or a slower clock rate overall. If conditional instructions are more
expensive, they will need to be used judiciously.

For these reasons, many architectures have included a few simple conditional instructions (with conditional move being the most frequent), but few architectures
include conditional versions for the majority of the instructions. Figure 4.33
shows the conditional operations available in a variety of recent architectures.
Alpha

HP PA

MIPS

SPARC

Conditional
move

Any register-register instruction can nullify the
following instruction, making it conditional.

Conditional
move

Conditional
move

FIGURE 4.33 Conditional instructions available in four different RISC architectures. Conditional
move was one of the few user instructions added to the Intel P6 processor.

Compiler Speculation with Hardware Support
As we saw in Chapter 3, many programs have branches that can be accurately
predicted at compile time either from the program structure or by using a profile.
In such cases, the compiler may want to speculate either to improve the scheduling or to increase the issue rate. Conditional instructions provide some limited
ability to speculate, but they are really more useful when control dependences
can be completely eliminated, such as in an if-then with a small then body. In trying to speculate, the compiler would like to not only make instructions control independent, it would also like to move them so that the speculated instructions
execute before the branch!
In moving instructions across a branch the compiler must ensure that exception
behavior is not changed and that the dynamic data dependence remains the same.
We have already seen, in examining trace scheduling, how the compiler can move
instructions across branches and how to compensate for such speculation so that
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the data dependences are properly maintained. In addition to determining which
register values are unneeded, the compiler can rename registers so that the speculated code will not destroy data values when they are needed. The challenge is in
avoiding the unintended changes in exception behavior when speculating.
In the simplest case, the compiler is conservative about what instructions it
speculatively moves, and the exception behavior is unaffected. This limitation,
however, is very constraining. In particular, since all memory reference instructions and most FP instructions can cause exceptions, this limitation will produce
small benefits. The key observation for any scheme is to observe that the results
of a speculated sequence that is mispredicted will not be used in the final computation.
There are three methods that have been investigated for supporting more ambitious speculation without introducing erroneous exception behavior:
1. The hardware and operating system cooperatively ignore exceptions for speculative instructions.
2. A set of status bits, called poison bits, are attached to the result registers written by speculated instructions when the instructions cause exceptions. The
poison bits cause a fault when a normal instruction attempts to use the register.
3. A mechanism is provided to indicate that an instruction is speculative and the
hardware buffers the instruction result until it is certain that the instruction is
no longer speculative.
To explain these schemes, we need to distinguish between exceptions that indicate a program error and would normally cause termination, such as a memory
protection violation, and those that are handled and normally resumed, such as a
page fault. Exceptions that can be resumed can be accepted and processed for
speculative instructions just as if they were normal instructions. If the speculative
instruction should not have been executed, handling the unneeded exception may
have some negative performance effects. Handling these resumable exceptions,
however, cannot cause incorrect execution; furthermore, the performance losses
are probably minor, so we ignore them. Exceptions that indicate a program error
should not occur in correct programs, and the result of a program that gets such
an exception is not well defined, except perhaps when the program is running in a
debugging mode. If such exceptions arise in speculated instructions, we cannot
take the exception until we know that the instruction is no longer speculative.
Hardware-Software Cooperation for Speculation

In the simplest case, the hardware and the operating system simply handle all resumable exceptions when the exception occurs and simply return an undefined
value for any exception that would cause termination. If the instruction generating the terminating exception was not speculative, then the program is in error.
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Note that instead of terminating the program, the program is allowed to continue,
though it will almost certainly generate incorrect results. If the instruction generating the terminating exception is speculative, then the program may be correct
and the speculative result will simply be unused; thus, returning an undefined
value for the instruction cannot be harmful. This scheme can never cause a correct program to fail, no matter how much speculation is done. An incorrect program, which formerly might have received a terminating exception, will get an
incorrect result. This is probably acceptable, assuming the compiler can also generate a normal version of the program, which does not speculate and can receive a
terminating exception.
EXAMPLE

Consider the following code fragment from an if-then-else statement of
the form
if (A==0) A = B; else A = A+4;
where A is at 0(R3) and B is at 0(R2):

L1:
L2:

LW
BNEZ
LW
J
ADDI
SW

R1,0(R3)
R1,L1
R1,0(R2)
L2
R1,R1,#4
0(R3),R1

;load A
;test A
;if clause
;skip else
;else clause
;store A

Assume the then clause is almost always executed. Compile the code
using compiler-based speculation. Assume R14 is unused and available.

ANSWER

Here is the new code:

L3:

LW
LW
BEQZ
ADDI
SW

R1,0(R3)
R14,0(R2)
R1,L3
R14,R1,#4
0(R3),R14

;load A
;speculative load B
;other branch of the if
;the else clause
;nonspeculative store

The then clause is completely speculated. We introduce a temporary
register to avoid destroying R1 when B is loaded. After the entire code
segment is executed, A will be in R14. The else clause could have also
been compiled speculatively with a conditional move, but if the branch is
highly predictable and low cost, this might slow the code down, since two
extra instructions would always be executed as opposed to one branch. ■

In such a scheme, it is not necessary to know that an instruction is speculative.
Indeed, it is helpful only when a program is in error and receives a terminating
exception on a normal instruction; in such cases, if the instruction were not
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marked as speculative, the program could be terminated. In such a scheme, as in
the next one, renaming will often be needed to prevent speculative instructions
from destroying live values. Renaming is usually restricted to register values. Because of this restriction, the targets of stores cannot be destroyed and stores cannot be speculative. The small number of registers and the cost of spilling will act
as one constraint on the amount of speculation. Of course, the major constraint
remains the cost of executing speculative instructions when the compiler’s branch
prediction is incorrect.
Speculation with Poison Bits

The use of poison bits allows compiler speculation with less change to the exception behavior. In particular, incorrect programs that caused termination without
speculation will still cause exceptions when instructions are speculated. The
scheme is simple: A poison bit is added to every register and another bit is added
to every instruction to indicate whether the instruction is speculative. The poison
bit of the destination register is set whenever a speculative instruction results in a
terminating exception; all other exceptions are handled immediately. If a speculative instruction uses a register with a poison bit turned on, the destination register
of the instruction simply has its poison bit turned on. If a normal instruction attempts to use a register source with its poison bit turned on, the instruction causes
a fault. In this way, any program that would have generated an exception still generates one, albeit at the first instance where a result is used by an instruction that is
not speculative. Since poison bits exist only on register values and not memory
values, stores are not speculative and thus trap if either operand is “poison.”
EXAMPLE

ANSWER

Consider the code fragment from page 305 and show how it would be
compiled with speculative instructions and poison bits. Show where an
exception for the speculative memory reference would be recognized.
Assume R14, R15 are unused and available.
Here is the code (an “*” on the opcode indicates a speculative instruction):

L3:

LW
LW*
BEQZ
ADDI
SW

R1,0(R3)
R14,0(R2)
R1,L3
R14,R1,#4
0(R3),R14

;load A
;speculative load B
;
;
;exception for speculative LW

If the speculative LW* generates a terminating exception, the poison bit of
R14 will be turned on. When the nonspeculative SW instruction occurs, it
will raise an exception if the poison bit for R14 is on.
■
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One complication that must be overcome is how the OS can save the user registers if the poison bit is set. A special instruction is needed to save and reset the
state of the poison bits to avoid this problem.
Speculative Instructions with Renaming

The main disadvantages of the two previous schemes are the need to introduce
copies to deal with register renaming and the possibility of exhausting the registers. The former problem reduces efficiency, while the latter can make speculation not worthwhile. An alternative is to move instructions past branches,
flagging them as speculative, and providing renaming and buffering in the hardware, much as Tomasulo’s algorithm does. This concept has been called boosting, and it is closely related to the full hardware-based scheme we consider next.
A boosted instruction is executed speculatively based on a future branch. The results of the instruction are forwarded to and used by other boosted instructions.
When the branch following the boosted instruction is reached, if the boosted instruction contains a correct prediction of the branch, then results are committed
to the registers; otherwise, the results are discarded. Boosted instructions allow
the execution of an instruction that is dependent on a branch before the branch is
resolved, but the final action to commit the instruction is taken only after the
branch is resolved. It is possible to support boosting of instructions across multiple branches, but we consider only the case of boosting across one branch.
EXAMPLE

ANSWER

Consider the code fragment from page 305 and show how it would be
compiled with boosted instructions. Show where the instruction would
finally commit. Can the sequence be compiled without needing any
additional registers?
We use a “+” after the opcode to indicate that the instruction is boosted
across the next branch and predicts the branch as taken. Here is the new
code:

L3:

LW
LW+
BEQZ
ADDI
SW

R1,0(R3)
R1,0(R2)
R1,L3
R1,R1,#4
0(R3),R1

;load A
;boosted load B
;other branch of the if
;the else clause
;nonspeculative store

The extra register is no longer necessary, since if the branch is not taken,
the result of the speculative load is never written to R1, so R1 can be used
in the code sequence. Remember that the result of the boosted instruction is not written into R1 until after the branch. Hence, the branch uses
the value of R1 produced by the first, nonboosted load. Other boosted instructions could use the results of the boosted load.
■
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Boosting can be implemented by one of several techniques that are closely related to the techniques needed to implement hardware-based speculation, the
topic of the next section.
Hardware-Based Speculation
Hardware-based speculation combines three key ideas: dynamic branch prediction to choose which instructions to execute, speculation to allow the execution
of instructions before the control dependences are resolved, and dynamic scheduling to deal with the scheduling of different combinations of basic blocks. Hardware-based speculation uses the dynamic data dependences to choose when to
execute instructions. This method of executing programs is essentially a dataflow execution: operations execute as soon as their operands are available.
The advantages of hardware-based speculation versus software-based speculation include the following:
1. To speculate extensively, we must be able to disambiguate memory references.
This is difficult to do at compile time for integer programs that contain pointers.
In a hardware-based scheme, dynamic runtime disambiguation of memory addresses is done using the techniques we saw earlier for Tomasulo’s algorithm.
This allows us to move loads past stores at runtime.
2. Hardware-based speculation is better when hardware-based branch prediction
is superior to software-based branch prediction done at compile time. This is
true for many integer programs. For example, a profile-based static predictor
has a misprediction rate of about 16% for four of the five integer SPEC programs we use, while a hardware predictor has a misprediction rate of about
11%. Because speculated instructions may slow down the computation when
the prediction is incorrect, this difference is significant.
3. Hardware-based speculation maintains a completely precise exception model
even for speculated instructions.
4. Hardware-based speculation does not require compensation or bookkeeping
code.
5. Hardware-based speculation with dynamic scheduling does not require different code sequences to achieve good performance for different implementations of an architecture. Compiler-based speculation and scheduling often
requires code sequences tuned to the machine, and older or different code sequences can result in much lower performance. In contrast, while hardware
speculation and scheduling can benefit from scheduling and tuning processors, using the hardware-based approaches is expected to work well even with
older or different code sequences. While this advantage is the hardest to quantify, it may be the most important in the long run. Interestingly, this was one
of the motivations for the IBM 360/91.
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Against these advantages stands a major disadvantage: supporting speculation in
hardware is complex and requires substantial hardware resources.
The approach we examine here, and the one implemented in a number of processors (PowerPC 620, MIPS R10000, Intel P6, and AMD K5), is to combine
speculative execution with dynamic scheduling based on Tomasulo’s algorithm.
The 360/91 did this to a certain extent since it could use branch prediction to
fetch instructions and assign them to reservation stations. Speculation involves
going further and actually executing the instructions as well as executing other
instructions dependent on the speculated instructions. Just as with Tomasulo’s algorithm, we explain hardware speculation in the context of the floating-point
unit, but the ideas are easily applicable to the integer unit, as we will see in the
Putting It All Together section.
The hardware that implements Tomasulo’s algorithm can be extended to support speculation. To do so, we must separate the bypassing of results among instructions, which is needed to execute an instruction speculatively, from the
actual completion of an instruction. By making this separation, we can allow an
instruction to execute and to bypass its results to other instructions, without allowing the instruction to perform any updates that cannot be undone, until we
know that the instruction is no longer speculative. Using the bypass is like performing a speculative register read, since we do not know whether the instruction
providing the source register value is providing the correct result until the instruction is no longer speculative. When an instruction is no longer speculative, we allow it to update the register file or memory; we call this additional step in the
instruction execution sequence instruction commit.
The key idea behind implementing speculation is to allow instructions to execute out of order but to force them to commit in order and to prevent any irrevocable action (such as updating state or taking an exception) until an instruction
commits. In the simple single-issue DLX pipeline we could ensure that instructions committed in order, and only after any exceptions for that instruction had
been detected, simply by moving writes to the end of the pipeline. When we add
speculation, we need to separate the process of completing execution from instruction commit, since instructions may finish execution considerably before
they are ready to commit. Adding this commit phase to the instruction execution
sequence requires some changes to the sequence as well as an additional set of
hardware buffers that hold the results of instructions that have finished execution
but have not committed. This hardware buffer, which we call the reorder buffer, is
also used to pass results among instructions that may be speculated.
The reorder buffer provides additional virtual registers in the same way as the
reservation stations in Tomasulo’s algorithm extend the register set. The reorder
buffer holds the result of an instruction between the time the operation associated
with the instruction completes and the time the instruction commits. Hence, the
reorder buffer is a source of operands for instructions, just as the reservation stations provide operands in Tomasulo’s algorithm. The key difference is that in
Tomasulo’s algorithm, once an instruction writes its result, any subsequently
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issued instructions will find the result in the register file. With speculation, the
register file is not updated until the instruction commits (and we know definitively that the instruction should execute); thus, the reorder buffer supplies operands in the interval between completion of execution and instruction commit.
The reorder buffer is not unlike the store buffer in Tomasulo’s algorithm, and we
integrate the function of the store buffer into the reorder buffer for simplicity.
Since the reorder buffer is responsible for holding results until they are stored
into the registers, it also replaces the function of the load buffers.
Each entry in the reorder buffer contains three fields: the instruction type, the
destination field, and the value field. The instruction type field indicates whether
the instruction is a branch (and has no destination result), a store (which has a
memory address destination), or a register operation (ALU operation or load,
which have register destinations). The destination field supplies the register number (for loads and ALU operations) or the memory address (for stores), where the
instruction result should be written. The value field is used to hold the value of
the instruction result until the instruction commits. We will see an example of reorder buffer entries shortly.
Figure 4.34 shows the hardware structure of the processor including the reorder buffer. The reorder buffer completely replaces the load and store buffers.
Although the renaming function of the reservation stations is replaced by the reorder buffer, we still need a place to buffer operations (and operands) between the
time they issue and the time they begin execution. This function is still provided
by the reservation stations. Since every instruction has a position in the reorder
buffer until it commits (and the results are posted to the register file), we tag a result using the reorder buffer entry number rather than using the reservation station number. This requires that the reorder buffer assigned for an instruction must
be tracked in the reservation stations. In section 4.8, we will explore an alternative implementation that uses extra registers for renaming and the reorder buffer
only to track when instructions can commit.
Here are the four steps involved in instruction execution:
1. Issue—Get an instruction from the floating-point operation queue. Issue the
instruction if there is an empty reservation station and an empty slot in the reorder buffer, send the operands to the reservation station if they are in the
registers or the reorder buffer, and update the control entries to indicate the
buffers are in use. The number of the reorder buffer allocated for the result is
also sent to the reservation station, so that the number can be used to tag the
result when it is placed on the CDB. If either all reservations are full or the reorder buffer is full, then instruction issue is stalled until both have available
entries. This stage is sometimes called dispatch in a dynamically scheduled
machine.
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Reorder buffer
From instruction unit
Floatingpoint
operation
queue

(data)
To memory
(data/address)
From
memory
(load results)

Register no.

FP registers
...

Operand
buses

Operation bus

Reservation
stations
FP adders

FP multipliers
Common data bus

FIGURE 4.34 The basic structure of a DLX FP unit using Tomasulo’s algorithm and
extended to handle speculation. Comparing this to Figure 4.8 on page 253, which implemented Tomasulo’s algorithm, the major changes are the addition of the reorder buffer and
the elimination of the load and store buffers (their functions are subsumed by the reorder buffer). This mechanism can be extended to multiple issue by making the CDB (common data
bus) wider to allow for multiple completions per clock.

2. Execute—If one or more of the operands is not yet available, monitor the CDB
(common data bus) while waiting for the register to be computed. This step
checks for RAW hazards. When both operands are available at a reservation
station, execute the operation. Some dynamically scheduled processors call
this step issue, but we use the terminology based on the CDC 6600.
3. Write result—When the result is available, write it on the CDB (with the reorder buffer tag sent when the instruction issued) and from the CDB into the reorder buffer, as well as to any reservation stations waiting for this result. (It is
also possible to read results from the reorder buffer, rather than from the CDB,
just as the scoreboard reads results from the registers rather than from a completion bus. The trade-offs are similar to those that exist in a central scoreboard
scheme versus a broadcast scheme using a CDB.) Mark the reservation station
as available.
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4. Commit—When an instruction, other than a branch with incorrect prediction,
reaches the head of the reorder buffer and its result is present in the buffer, update the register with the result (or perform a memory write if the operation is
a store) and remove the instruction from the reorder buffer. When a branch with
incorrect prediction reaches the head of the reorder buffer, it indicates that the
speculation was wrong. The reorder buffer is flushed and execution is restarted
at the correct successor of the branch. If the branch was correctly predicted, the
branch is finished. Some machines call this completion or graduation.
Once an instruction commits, its entry in the reorder buffer is reclaimed
and the register or memory destination is updated, eliminating the need for
the reorder buffer entry. To avoid changing the reorder buffer numbers as instructions commit, we implement the reorder buffer as a circular queue, so
that positions in the reorder buffer change only when an instruction is committed. If the reorder buffer fills, we simply stop issuing instructions until an
entry is made free. Now, let’s examine how this scheme would work with the
same example we used for Tomasulo’s algorithm.
EXAMPLE

Assume the same latencies for the floating-point functional units as in earlier examples: Add is 2 clock cycles, multiply is 10 clock cycles, and divide
is 40 clock cycles. Using the code segment below, the same one we used
earlier, show what the status tables look like when the MULTD is ready to
go to commit.
LD
LD
MULTD
SUBD
DIVD
ADDD

ANSWER

F6,34(R2)
F2,45(R3)
F0,F2,F4
F8,F6,F2
F10,F0,F6
F6,F8,F2

The result is shown in the three tables in Figure 4.35. Note that although
the SUBD instruction has completed execution, it does not commit until the
MULTD commits. Note that all tags in the Qj and Qk fields as well as in the
register status fields have been replaced with reorder buffer numbers, and
the Dest field designates the reorder buffer number that is the destination
for the result.
■

The above Example illustrates the key important difference between a processor with speculation and a processor with dynamic scheduling. Compare the content of Figure 4.35 with that of Figure 4.10 (page 258), which shows the same
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Reservation stations
Name

Busy

Op

Vj

Vk

Mem[45+Regs[R3]]

Regs[F4]

Add1

No

Add2

No

Add3

No

Mult1

No

MULTD

Mult2

Yes

DIVD

Qj

Qk

Dest

#3

Mem[34+Regs[R2]]

#3

#5

Reorder buffer
Entry

Busy

1

No

Instruction
LD

F6,34(R2)

State

Destination

Value

Commit

F6

Mem[34+Regs[R2]]

2

No

LD

F2,45(R3)

Commit

F2

Mem[45+Regs[R3]]

3

Yes

MULTD

F0,F2,F4

Write result

F0

#2 x Regs[F4]
#1 – #2

4

Yes

SUBD

F8,F6,F2

Write result

F8

5

Yes

DIVD

F10,F0,F6

Execute

F10

6

Yes

ADDD

F6,F8,F2

Write result

F6

#4 + #2

FP register status
Field

F0

Reorder #

3

Busy

Yes

F2

No

F4

No

F6

F8

F10

6

4

5

Yes

Yes

Yes

F12

...

F30

No

...

No

FIGURE 4.35 Only the two LD instructions have committed, though several others have completed execution. The
SUBD and ADDD instructions will not commit until the MULTD instruction commits, though the results of the instructions are
available and can be used as sources for other instructions.The value column indicates the value being held, the format #X
is used to refer to a value field of reorder buffer entry X.

code sequence in operation on a processor with Tomasulo’s algorithm. The key
difference is that in the example above, no instruction after the earliest uncompleted instruction (MULTD above) is allowed to complete. In contrast, in
Figure 4.10 the SUBD and ADDD instructions have also completed.
One implication of this difference is that the processor with the reorder buffer
can dynamically execute code while maintaining a precise interrupt model. For
example, if the MULTD instruction caused an interrupt, we could simply wait until
it reached the head of the reorder buffer and take the interrupt, flushing any other
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pending instructions. Because instruction commit happens in order, this yields a
precise exception. By contrast, in the example using Tomasulo’s algorithm, the
SUBD and ADDD instructions could both complete before the MULTD raised the exception. The result is that the registers F8 and F6 (destinations of the SUBD and
ADDD instructions) could be overwritten, and the interrupt would be imprecise.
Some users and architects have decided that imprecise floating-point exceptions
are acceptable in high-performance processors, since the program will likely terminate; see Appendix A for further discussion of this topic. Other types of exceptions, such as page faults, are much more difficult to accommodate if they are
imprecise, since the program must transparently resume execution after handling
such an exception. The use of a reorder buffer with in-order instruction commit
provides precise exceptions, in addition to supporting speculative execution, as
the next Example shows.
EXAMPLE

Consider the code example used earlier for Tomasulo’s algorithm and
shown in Figure 4.12 on page 261 in execution:
Loop:

LD
MULTD
SD
SUBI
BNEZ

F0,0(R1)
F4,F0,F2
0(R1),F4
R1,R1,#8
R1,Loop

; branches if R1≠0

Assume that we have issued all the instructions in the loop twice. Let’s
also assume that the LD and MULTD from the first iteration have committed
and all other instructions have completed execution. In an implementation
that uses dynamic scheduling for both the integer and floating-point units,
the store would wait in the reorder buffer for both the effective address operand (R1 in this example) and the value (F4 in this example); however,
since we are only considering the floating-point resources, assume the effective address for the store is computed by the time the instruction is issued.

ANSWER

The result is shown in the three tables in Figure 4.36.
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Reservation stations
Name

Busy

Op

Vj

Vk

Qj

Qk

Dest

Mult1

No

MULTD

Mem[0+Regs[R1]]

Regs[F2]

#2

Mult2

No

MULTD

Mem[0+Regs[R1]]

Regs[F2]

#7

Reorder buffer
Entry

Busy

Instruction

State

Destination

Value

1

No

LD

2

No

MULTD

F0,0(R1)

Commit

F0

Mem[0+Regs[R1]]

F4,F0,F2

Commit

F4

#1 x Regs[F2]

3

Yes

4

Yes

SD

0(R1),F4

Write result

0+Regs[R1]

#2

SUBI

R1,R1,#8

Write result

R1

Regs[R1]–8

5

Yes

6

Yes

BNEZ

R1,Loop

Write result

LD

F0,0(R1)

Write result

F0

Mem[#4]

7

Yes

8

Yes

MULTD

F4,F0,F2

Write result

F4

#6 x Regs[F2]

SD

0(R1),F4

Write result

0+#4

#7

9
10

Yes

SUBI

R1,R1,#8

Write result

R1

#4 – 8

Yes

BNEZ

R1,Loop

Write result

FP register status
Field
Reorder #
Busy

F0

F2

F4

No

Yes

6
Yes

F6

F8

F10

F12

...

F30

No

No

No

No

...

No

7

FIGURE 4.36 Only the LD and MULTD instructions have committed, though all the others have completed execution. The remaining instructions will be committed as fast as possible.
■

Because neither the register values nor any memory values are actually written
until an instruction commits, the processor can easily undo its speculative actions
when a branch is found to be mispredicted. Suppose that in the above example
(Figure 4.36), the branch BNEZ is not taken the first time. The instructions prior to
the branch will simply commit when each reaches the head of the reorder buffer;
when the branch reaches the head of that buffer, the buffer is simply cleared and
the processor begins fetching instructions from the other path. In practice, machines that speculate try to recover as early as possible after a branch is mispredicted. This can be done by clearing the reorder buffer for all entries that appear
after the mispredicted branch, allowing those that are before the branch in the reorder buffer to continue, and restarting the fetch at the correct branch successor.
In speculative processors, performance is more sensitive to the branch prediction
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mechanisms, since the impact of a misprediction will be higher. Thus, all the aspects of handling branches—prediction accuracy, misprediction detection, and
misprediction recovery—increase in importance.
Exceptions are handled by not recognizing the exception until it is ready to
commit. If a speculated instruction raises an exception, the exception is recorded
in the reorder buffer. If a branch misprediction arises and the instruction should
not have been executed, the exception is flushed along with the instruction when
the reorder buffer is cleared. If the instruction reaches the head of the reorder
buffer, then we know it is no longer speculative and the exception should really
be taken. We can also try to handle exceptions as soon as they arise, but this is
more challenging for exceptions than for branch mispredict.
Figure 4.37 shows the steps of execution for an instruction, as well as the conditions that must be satisfied to proceed to the step and the actions taken. We
show the case where mispredicted branches are not resolved until commit.
Although this explanation of speculative execution has focused on floating
point, the techniques easily extend to the integer registers and functional units.
Indeed, speculation may be more useful in integer programs, since such programs
tend to have code where the branch behavior is less predictable. Additionally,
these techniques can be extended to work in a multiple-issue processor by allowing multiple instructions to issue and commit every clock. Indeed, speculation is
probably most interesting in such processors, since less ambitious techniques can
probably exploit sufficient ILP within basic blocks when assisted by a compiler
using unrolling.
A speculative processor can be extended to multiple issue (see the Exercises)
using the same techniques we employed when extending a Tomasulo-based processor in section 4.4. The same techniques for implementing the instruction issue
unit can be used: We process multiple instructions per clock assigning reservation
stations and reorder buffers to the instructions. The challenge here is in deciding
what instructions can issue and in performing the renaming within the allowable
clock period. We also need to widen the CDB to allow multiple instructions to
complete within a clock cycle. The challenge lies in monitoring the multiple
completion buses for operands without impacting the clock cycle. In section 4.7
we will examine the importance of speculation on the amount of ILP that can be
extracted. Section 4.8 examines a speculative multiple-issue machine, the PowerPC 620, and its performance.
The alternative to hardware-based speculation is compiler-based speculation.
Such approaches are useful when branches cannot be eliminated by techniques
such as loop unrolling but are statically predictable, so that the compiler can
choose how to speculate. Whether speculation will be supported primarily in
hardware or primarily in software is a point of current debate.
Of course, all the techniques described in the last chapter and in this one cannot take advantage of more parallelism than is provided by the application. The
question of how much parallelism is available has been hotly debated and is the
topic of the next section.
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Issue
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Wait until

Action or bookkeeping

Reservation station (r)
and reorder buffer (b)
both available

if (Register[S1].Busy)
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/* an executing instruction writes S1 */
{h← Register[S1].Reorder;
if (Reorder[h].Ready)
/* Instruction has completed already */
{RS[r].Vj← Reorder[h].Value; RS[r].Qj ← 0;}
else /* Wait for instrution */
{RS[r].Qj← h;}
} else /* Data must be in registers */
{RS[r].Vj← Regs[S1]; RS[r].Qj← 0;};
if (Register[S2].Busy)
/* an executing instruction writes S1 */
{h← Register[S2].Reorder;
if (Reorder[h].Ready)
/* Instruction has completed already */
{RS[r].Vk← Reorder[h].Value; RS[r].Qk ← 0;}
else /* Wait for instrution */
{RS[r].Qk← h;}
} else /* Data must be in registers */
{RS[r].Vk← Regs[S2]; RS[r].Qk← 0;};
/* assign tracking fields of reservation station,
register data structure, and reorder buffer */
RS[r].Busy← Yes; RS[r].Dest¨ b;
Register[D].Qi=b; Register[D].Busy← Yes;
Reorder[h].Instruction ← opcode;
Reorder[b].Dest← D; Reorder[b].Ready← No;

Execute

(RS[r].Qj=0) and
(RS[r].Qk=0)

None—operands are in Vj and Vk

Write result

Execution completed at
r and CDB available,
value is result (for a
store, there are two results, dest is the stores
destination address in
memory, while result is
the value to be stored)

b←RS[r].Reorder;
/* if x waiting for this reorder buffer, update it */
∀x(if (RS[x].Qj=b) {RS[x].Vj← result; RS[x].Qj ← 0});
∀x(if (RS[x].Qk=b) {RS[x].Vk← result; RS[x].Qk ← 0});
/* free reservation station; update reorder buffer */
RS[r].Busy← No;
Reorder[b].Value← result; Reorder[b].Ready← Yes;
if (Reorder[h].Instruction=Store)
{Reorder[b].Address← dest;};

Commit

Instruction is at the head
of the reorder buffer
(entry h) and instruction
has completed Write result.

r = Reorder[h].Dest; /* register dest, if it exists
*/
if (Reorder[h].Instruction==Branch)
{if (branch is mispredicted)
{clear reorder buffer and Register status;
fetch correct branch successor;};}
else if (Reorder[h].Instruction==Store)
/* preform the store operation */
{Mem[Reorder[h].Address]← Reorder[h].Value;}
else /* put the result in the register destination */
{Regs[r]← Reorder[h].Value;};
Reorder[h].Busy← No; /* free up reorder buffer entry */
/* free up dest register if no one else writing it */
if (Register[r].Qi==h) {Register[r].Busy← No;};

FIGURE 4.37 Steps in the algorithm and what is required for each step. For the issuing instruction, D is the destination,
S1 and S2 are the sources, and r is the reservation station allocated and b is the assigned reorder buffer entry. RS is the
reservation-station data structure. The value returned by a reservation station is called the result. Register is the register data structure, Regs represents the actual registers, while Reorder is the reorder buffer data structure. Just as in Tomasulo’s algorithm there is a subtle timing problem; see Exercise 4.24 for further discussion. Similarly, some of the details
in handling stores have been simplified; as an exercise, the reader should consider the implication of the fact that stores have
two input operands, but that the operands are not needed at the same time.
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4.7

Studies of ILP
Exploiting ILP to increase performance began with the first pipelined processors
in the 1960s. In the 1980s and 1990s, these techniques were key to achieving rapid
performance improvements. The question of how much ILP exists is critical to our
long-term ability to enhance performance at a rate that exceeds the increase in
speed of the base integrated-circuit technology. On a shorter scale, the critical
question of what is needed to exploit more ILP is crucial to both computer designers and compiler writers. The data in this section also provide us with a way to examine the value of ideas that we have introduced in this chapter, including
memory disambiguation, register renaming, and speculation.
In this section we review one of the studies done of these questions. The historical section describes several studies, including the source for the data in this
section. All these studies of available parallelism operate by making a set of assumptions and seeing how much parallelism is available under those assumptions. The data we examine here are from a study that makes the fewest
assumptions; in fact, the ultimate hardware model is completely unrealizable.
Nonetheless, all such studies assume a certain level of compiler technology and
some of these assumptions could affect the results, despite the use of incredibly
ambitious hardware. In the future, advances in compiler technology together with
significantly new and different hardware techniques may be able to overcome
some limitations assumed in these studies; however, it is unlikely that such advances when coupled with realistic hardware will overcome these limits in the
near future. Instead, developing new hardware and software techniques to overcome the limits seen in these studies will continue to be one of the most important challenges in computer design.
The Hardware Model
To see what the limits of ILP might be, we first need to define an ideal processor.
An ideal processor is one where all artificial constraints on ILP are removed. The
only limits on ILP in such a processor are true data dependences either through
registers or memory.
The assumptions made for an ideal or perfect processor are as follows:
1. Register renaming—There are an infinite number of virtual registers available
and hence all WAW and WAR hazards are avoided.
2. Branch prediction—Branch prediction is perfect. All conditional branches are
predicted exactly.
3. Jump prediction—All jumps (including jump register used for return and
computed jumps) are perfectly predicted. When combined with perfect branch
prediction, this is equivalent to having a processor with perfect speculation
and an unbounded buffer of instructions available for execution.
4. Memory-address alias analysis—All memory addresses are known exactly and
a load can be moved before a store provided that the addresses are not identical.
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Initially, we examine a processor that can issue an unlimited number of instructions at once looking arbitrarily far ahead in the computation. For all the
processor models we examine, there are no restrictions on what types of instructions can execute in a cycle. For the unlimited-issue case, this means there may
be an unlimited number of loads or stores issuing in one clock cycle. In addition,
all functional unit latencies are assumed to be one cycle, so that any sequence of
dependent instructions can issue on successive cycles. Latencies longer than one
cycle would decrease the number of issues per cycle, although not the number of
instructions under execution at any point. (The instructions in execution at any
point are often referred to as in-flight.)
Of course, this processor is completely unrealizable. For example, the HP
8000 is one of the widest superscalar processors announced to date. The 8000 issues up to six instructions per clock (with significant restrictions on the instruction types, including at most two memory references), supports limited renaming,
has multicycle latencies, and uses branch prediction. After looking at the parallelism available for the perfect processor, we will examine the impact of restricting
various features.
To measure the available parallelism, a set of programs were compiled and optimized with the standard MIPS optimizing compilers. The programs were instrumented and executed to produce a trace of the instruction and data references.
Every instruction in the trace is then scheduled as early as possible, limited only
by the data dependences. Since a trace is used, perfect branch prediction and perfect alias analysis are easy to do. With these mechanisms, instructions may be
scheduled much earlier than they would otherwise, moving across large numbers
of instructions on which they are not data dependent, including branches, since
branches are perfectly predicted.
Figure 4.38 shows the average amount of parallelism available for six of the
SPEC92 benchmarks. Throughout this section the parallelism is measured by the
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FIGURE 4.38 ILP available in a perfect processor for six of the SPEC benchmarks.
The first three programs are integer programs, while the last three are floating-point
programs. The floating-point programs are loop-intensive and have large amounts of looplevel parallelism.
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average instruction issue rate (remember that all instructions have a one-cycle
latency). Three of these benchmarks (fpppp, doduc, and tomcatv) are floatingpoint intensive, while the other three are integer programs. Two of the floatingpoint benchmarks (fpppp and tomcatv) have extensive parallelism, which could
be exploited by a vector computer or by a multiprocessor. The doduc program has
extensive parallelism, but the parallelism does not occur in simple parallel loops
as it does in fpppp and tomcatv. The program li is a LISP interpreter that has
many short dependences.
In the next few sections, we restrict various aspects of this processor to show
what the effects of various assumptions are before looking at some ambitious but
realizable processors.
Limitations on the Window Size and Maximum Issue Count
To build a processor that even comes close to perfect branch prediction and perfect alias analysis requires extensive dynamic analysis, since static compile-time
schemes cannot be perfect. Of course, most realistic dynamic schemes will not be
perfect, but the use of dynamic schemes will provide the ability to uncover parallelism that cannot be analyzed by static compile-time analysis. Thus, a dynamic
processor might be able to more closely match the amount of parallelism uncovered by our ideal processor.
How close could a real dynamically scheduled, speculative processor come to
the ideal processor? To gain insight into this question, consider what the perfect
processor must do:
1. Look arbitrarily far ahead to find a set of instructions to issue.
2. Rename all register uses to avoid WAR and WAW hazards.
3. Determine which instructions can issue and which must wait because of a
register dependence.
4. Determine if any memory dependences exist and prevent dependent instructions from issuing.
5. Predict all branches.
6. Provide enough replicated functional units to allow all the ready instructions
to issue.
Obviously, this analysis is quite complicated. For example, to determine
whether n instructions have any register dependences among them, assuming all
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instructions are register-register and the total number of registers is unbounded,
requires
2n – 2 + 2n – 4 + … + 2 = 2

Σ

n–1

i=1

( n – 1 )n
2
i = 2 -------------------- = n – n
2

comparisons. Thus, to detect dependences among the next 2000 instructions—the
default size we assume in several figures—requires almost four million comparisons! Even examining only 50 instructions requires 2450 comparisons. This obviously limits the number of instructions that can be considered for issue at once.
In practice, things are not quite so bad, since we need only detect dependence
pairs. For a smaller number of registers we can build a structure that detects reuse
of registers rather than comparing all instructions. Of course, if we serialize the
instruction issue, the number of comparisons drops. In particular, this large number of comparisons is only needed to simultaneously issue a group of instructions; it is not necessarily needed if the instructions are overlapped.
The set of instructions examined for simultaneous execution is called the
window. Since each instruction in the window must be kept in the processor and
the number of comparisons required to execute any instruction in the window
grows quadratically in the window size, real window sizes are likely to be small.
To date, the window size has been in the range of 4 to 32, which requires about 900
comparisons, but probably not larger. As we will see in the next section, recent
machines actually have several smaller windows (2–8) used for different instruction types. This limits the issue capability somewhat, but is much simpler to build.
The window size limits the number of instructions considered for issue and
thus implicitly the maximum number of instructions that may issue. In addition
to the cost in dependence checking and renaming hardware, real processors will
have a limited number of functional units available and limited copies of each
functional unit. Thus, the maximum number of instructions that may issue in a
real processor might be smaller than the window size.
Issuing large numbers of instructions will almost certainly lengthen the clock
cycle. For example, in the early 1990s, the processors with the most powerful
multiple-issue capabilities typically had clock cycles that were 1.5 to 3 times
longer than the processors with the simplest pipelines that were designed to emphasize a high clock rate. This does not mean the multiple-issue processors had
lower performance, since they “typically” had CPIs that were 2 to 3 times lower.
Several examples of such comparisons appear later in the chapter.
Figures 4.39 and 4.40 show the effects of restricting the size of the window
from which an instruction can issue; the only difference in the two graphs is the
format—the data are identical. As we can see in Figure 4.39, the amount of parallelism uncovered falls sharply with decreasing window size. Even a window of
32, which would be ambitious in 1995 technology, achieves about one-fifth of the
average issue rate of an infinite window. As we can see in Figure 4.40, the integer
programs do not contain nearly as much parallelism as the floating-point
programs. This is to be expected. Looking at how the parallelism drops off in
Figure 4.40 makes it clear that the parallelism in the floating-point cases is coming from loop-level parallelism. The fact that the amount of parallelism at low
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FIGURE 4.39 The effects of reducing the size of the window. The window is the group of instructions from which an
instruction can issue. The start of the window is the earliest uncompleted instruction, while the last instruction in the window
is determined by the window size. The instructions in the window are obtained by perfectly predicting branches and selecting
instructions until the window is full.

window sizes is not that different among the floating-point and integer programs
implies a structure where there are non-loop-carried dependences within loop
bodies, but few loop-carried dependences in programs such as tomcatv. At small
window sizes, the processors simply cannot see the instructions in the next loop
iteration that could be issued in parallel with instructions from the current iteration. This is an example of where better compiler technology could uncover
higher amounts of ILP, since it can find the loop-level parallelism and schedule the
code to take advantage of it, even with small window sizes. Software pipelining,
for example, could do this.
We know that large window sizes are impractical, and the data in Figures 4.39
and 4.40 tell us that issue rates will be considerably reduced with realistic windows, thus we will assume a base window size of 2K entries and a maximum
issue capability of 64 instructions for the rest of this analysis. As we will see in
the next few sections, when the rest of the processor is not perfect, a 2K window
and a 64-issue limitation do not constrain the processor.
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FIGURE 4.40 The effect of window size shown by each application by plotting the average number of instruction issues per clock cycle. The most interesting observation is
that at modest window sizes, the amount of parallelism found in the integer and floating-point
programs is similar.

The Effects of Realistic Branch and Jump Prediction
Our ideal processor assumes that branches can be perfectly predicted: The outcome of any branch in the program is known before the first instruction is executed! Of course, no real processor can ever achieve this. Figures 4.41 and 4.42
show the effects of more realistic prediction schemes in two different formats.
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FIGURE 4.41 The effect of branch-prediction schemes. This graph shows the impact of going from a perfect model of
branch prediction (all branches predicted correctly arbitrarily far ahead) to various dynamic predictors (selective and two-bit),
to compile time, profile-based prediction, and finally to using no predictor. The predictors are described precisely in the text.

Our data is for several different branch-prediction schemes varying from perfect
to no predictor. We assume a separate predictor is used for jumps. Jump predictors are important primarily with the most accurate branch predictors, since the
branch frequency is higher and the accuracy of the branch predictors dominates.
The five levels of branch prediction shown in these figures are
1. Perfect—All branches and jumps are perfectly predicted at the start of execution.
2. Selective history predictor—The prediction scheme uses a correlating two-bit
predictor and a noncorrelating two-bit predictor together with a selector,
which chooses the best predictor for each branch. The prediction buffer contains 213 (8K) entries, each consisting of three two-bit fields, two of which are
predictors and the third is a selector. The correlating predictor is indexed using
the exclusive-or of the branch address and the global branch history. The noncorrelating predictor is the standard two-bit predictor indexed by the branch
address. The selector table is also indexed by the branch address and specifies
whether the correlating or noncorrelating predictor should be used. The selector is incremented or decremented just as we would for a standard two-bit
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FIGURE 4.42 The effect of branch-prediction schemes sorted by application. This
graph highlights the differences among the programs with extensive loop-level parallelism
(tomcatv and fpppp) and those without (the integer programs and doduc).

predictor. This predictor, which uses a total of 48K bits, outperforms both the
correlating and noncorrelating predictors, achieving an accuracy of at least
97% for these six SPEC benchmarks. Jump prediction is done with a pair of
2K-entry predictors, one organized as a circular buffer for predicting returns
and one organized as a standard predictor and used for computed jumps (as in
case statement or computed gotos). These jump predictors are nearly perfect.
3. Standard two-bit predictor with 512 two-bit entries—In addition, we assume
a 16-entry buffer to predict returns.
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4. Static—A static predictor uses the profile history of the program and predicts
that the branch is always taken or always not taken based on the profile, as we
discussed in the last chapter.
5. None—No branch prediction is used, though jumps are still predicted. Parallelism is largely limited to within a basic block.
Since we do not charge additional cycles for a mispredicted branch, the effect
of varying the branch prediction is to vary the amount of parallelism that can be
exploited across basic blocks by speculation.
Figure 4.42 shows that the branch behavior of two of the floating-point
programs is much simpler than the other programs, primarily because these two
programs have many fewer branches and the few branches that exist are highly
predictable.This allows significant amounts of parallelism to be exploited with
realistic prediction schemes. In contrast, for all the integer programs and for
doduc, the FP benchmark with the least loop-level parallelism, even the difference between perfect branch prediction and the ambitious selective predictor is
dramatic. Like the window size data, these figures tell us that to achieve significant amounts of parallelism in integer programs, the processor must select and
execute instructions that are widely separated. When branch prediction is not
highly accurate, the mispredicted branches become a barrier to finding the parallelism.
As we have seen, branch prediction is critical, even with a window size of 2K
instructions and an issue limit of 64. For the rest of the studies, in addition to the
window and issue limit, we assume as a base an ambitious predictor that uses two
levels of prediction and a total of 8K entries. This predictor, which requires more
than 150K bits of storage, slightly outperforms the selective predictor described
above (by about 0.5–1%). We also assume a pair of 2K jump and return predictors, as described above.
The Effects of Finite Registers
Our ideal processor eliminates all name dependences among register references
using an infinite set of virtual registers. While several processors have used register renaming for this purpose, most have only a few extra virtual registers. For example, the PowerPC 620 provides 12 extra FP registers and eight extra integer
registers in addition to the 32 FP and 32 integer registers provided for in the architecture; these renaming registers are also used to hold speculative results in
the 620, but not in these experiments where speculation is perfect. Figures 4.43
and 4.44 show the effect of reducing the number of registers available for renaming, again using the same data in two different forms. Both the FP and GP registers are increased by the number of registers shown on the axis or in the legend.
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FIGURE 4.43 The effect of finite numbers of registers available for renaming. Both the number of FP registers and
the number of GP registers are increased by the number shown on the x axis. The effect is most dramatic on the FP programs, although having only 32 extra GP and 32 extra FP registers has a significant impact on all the programs. As stated
earlier, we assume a window size of 2K entries and a maximum issue width of 64 instructions. Recall that DLX supplies 31
integer registers and 16 FP registers (the base number provided under “None”).

At first, the results in these figures might seem somewhat surprising: you might
expect that name dependences should only slightly reduce the parallelism available. Remember though, exploiting large amounts of parallelism requires evaluating many independent threads of execution. Thus, many registers are needed to
hold live variables from these threads. Figure 4.43 shows that the impact of having
only a finite number of registers is significant if extensive parallelism exists. Although these graphs show a large impact on the floating-point programs, the impact on the integer programs is small primarily because the limitations in window
size and branch prediction have limited the ILP substantially, making renaming
less valuable. In addition, notice that the reduction in available parallelism is significant even if 32 additional registers are available for renaming, which is more
than the number of registers available on any existing processor as of 1995.
While register renaming is obviously critical to performance, an infinite number of registers is obviously not practical. Thus, for the next section, we assume
that there are 256 registers available for renaming—far more than any anticipated
processor has.
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FIGURE 4.44 The reduction in available parallelism is significant when fewer than an
unbounded number of renaming registers are available. For the integer programs, the impact of having more than 64 registers is not seen here. To use more than 64 registers requires
uncovering lots of parallelism, which for the integer programs requires essentially perfect
branch prediction.

The Effects of Imperfect Alias Analysis
Our optimal model assumes that it can perfectly analyze all memory dependences, as well as eliminate all register name dependences. Of course, perfect
alias analysis is not possible in practice: The analysis cannot be perfect at compile time, and it requires a potentially unbounded number of comparisons at
runtime. Figures 4.45 and 4.46 show the impact of three other models of memory
alias analysis, in addition to perfect analysis. The three models are
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FIGURE 4.45 The effect of various alias analysis techniques on the amount of ILP. Anything less than perfect analysis has a dramatic impact on the amount of parallelism found in the integer programs, while global/stack analysis is perfect
(and unrealizable) for the FORTRAN programs. As we said earlier, we assume a maximum issue width of 64 instructions
and a window of 2K instructions.

1. Global/stack perfect—This model does perfect predictions for global and
stack references and assumes all heap references conflict. This represents an
idealized version of the best compiler-based analysis schemes currently in
production. Recent and ongoing research on alias analysis for pointers should
improve the handling of pointers to the heap.
2. Inspection—This model examines the accesses to see if they can be determined not to interfere at compile time. For example, if an access uses R10 as
a base register with an offset of 20, then another access that uses R10 as a base
register with an offset of 100 cannot interfere. In addition, addresses based on
registers that point to different allocation areas (such as the global area and the
stack area) are assumed never to alias. This analysis is similar to that performed by many existing commercial compilers, though newer compilers can
do better through the use of dependence analysis, at least for loop-oriented
programs.
3. None—All memory references are assumed to conflict.
As one might expect, for the FORTRAN programs (where no heap references
exist), there is no difference between perfect and global/stack perfect analysis.
The global/stack perfect analysis is optimistic, since no compiler could ever find
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The effect of varying levels of alias analysis on individual programs.

all array dependences exactly. The fact that perfect analysis of global and stack
references is still a factor of two better than inspection indicates that either sophisticated compiler analysis or dynamic analysis on the fly will be required to
obtain much parallelism.
ILP for Realizable Processors
In this section we look at the performance of processors with realistic levels of
hardware support that might be attainable in the next five to 10 years. In particular we assume the following fixed attributes:
1. Up to 64 instruction issues per clock with no issue restrictions.
2. A selective predictor with 1K entries and a 16-entry return predictor.
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3. Perfect disambiguation of memory references done dynamically—this is
ambitious but perhaps attainable for small window sizes.
4. Register renaming with 64 additional integer and 64 additional FP registers.
Figures 4.47 and 4.48 show the result for this configuration as we vary the
window size. This configuration is still substantially more complex and expensive than existing implementations in 1995. Nonetheless, it gives a useful bound
on what future implementations might yield. The data in these figures is likely to
be very optimistic for another reason. There are no issue restrictions among the
64 instructions: they may all be memory references. No one would even contemplate this capability in a single processor at this time. Unfortunately, it is quite
difficult to bound the performance of a processor with reasonable issue restrictions; not only is the space of possibilities quite large, but the existence of issue
restrictions requires that the parallelism be evaluated with an accurate instruction
scheduler, making the cost of studying processors with large numbers of issues
very expensive.
In addition, remember that in interpreting these results, cache misses and nonunit latencies have not been taken into account, and both these effects will have
significant impact (see the Exercises).
Figure 4.47 shows the parallelism versus window size. The most startling
observation is that with the realistic processor constraints listed above, the effect
of the window size for the integer programs is not so severe as for FP programs.
This points to the key difference between these two types of programs: The
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FIGURE 4.47 The amount of parallelism available for a wide variety of window sizes and a fixed implementation
with up to 64 issues per clock.
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FIGURE 4.48 The amount of parallelism available versus the window size for a variety
of integer and floating-point programs with up to 64 arbitrary instruction issues per
clock.
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availability of loop-level parallelism in two of the FP programs means that the
amount of ILP that can be exploited is higher, but that for integer programs other
factors—such as branch prediction, register renaming, and less parallelism to
start with—are all important limitations. As we will see in the next section, for
today’s speculative machines the actual performance levels are much lower than
those shown in Figure 4.47.
Given the difficulty of increasing the instruction rates with realistic hardware
designs, designers face a challenge in deciding how best to use the limited resources available on a integrated circuit. One of the most interesting trade-offs is
between simpler processors with larger caches and higher clock rates versus
more emphasis on instruction-level parallelism with a slower clock and smaller
caches. The following Example illustrates the challenges.
EXAMPLE

Consider the following three hypothetical, but not atypical, processors,
which we run with the SPEC gcc benchmark:
1.

A simple DLX pipe running with a clock rate of 300 MHz and achieving a pipeline CPI of 1.1. This processor has a cache system that
yields 0.03 misses per instruction.

2.

A deeply pipelined version of DLX with slightly smaller caches and a
400 MHz clock rate. The pipeline CPI of the processor is 1.5, and the
smaller caches yield 0.035 misses per instruction on average.

3.

A speculative superscalar with a 32-entry window. It achieves 75%
of the ideal issue rate measured for this window size. (Use the data
in Figure 4.47 on page 331.) This processor has the smallest caches,
which leads to 0.05 misses per instruction. This processor has a 200MHz clock.

Assume that the main memory time (which sets the miss penalty) is 200
ns. Determine the relative performance of these three processors.

ANSWER

First, we use the miss penalty and miss rate information to compute the
contribution to CPI from cache misses for each configuration. We do this
with the following formula:
Cache CPI = Misses per instruction × Miss penalty
We need to compute the miss penalties for each system:
Memory access time
Miss penalty = ------------------------------------------------Clock cycle
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The clock cycle times for the processors are 3.3 ns, 2.5 ns, and 5 ns, respectively. Hence, the miss penalties are
200 ns
Miss penalty 1 = ----------------- = 60 cycles
3.33 ns
200 ns
Miss penalty 2 = --------------- = 80 cycles
2.5 ns
200 ns
Miss penalty 3 = --------------- = 40 cycles
5 ns
Applying this for each cache:
Cache CPI1 = 0.03 × 60 = 1.8
Cache CPI2 = 0.035 × 80 = 2.8
Cache CPI3 = 0.05 × 40 = 2.0
We know the pipeline CPI contribution for everything but processor 3; its
pipeline CPI is given by
1
1
1
Pipeline CPI 3 = ----------------------- = ------------------- = --- = 0.167
Issue rate
8 × 0.75
6
Now we can find the CPI for each processor by adding the pipeline and
cache CPI contributions.
CPI1 = 1.1 + 1.8 = 2.9
CPI2 = 1.5 + 2.8 = 4.3
CPI3 = 0.167 + 2.0 = 2.167
Since this is the same architecture we can compare instruction execution
rates to determine relative performance:
CR
Instruction execution rate = --------CPI
300 MHz
Instruction execution rate 1 = ---------------------- = 103 MIPS
2.9
400 MHz
Instruction execution rate 2 = ---------------------- = 93 MIPS
4.3
200 MHz
Instruction execution rate 3 = ---------------------- = 92 MIPS
2.167
So the simplest design is the fastest. Of course, the designer building
either system 2 or system 3 will probably be alarmed by the large fraction
of the system performance lost to cache misses. In the next chapter we’ll
see the most common solution to this problem: adding another level of
caches.
■
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Before we move to the next chapter, let’s see how some of the advanced ideas
in this chapter are put to use in a real processor.

4.8

Putting It All Together: The PowerPC 620
The PowerPC 620 is an implementation of the 64-bit version of the PowerPC architecture; this implementation embodies many of the ideas discussed in
section 4.6, including out-of-order execution and speculation. It is very similar to
several other processors that provide this facility, including the MIPS R10000
and the HP PA 8000, and somewhat more ambitious in organization than other
multiple-issue processors, such as the Alpha 21164 and UltraSPARC. The PowerPC 620 and 604 are very similar. The 604 implements only the 32-bit instruction
set and provides fewer buffers; its overall organization, however, is essentially
identical to that of the 620.
The structure of the PowerPC 620 is shown in Figure 4.49. The 620 can fetch,
issue, and complete up to four instructions per clock. There are six separate
execution units, each of which can initiate execution independently from its own
reservation stations. The six units are as follows:
■

■

■

Two simple integer units, XSU0 and XSU1, which handle simple integer operations, such as add, subtract, and simple logical operations. All operations here
take a single cycle.
One complex integer function unit, MCFXU, which handles integer multiply
and divide. Operations in this unit have a latency of 3 to 20 clock cycles and
provide early availability for multiplies with short input values. The operations
in this unit vary from being fully pipelined (for multiplies with short integer
values) to unpipelined (for integer divide).
One load-store unit, LSU, which handles loads and stores and has a execution
latency for integer loads of 1 cycle and for FP loads of 2 cycles.The LSU is
fully pipelined and has its own effective address adder. The LSU contains both
load and store buffers and allows loads to bypass pending stores by checking
for address conflicts once the effective address of both instructions is known.
The load and store buffers hold requests once the effective address calculation
is completed. The load buffer simply holds the effective address until the cache
access can be completed, whereupon the result is written to the GP or FP result
buses. The store buffer is actually two separate queues: one that holds the effective address of the target until the data are available, and a second that holds
both the effective address and the data until the store is ready to commit, which
happens in order. When the store is ready to commit, the store buffer sends the
data to the cache and frees the buffer entry. The cache has two banks so that a
load and a store to separate banks can proceed in parallel. When a load causes
a cache miss, the load is moved to a single-entry buffer that holds the pending
load until the miss is handled. Other loads and stores can be processed at this
point, and if the requests hit in the cache, the instructions can complete execution. Because there is a single-entry buffer, when a second instruction misses,
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FIGURE 4.49 The PowerPC 620 has six different functional units, each with its own reservation stations and a 16entry reorder buffer, contained in the instruction completion unit. Renaming is implemented for both the integer and
floating-point registers, and the additional renaming registers are part of the respective register files. The condition register
used for branches (see Appendix C for a description of conditional branches in the PowerPC architecture) is a 32-bit register
grouped as a set of eight 4-bit fields. The BPU provides an additional 16 rename buffers that can each rename one 4-bit
field. The condition register and rename buffers are inside the BPU and hence are not shown separately. All the major data
flows in the processor are shown here, but not all the control signals. The load and store buffers are not shown, but are
present inside the LSU.

it is returned to the reservation station. This allows up to four cache misses to
occur (one in the buffer and three in the reservation stations) before the loadstore is completely stalled. This capability, called nonblocking, is described in
more detail in Chapter 5.
■

One floating-point unit, FPU, which has a latency for use of its result by
another floating-point operation of 2 cycles for multiply, add, or multiply-add
and 31 clock cycles for DP FP divide. The FPU is fully pipelined except for
divide.

4.8
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One branch unit, BPU, which completes branches and informs the fetch unit of
mispredictions. The branch unit includes the condition register, used for conditional branches in the PowerPC architecture. The branch unit allows branches
to be evaluated independently of the rest of the instructions. In particular,
branches do not take issue slots or cycles in the other functional units. When
condition registers are set early enough, conditional branches can be executed
in parallel with no additional delay.

The 620 operates much like the speculative processor we saw in section 4.6,
with one major extension: The register set is extended with a set of renaming registers. These are used to hold speculative results until the instruction commits, at
which time the result is written from the renaming registers to the standard integer or floating-point registers. The reorder buffer, which is part of the completion
unit, does not contain the speculative results, but only the information needed to
complete the instruction when it commits. The primary advantage of this scheme,
which is similar to the one used in the MIPS R10000, is that all the operands are
available from a single location: the extended register file, consisting of the architectural plus renaming registers. In the 620, there are eight extra integer and 12
extra FP registers. When an instruction issues, it is allocated a rename register;
when execution completes, the result is written into the rename register; and
when it commits, the result is moved from the rename register to one of the architected registers. With the available rename registers, at most eight integer and 12
FP instructions can be in flight. Operands are still read into reservation stations,
as soon as they are available, either from the register file when the instruction is
dispatched or from the result buses, the counterpart to the CDB (the Common
Data Bus used in Tomasulo’s scheme), when the operand is produced.
The instructions flow through a pipeline that varies from five to seven clock
cycles in typical cases and much longer for operations like divide, which are not
pipelined. All instructions pass through the following pipe stages:
1. Fetch—Loads the decode queue with instructions from the cache and determines the address of the next instruction. A 256-entry two-way set-associative
branch-target buffer is used as the first source for predicting the next fetch address. There is also a 2048-entry branch-prediction buffer used when the
branch-target buffer does not hit but a branch is present in the instruction
stream. Both the target and prediction buffers are updated, if necessary, when
the instruction completes using information from the BPU. In addition, there
is a stack of return address registers used to predict subroutine returns.
2. Instruction decode—Instructions are decoded and prepared for issue. All
time-critical portions of decode are done here. The next four instructions are
passed to the next pipeline stage.
3. Instruction issue—Issues the instructions to the appropriate reservation station. Operands are read from the register file in this stage, either into the functional unit or into the reservation stations. A rename register is allocated to
hold the result of the instruction and a reorder buffer entry is allocated to
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ensure in-order completion. In some speculative and dynamically scheduled
machines, this process is called dispatch, rather than issue. We use the term
issue, since the process corresponds to the issue process of the CDC 6600, the
first dynamically scheduled machine.
4. Execution—This stage proceeds when the operands are all available in a reservation station. One of six functional units executes the instruction. The simple integer units XSU0 and XSU1 have a one-stage execution pipeline. The
MCFXU has a pipeline depth of between one and three, though integer divide
is not fully pipelined and takes more clock cycles (a total of 20 cycles). The
FPU has a three-stage pipeline, while the LSU has a two-cycle pipeline. At the
end of execution, the result is written into the appropriate result bus and from
there into any reservation stations that are waiting for the result, as well as into
the rename buffer allocated for this instruction. The completion unit is notified
that the instruction has completed. If the instruction is a branch, and the branch
was mispredicted, the instruction fetch unit and completion unit are notified,
causing instruction fetch to restart at the corrected address and causing the
completion unit to discard the speculated instructions and free the rename
buffers holding speculated results. When an instruction moves to the functional unit, we say that it has initiated execution; some machines use the term issue
for this transition. An instruction frees up the reservation station when it initiates execution, allowing another instruction to issue to that station. If the instruction is ready to execute when it first issues to the reservation station, it
can initiate on the next clock cycle freeing up the reservation station. In such
cases, the instruction effectively spends no time in the reservation station: it
acts simply as a latch between stages. When an instruction has finished execution and is ready to move to the next stage, we say it has completed execution.
5. Commit—This occurs when all previous instructions have been committed.
Up to four instructions may complete per cycle. The results in the rename register are written into the register file and the rename buffer freed. Upon completion of a store instruction, the LSU is also notified, so that the
corresponding store buffer may be sent to the cache. Some machines use the
term instruction completion for this stage. In a small number of cases, an extra
stage may be added for write backs that cannot complete during commit because of a shortage of write ports.
Figure 4.50 shows the basic structure of the PowerPC 620 pipeline and how
the stages are connected by buffers, allowing one stage to slip with respect to another. When an instruction commits, all information about that instruction is removed and its results are written into architecturally visible state (registers, PC,
or memory).
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FIGURE 4.50 The pipeline stages of the 620 are linked with a set of buffers, which are shown in grey. These buffers
allow slippage between stages of the pipeline. For example, the fetch stage places instructions in the instruction buffer where
they are removed by the issue stage. The buffers limit the slippage: If the buffer fills, the stage filling the buffer must stall; if
the buffer empties, the stage emptying the buffer must stall. The reservation stations, each of which is associated with a
particular functinal unit, and the reorder buffer link issue with the rest of the pipeline. The rename registers are used for results by the execute stage, until the commit unit writes the renamed register to an architectural register. The data cache is
essentially part of the load-store unit (LSU). Unless a stall occurs, instructions spend at most one cycle in each stage, except
for execute.

Performance of the PowerPC 620 Pipeline
In this section we look at the performance characteristics of the PowerPC 620,
examining the critical factors that determine performance. We use seven of the
SPEC92 benchmarks in this evaluation: compress, eqntott, espresso, li, alvinn,
hydro2d, and tomcatv.
Before we start, we need to understand what it means to stall a multiple-issue
processor with dynamic scheduling and speculation. Let’s start with the multipleissue part. In a simple single-issue pipeline, the number of instructions completing in a clock cycle is 0 or 1, and the instruction portion of the CPI ratio for a given clock cycle either increases by 0, in which case a stall occurred, or increases
by 1, in which case a stall did not occur. In a multiple-issue processor, the pipeline may be partially stalled—completing fewer instructions than its maximum
capability. For example, in the 620 up to four instructions may be completed per
clock cycle. Thus a stall is no longer binary: the contribution to the denominator
of the CPI for a given clock cycle may vary from 0 to 4. Clearly, the processor is
stalled when the contribution is 0, and not stalled when the contribution is 4; in
between, the processor is partly stalled since the CPI corresponding to that cycle
cannot reach its ideal value of 0.25. To keep this clear, we will focus on what
fraction of the instruction slots are empty. If 50% of the instruction slots are empty at instruction commit in a given clock cycle, then two instructions commit that
clock cycle, and the CPI for that clock cycle is 0.5. For multiple-issue machines,
it is convenient to use IPC (instructions per clock) as the metric, rather than its reciprocal, CPI. We follow this practice in the measurements.
As a further complication, the dynamic scheduling in the pipeline means that
we cannot simply track empty instruction slots down the pipeline in a rigid
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fashion. Once instructions reach the execution stage, dynamic scheduling can reorder the instructions. The instruction throughput, however, cannot increase as
instructions proceed down the pipeline: If the issue unit processes only two instructions in a given cycle, at least two empty instruction slots will appear in a
later clock cycle at the instruction commit stage. These commit slots may come
up at different times, but they must appear. No stage can exceed the instruction
processing rate achieved by earlier stages. In fact, because of the imposition of
additional constraints as instructions flow down the pipeline, we can expect that
each stage of execution will somewhat decrease the throughput. For the 620, this
effect appears minor, primarily because the execute stage is wider than the issue
stage and because instruction commit has few constraints.
Because of the buffering between stages, the performance is limited by the
stage that falls behind on any given clock cycle. This means that empty instruction slots created by a given unit that would decrease performance can actually be
hidden by the presence of stalls that create additional slots in another unit. For
example, the instruction fetch unit may provide only three instructions on a given
cycle, leaving one instruction slot empty. If, however, the issue unit processes
only two instructions, then the lost slot generated by the fetch unit is essentially
hidden by the issue unit. From a designer’s viewpoint, we would like to place the
burden for the partial stall on the issue unit. Notice that in doing so, we cannot
conclude that eliminating the empty slots by redesigning the issue unit will improve the CPI by the corresponding amount. Instead, it will expose the empty
slots in the fetch unit. Such interactions are a major source of complexity in the
design and performance analysis of pipelines that provide buffering between
stages. As a final complication, remember that the buffers are finite. As a result, if
a given stage is stalled sufficiently, it also affects the earlier stages, since they will
have to stall when the buffers are full. The buffers provide for limited slippage
between stages. The goal is that the total number of empty instruction slots is less
than the sum of the number of empty slots generated by each unit.
In looking at the 620 performance data, we will focus on the instruction
throughput of the issue stage as the critical performance measurement. Focusing
on issue makes sense for two reasons. First, it is a good measure of steady-state
performance, since in equilibrium instructions cannot issue faster than they execute or commit. Second, the issue stage is the location of some key bottlenecks
that are common in many dynamically scheduled machines. Although we will focus on the issue stage, both the fetch stage and the execute stage affect the performance of instruction issue since the fetch and execute stages are responsible for
filling the input buffer and emptying the output buffer, respectively, of the issue
stage. Thus, we examine the ability of the fetch and execute stages to prevent a
stall in the issue stage. Figure 4.51 gives a preview of the pipeline performance,
showing how the difference between the ideal IPC (4) and the actual IPC (1.2–
1.3) is distributed to the various pipeline stages. We investigate this difference
and its causes in more detail in this section.
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FIGURE 4.51 An overview of the performance of the 620 pipeline showing the IPC at
each pipe stage. The ideal IPC is 4. Losses occurring in fetch, primarily due to branch
mispredict, bring the IPC down to 3.6 on average. Issue stage incurs stalls for both limitations
in the issue structure and mismatch in the functional unit capacity versus need. After issue
the IPC is about 1.8. Losses occurring due to a lack of ILP and finite buffers cause the execute stage to back up. This eventually leads to a stall in the issue stage, but we count it in the
execute stage. By the end of execute, the IPC is between 1.2 and 1.3. More detailed versions
of these data appear throughout this section.

In a machine with speculation, the processor can be active doing work that is
later discarded. In examining the performance we ignore such instructions, since
they do not contribute to useful work. In particular, we charge the fetch stage for
mispredicted branches and do not count stalls for such instructions in the later
stages. Notice that incorrect speculation can reduce performance by competing
for resources against instructions that must be completed, but we do not expect
such effects to be large in well-designed machines. This downside to speculation
puts increased importance on the accuracy of branch prediction. After looking at
the performance of the various stages we summarize the overall processor performance. The data examined in this section all comes from measurements made on
a PowerPC 620 simulator described by Diep, Nelson, and Shen [1995].
Performance of the Fetch Stage
The instruction fetch stage fetches up to four instructions per cycle and places
them into the eight-entry instruction buffer. This stage can become a bottleneck
whenever it cannot keep at least four instructions in the instruction buffer. Notice
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that if the instruction buffer has at least four instructions, then the failure of the
fetch stage to return four instructions cannot be seen as a stall. In fact, if the buffer
is completely full, then downstream pipe stages must be stalled and the fetch unit
can do nothing but wait.
On average, the fetch stage is able to keep 5.2 instruction buffers full and is
often not a limit on performance. Fetch does limit performance whenever it does
not have four instructions available for issue. There are three circumstances under
which the fetch unit can fail to keep the instruction buffer full:
1. A branch misprediction—No useful instructions are added to the buffer; the
fetch unit is effectively stalled. In reality, instructions are added to the buffer,
but since the instructions come from the wrong path, we count this as a stall,
treating it as if no instructions were placed in the buffer. This is the dominant
cause of a complete stall in the instruction fetch unit, since it can lead to an
effectively empty instruction buffer. Branch mispredict is a much more serious problem for the selected integer programs, where the mispredict rate is
10%, than for the selected FP programs, where the rate is about 3%. This effect
shows up clearly in Figure 4.51, where it is the dominant cause of the difference in throughput of the fetch stage for the integer and FP programs. In fact,
75% of the loss in fetch for the integer programs arises from having an empty
buffer.
2. An instruction cache miss—No instructions are added to the buffer; the fetch
unit is completely stalled. With the programs chosen and the assumption about
a perfect off-chip cache, I-cache misses are not a serious problem.
3. Partial cache line fill—The next group of four instructions crosses a cache
block, and only the instructions on the same cache block, which is 8 words
long, are fetched. This effect can be significant when branch targets are in the
middle of cache blocks. It is a major contributor to having 1–3 buffers full and
is responsible for most of the throughput loss in the fetch stage of the FP
programs.
Figure 4.52 shows the contribution of these factors to the total effective loss of instruction slots by the fetch unit. On average the integer benchmarks lose 15%
(0.6 out of 4.0) of their peak performance, while the FP benchmarks lose 5% (0.2
out of 4.0).
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FIGURE 4.52 The average number of instructions that the fetch unit can provide to
the issue unit varies between 3.2 and 4, with an average of 3.4 for the integer benchmarks and 3.8 for the FP benchmarks. This means that the fetch stage loses about 0.6 IPC
for integer programs and 0.2 IPC for FP programs. These data are computed by determining
how often the instruction buffer has 0 through 3 instructions and weighting the frequency by
the issue potential that is lost, which is the difference between 4 and the number of entries in
the buffer. The portion of the ideal IPC of 4 lost to each of the three causes is shown; these
data make the assumption that the timing of one of these events is independent of the state
of the instruction buffer. All of the measurements in this section include the effects of the onchip cache misses, assuming the presence of another level of cache off-chip with a 100% hit
rate. The miss penalty to the off-chip cache is 8 cycles, which is probably slightly optimistic.
Multilevel cache structures are discussed in detail in the next chapter; the assumption of
100% hits in the next level has only a small effect on the SPEC benchmarks.

Instruction Issue
Instruction issue tries to send four instructions to the appropriate reservation units
on every clock cycle. We measure and analyze the performance of the 620 by
focusing on the instruction issue stage. Instruction issue can fail to process four
instructions for two primary reasons. First, there are limitations in the instruction
issue processing stage where certain combinations of instructions cannot simultaneously issue. Second, lack of progress in the execution and completion stages
leads to the unavailability of buffers that are required to issue an instruction. Because instruction issue is in order, the first event that prevents issuing an instruction terminates the issue packet. Thus, if the conflicts that prevent issue were
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uniformly distributed across the four potentially issuing instructions, the average
number of instruction issues would be given by p + p2 + p3 + p4, where p is the
probability that any one instruction can issue. If the probability of not issuing is
significant, the average number of issues per clock drops quickly, as shown in
Figure 4.53.
Probability (cannot issue a
given instruction) = (1 – p)

Probability (issue a given
instruction) = p

Average number of
instruction issues

0.1
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0.8
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1.8

0.4

0.6

1.3

0.5

0.5

0.9

FIGURE 4.53 Number of instruction issues out of four possible issues. p is the probability that any one instruction can issue. The first instruction to stall ends the issue packet.

This clearly shows the importance of preventing unnecessary stalls in instruction
issue.
Five possible conflicts can prevent an instruction from being issued:
1. No reservation station available: There is no reservation station of the appropriate type available.
2. No rename registers are available.
3. Reorder buffer is full.
4. Two operations to the same functional unit: The reservation stations in front
of each functional unit share a single write port, so only one operation can issue to the reservation stations for a unit in a clock cycle.
5. Miscellaneous conflicts: Includes shortages of read ports for the registers, conflicts that occur when special registers are accessed, and serialization imposed
by special instructions. The last is quite rare and essentially never occurs in the
SPEC benchmarks (less than 0.01%). The use of special registers is significant
only in li, while register port shortages occur for both tomcatv and hydro2d.
These three classes of stalls are combined, but only one of the two primary
types is significant in the benchmarks.
The first three of these conflicts arise because the execution or completion stages
have not processed instructions that were previously issued; the last two conflicts
are internal limitations in the implementation. Figure 4.54 shows the reduction in
IPC because of these cases.
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FIGURE 4.54 The IPC throughput rate for the issue stage is arrived at by subtracting
stalls that arise in issue from the IPC rate sustained by the fetch stage. The top of each
bar shows the IPC from the fetch stage, while the bottom section of each bar shows the effective IPC after the issue stage. The difference is divided between two classes of stalls,
those that arise because the later stages have not freed up buffers and those that arise from
an implementation limitation in the issue stage (the FU and miscellaneous conflicts). Multiple
potential stalls can arise in the same clock cycle for the same instruction. We count the stall
as arising from the first cause in the following order: miscellaneous stalls, no reservation station, no rename buffers, no reorder buffer entries, and FU conflict.

Because instruction issue is in order, the first of these conflicts that occurs
when examining the instructions in order limits the instruction issue count for
that clock cycle. Figure 4.55 shows the same data as Figure 4.54, but organized to
show how often various events are responsible for issuing fewer than four instructions per cycle. More than one of these events can occur for a given instruction in a clock cycle. The data in Figure 4.54 assume that the cause is associated
with the first event that triggers the stall in the order given above. The dominant
cause of stalls is lack of available buffers to issue to (with an average of 54%, this
occurs on slightly more than one-half of the cycles), with reservation stations accounting for the largest cause of shortage (33% of the cycles).
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FIGURE 4.55 The sources of all stalls in the issue unit is shown in three broad groups. The first category shows the
frequency that four instructions are issued, i.e., no stalls are incurred. The second group shows the frequency of stalls due
to full buffers, with the last column totaling the frequency of full buffer stalls. This group arises because the execution and
commit stages have failed to complete instructions, which would free up buffers. We will examine the reasons for lack of
progress in the execute stage in the next section. The last group are stalls due to restrictions in the issue stage, and the last
column sums the two types of these stalls. As in Figure 4.54, there may be multiple reasons for stalling an instruction, so
the stall is counted according to the guidelines in Figure 4.54. Notice that the number of cycles where no stalls occur varies
widely from 6% to 41%; likewise, in many cases (35% on average) zero instructions issue. This frequency also varies widely
from 18% for alvinn to 45% for li and hydro2d.

Performance of the Execution Stage

Once instructions have issued, they wait at the assigned reservation station until
the functional unit and the operands are available, whereupon the instruction initiates execution at a functional unit. There are six different functional units allowing up to six initiations per clock. Until an instruction in a reservation station
issues, the buffers for the instruction are occupied, potentially causing a stall in
the issue stage.
An instruction at a reservation station may be delayed for four reasons:
1. Source operand unavailable—One of the source operands is not yet ready.
2. Functional unit unavailable—Another instruction is using the functional unit.
For fully pipelined units, this happens only when two instructions are ready to
initiate on the same clock cycle, but for unpipelined units (integer multiply/
divide, FP divide), the functional unit blocks further initiation until the operation completes.
3. Out-of-order disallowed—Both the branch unit and the FP unit require that instructions initiate in order. Thus, an instruction may be stalled until its predecessor initiates.This is a limitation of the execution unit.
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4. Serialization—A few instructions require totally in-order execution. For example, instructions that access the non-renamed special registers must execute
totally in order. Such instructions wait at the reservation station for all prior
instructions to commit.
Full buffer stalls in the issue stage are responsible for a loss of 1.6 IPC for the
integer programs and 2.0 IPC in the FP programs. We can decompose this loss
into the four components above, if we make the assumption that initiating execution for any instruction will free an equivalent number of buffers, allowing issue
to continue. Figure 4.56 shows this distribution.
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FIGURE 4.56 The stalls in the issue stage because of full buffers (reservation station,
rename registers, or reorder buffer) can be attributed to lack of progress in the execution unit. An occupied reservation station fails to begin execution for one of the four reasons
shown above. The frequency of these events is used to attribute the total number of full buffer
stalls from the issue stage.

When the issue stage stalls and an instruction in a reservation station fails to
initiate for one of the four reasons shown above, a designer could contemplate
one of three possible reasons:
1. If the source operand is not available and issue stalls because the buffers are
full, this indicates that the amount of instruction-level parallelism available,
given the limited window size dictated by the buffering, is insufficient. If the
code had more parallelism, then fewer reservation stations would have to wait
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for results, leading to more initiations and a need for fewer buffers. Alternatively, the designer could increase the number of buffers, leading to a larger
window and possibly increased instruction-level parallelism.
2. If the instruction in a reservation station does not initiate because the FU is in
use and issue is also stalled, then the basic problem is that the FU capacity is
not sufficient to handle the dynamic instruction distribution, at least at that
point in the execution. Increasing the number of functional units of different
classes would help, as would increasing the pipelining in the unpipelined
units. For example, from Figure 4.56 and a knowledge of the instruction distribution, we can see the load-store FU is overcommitted in compress.
3. The final two reasons for a reservation station not initiating (out-of-order disallowed and serialization) are both execution-stage implementation choices,
which could be eliminated by reorganizing the execution unit, though an alternative structure might have other drawbacks.
Performance of Instruction Commit

Instruction commit is totally stalled only when the instruction at the head of the
reorder buffer has not completed execution. The failure to commit instructions
during the cycle can eventually lead to a full reorder buffer, which in turn stalls
the instruction issue stage. Instruction commit is basically limited by instruction
issue and execute. In some infrequent situations, a lack of write-back ports—
there are four integer write ports and two FP write ports—can also lead to a partial stall in instruction commit. Like execution stalls, a completion stall leads to
not freeing up rename registers and reorder buffer entries, which can lead to a
stall in the issue stage. Completion stalls, however, are very infrequent: on average, execution stalls are seven times more frequent for the FP programs and 100
times more frequent for the integer programs. As a result, instruction commit is
not a bottleneck.
Summary: Overall Performance
From the data in earlier figures, we can determine that the IPC runs from just under 1 to just under 1.8 for these benchmarks. The gap between the effective IPC
and the ideal IPC of 4.0 can be viewed as three parts:
1. The limitation caused by the functional units—This limitation arises because
the 620 does not have four copies of each functional unit. For these benchmarks the bottleneck is the load-store unit. This loss counts only the average
shortage of FU capacity for the entire program. Short-term higher demands for
a functional unit are counted as ILP/finite buffer stalls.
2. Losses in specific stages—Fetch, issue, and execute all have losses associated
specifically with that stage.
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3. Limited instruction-level parallelism and finite buffering—Stalls that arise because of lack of parallelism or insufficient buffering. Cache misses that actually result in stall cycles are counted here; cache misses may occur without
generating any stalls.
Figure 4.57 shows how the peak IPC of 4 is divided between the actual IPC (1.0
to 1.8) and the various possible stalls.
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FIGURE 4.57 The breakdown of the ideal IPC of 4.0 into its components. The actual
IPC averages 1.2 for the integer programs and 1.3 for the FP programs. The largest difference is the IPC loss due to the functional unit balance not matching the frequency of instructions. Losses in fetch, issue, and execution are the next largest components. ILP and
limitations of finite buffering are last. The limits are calculated in this same order, so that the
shortage of load-store execution slots is counted as a FU capacity loss, rather than as an ILP/
finite buffer loss. Although the ILP/finite buffering limitations are small overall, this arises
largely because the other limitations prevent the lack of ILP or finite buffering from becoming
overly constraining.

4.9

Fallacies and Pitfalls
Fallacy: Processors with lower CPIs will always be faster.
Although a lower CPI is certainly better, sophisticated pipelines typically have
slower clock rates than processors with simple pipelines. In applications with
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limited ILP or where the parallelism cannot be exploited by the hardware resources, the faster clock rate often wins. The IBM Power-2 is a machine designed
for high-performance FP and capable of sustaining four instructions per clock,
including two FP and two load-store instructions; its clock rate was a modest
71.5 MHz. The DEC Alpha 21064 is a dual-issue machine with one load-store or
FP operation per clock, but an aggressive 200-MHz clock rate. Comparing the
low CPI Power-2 against the high CPI 21064 shows that on a few benchmarks,
including some FP programs, the fast clock rate of Alpha leads to better performance (see Figure 4.58). Of course, this fallacy is nothing more than a restatement of a pitfall from Chapter 2 about comparing processors using only one part
of the performance equation.
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FIGURE 4.58 The performance of the low-CPI Power-2 design versus the high-CPI Alpha 21064. Overall, the 21064
is about 1.1 times faster on integer and 1.4 times faster on FP, indicating that the CPI for the 21064 is 2 to 2.5 times higher
than for the Power-2, assuming instruction counts are identical.

Pitfall: Emphasizing a reduction in CPI by increasing issue rate while sacrificing clock rate can lead to lower performance.
The TI SuperSPARC design is a flexible multiple-issue processor capable of issuing up to three instructions per cycle. It had a 1994 clock rate of 60 MHz. The HP
PA 7100 processor is a simple dual-issue processor (integer and FP combination)
with a 99-MHz clock rate in 1994. The HP processor is faster on all the SPEC
benchmarks except two of the integer benchmarks and one FP benchmark, as
shown in Figure 4.59. On average, the two processors are close on integer, but the
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HP processor is about 1.5 times faster on the FP benchmarks. Of course, differences in compiler technology, as well as the processor, could contribute to the
performance differences.
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FIGURE 4.59 The performance of a 99-MHz HP PA 7100 processor versus a 60-MHz SuperSPARC. The comparison
is based on 1994 measurements.

The potential of multiple-issue techniques has caused many designers to focus
on reducing CPI while possibly not focusing adequately on the trade-off in cycle
time incurred when implementing these sophisticated techniques. This inclination arises at least partially because it is easier with good simulation tools to evaluate the impact of enhancements that affect CPI than it is to evaluate the cycle
time impact. There are two factors that lead to this outcome. First, it is difficult to
know the clock rate impact of an approach until the design is well underway, and
then it may be too late to make large changes in the organization. Second, the design simulation tools available for determining and improving CPI are generally
better than those available for determining and improving cycle time. In understanding the complex interaction between cycle time and various organizational
approaches, the experience of the designers seems to be one of the most valuable
factors.
Pitfall: Improving only one aspect of a multiple-issue processor and expecting
overall performance improvement.
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This is simply a restatement of Amdahl’s Law. A designer might simply look at a
design, see a poor branch prediction mechanism and improve it, expecting to see
significant performance improvements. The difficulty is that many factors limit
the performance of multiple-issue machines, and improving one aspect of a processor often exposes some other aspect that previously did not limit performance.
We can see examples of this in the data on ILP. For example, looking just at the
effect of branch prediction in Figure 4.42 on page 325, we can see that going
from a standard two-bit predictor to a selective predictor significantly improves
the parallelism in espresso (from an issue rate of 7 to an issue rate of 12). However, if the processor provides only 32 registers for renaming, the amount of parallelism is limited to 5 issues per clock cycle, even with a branch prediction
scheme better than either alternative.
Likewise, improving, for example, the performance of the fetch stage of the
PowerPC 620 will probably have little impact on the SPEC benchmarks, since
the issue and execute stages are significant bottlenecks and the stalls in those
stages would probably increase to capture most of the benefit obtained by improving fetch.

4.10

Concluding Remarks
The tremendous interest in multiple-issue organizations came about because of
an interest in improving performance without affecting the standard uniprocessor
programming model. While taking advantage of ILP is conceptually simple, the
design problems are amazingly complex in practice. It is extremely difficult to
achieve the performance you might expect from a simple first-level analysis.
The trade-offs between increasing clock speed and decreasing CPI through
multiple issue are extremely hard to quantify. Although you might expect that it
is possible to build an advanced multiple-issue processor with a high clock rate, a
factor of 1.5 to 2 in clock rate has consistently separated the highest clock rate
processors and the most sophisticated multiple-issue processors. It is simply too
early to tell whether this difference is due to fundamental implementation tradeoffs, or to the difficulty of dealing with the complexities in multiple-issue
processors, or simply a lack of experience in implementing such processors. One
insight that is clear is that the peak to sustained performance ratios for multipleissue processors are often quite large and typically grow as the issue rate grows.
Thus, increasing the clock rate by X is almost always a better choice than increasing the issue width by X, though often the clock rate increase may rely largely on
deeper pipelining, substantially narrowing the advantage. On the other hand, a
simple two-way superscalar that issues FP instructions in parallel with integer instructions can probably be built with little impact on clock rate and should perform better on FP applications and suffer little or no degradation on integer
applications.
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Whether approaches based primarily on faster clock rates, simpler hardware,
and more static scheduling or approaches using more sophisticated hardware to
achieve lower CPI will win out is difficult to say and may depend on the benchmarks. At the present, both approaches seem capable of delivering similar performance. Pragmatic issues, such as code quality for existing binaries, may turn out
to be the deciding factor.
What will happen to multiple-issue processors in the long term? The basic
trends in integrated circuit technology lead to an important insight: The number
of devices available on a chip will grow faster than the device speed. This means
that designs that obtain performance with more transistors rather than just raw
gate speed are a more promising direction. Three other factors limit how far we
can exploit this trend, however. One is the increasing delay of interconnections
compared with gates, which means that bigger designs will have longer cycle
times. The second factor is the diminishing returns seen when trying to exploit
ILP. The last factor is the potential impact of increased complexity on either the
clock rate or the design time. Combined, these effects may serve as effective limits to how much performance can be gained by exploiting ILP within a single
processor.
The alternative to trying to continue to push uniprocessors to exploit ILP is to
look toward multiprocessors, the topic of Chapter 8. Looking toward multiprocessors to take advantage of parallelism overcomes a fundamental problem in
ILP processors: building a cost-effective memory system. A multiprocessor
memory system is inherently multiported and, as we will see, can even be distributed in a larger processor. Using multiprocessors to exploit parallelism encounters two difficulties. First, it is likely that the software model will need to change.
Second, MP approaches may have difficulty in exploiting fine-grained, low-level
parallelism. While it appears clear that using a large number of processors requires new programming approaches, using a smaller number of processors efficiently could be based on compiler approaches. Exploiting the type of finegrained parallelism that a compiler can easily uncover can be quite difficult in a
multiprocessor, since the processors are relatively far apart. To date, computer architects do not know how to design processors that can effectively exploit ILP in
a multiprocessor configuration. Existing high-performance designs are either
tightly integrated uniprocessors or loosely coupled multiprocessors. Around the
end of this century, it should be possible to place two fully configured processors
on a single die. Perhaps this capability will inspire the design of a new type of architecture that allows processors to be more tightly coupled than before, but also
separates them sufficiently so that the design can be partitioned and each processor can individually achieve very high performance.
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4.11

Historical Perspective and References
This section describes some of the major advances in compiler technology and
advanced pipelining and ends with some of the recent literature on multiple-issue
processors. The basic concepts—data dependence and its limitation in exploiting
parallelism—are old ideas that were studied in the 1960s. Ideas such as data flow
computation derived from observations that programs were limited by data dependence. Loop unrolling is a similarly old idea, practiced by early computer
programmers on processors with very expensive branches.
The Introduction of Dynamic Scheduling
In 1964 CDC delivered the first CDC 6600. The CDC 6600 was unique in
many ways. In addition to introducing scoreboarding, the CDC 6600 was the first
processor to make extensive use of multiple functional units. It also had peripheral
processors that used a time-shared pipeline. The interaction between pipelining
and instruction set design was understood, and the instruction set was kept simple
to promote pipelining. The CDC 6600 also used an advanced packaging technology. Thornton [1964] describes the pipeline and I/O processor architecture, including the concept of out-of-order instruction execution. Thornton’s book [1970]
provides an excellent description of the entire processor, from technology to architecture, and includes a foreword by Cray. (Unfortunately, this book is currently out
of print.) The CDC 6600 also has an instruction scheduler for the FORTRAN
compilers, described by Thorlin [1967].
The IBM 360/91 introduced many new concepts, including tagging of data,
register renaming, dynamic detection of memory hazards, and generalized forwarding. Tomasulo’s algorithm is described in his 1967 paper. Anderson, Sparacio, and Tomasulo [1967] describe other aspects of the processor, including the
use of branch prediction. Many of the ideas in the 360/91 faded from use for
nearly 25 years before being broadly employed in the 1990s.
Branch Prediction Schemes
Basic dynamic hardware branch prediction schemes are described by J. E.
Smith [1981] and by A. Smith and Lee [1984]. Ditzel and McLellan [1987] describe a novel branch-target buffer for CRISP, which implements branch folding.
McFarling and Hennessy [1986] did a quantitative comparison of a variety of
compile-time and runtime branch prediction schemes. Fisher and Freudenberger
[1992] evaluated a range of compile-time branch prediction schemes using the
metric of distance between mispredictions. The correlating predictor we examine
was described by Pan, So, and Rameh in 1992. Yeh and Patt [1992,1993] have
written several papers on multilevel predictors that use branch histories for each
branch. McFarling’s competitive prediction scheme is described in his 1993 technical report.
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The Development of Multiple-Issue Processors
The concept of multiple-issue designs has been around for a while, though most
early processors followed an LIW or VLIW design approach. Charlesworth
[1981] reports on the Floating Point Systems AP-120B, one of the first wideinstruction processors containing multiple operations per instruction. Floating
Point Systems applied the concept of software pipelining in both a compiler and
by hand-writing assembly language libraries to use the processor efficiently.
Since the processor was an attached processor, many of the difficulties of implementing multiple issue in general-purpose processors, for example, virtual memory and exception handling, could be ignored. The Stanford MIPS processor had
the ability to place two operations in a single instruction, though this capability
was dropped in commercial variants of the architecture, primarily for performance reasons. Along with his colleagues at Yale, Fisher [1983] proposed creating a processor with a very wide instruction (512 bits), and named this type of
processor a VLIW. Code was generated for the processor using trace scheduling,
which Fisher [1981] had developed originally for generating horizontal microcode. The implementation of trace scheduling for the Yale processor is described
by Fisher et al. [1984] and by Ellis [1986]. The Multiflow processor (see Colwell
et al. [1987]) was based on the concepts developed at Yale, although many important refinements were made to increase the practicality of the approach. Among
these was a controllable store buffer that provided support for a form of speculation. Although more than 100 Multiflow processors were sold, a variety of problems, including the difficulties of introducing a new instruction set from a small
company and the competition provided from RISC microprocessors that changed
the economics in the minicomputer market, led to failure of Multiflow as a company. Around the same time, Cydrome was founded to build a VLIW-style processor (see Rau et al. [1989]), which was also unsuccessful commercially.
Dehnert, Hsu, and Bratt [1989] explain the architecture and performance of the
Cydrome Cydra 5, a processor with a wide-instruction word that provides dynamic register renaming and additional support for software pipelining. The
Cydra 5 is a unique blend of hardware and software, including conditional instructions, aimed at extracting ILP. Cydrome relied on more hardware than the
Multiflow processor and achieved competitive performance primarily on vectorstyle codes. In the end, Cydrome suffered from problems similar to those of
Multiflow and was not a commercial success. Both Multiflow and Cydrome,
though unsuccessful as commercial entities, produced a number of people with
extensive experience in exploiting ILP as well as advanced compiler technology;
many of those people have gone on to incorporate their experience and the pieces
of the technology in newer processors. Recently, Fisher and Rau [1993] edited a
comprehensive collection of papers covering the hardware and software of these
two important processors.
Rau had also developed a scheduling technique called polycyclic scheduling,
which is a basis for most software pipelining schemes (see Rau, Glaeser, and
Picard [1982]). Rau’s work built on earlier work by Davidson and his colleagues
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on the design of optimal hardware schedulers for pipelined processors. Other
LIW processors have included the Apollo DN 10000 and the Intel i860, both of
which could dual issue FP and integer operations.
One of the interesting approaches used in early VLIW processors, such as the
AP-120B and i860, was the idea of a pipeline organization that requires operations to be “pushed through” a functional unit and the results to be caught at the
end of the pipeline. In such processors, operations advance only when another
operation pushes them from behind (in sequence). Furthermore, an instruction
specifies the destination for an instruction issued earlier that will be pushed out of
the pipeline when this new operation is pushed in. Such an approach has the advantage that it does not specify a result destination when an operation first issues
but only when the result register is actually written. This eliminates the need to
detect WAW and WAR hazards in the hardware. The disadvantage is that it increases code size since no-ops may be needed to push results out when there is a
dependence on an operation that is still in the pipeline and no other operations of
that type are immediately needed. Instead of the “push-and-catch” approach used
in these two processors, almost all designers have chosen to use self-draining
pipelines that specify the destination in the issuing instruction and in which an issued instruction will complete without further action. The advantages in code
density and simplifications in code generation seem to outweigh the advantages
of the more unusual structure.
IBM did pioneering work on multiple issue. In the 1960s, a project called ACS
was underway. It included multiple-issue concepts, but never reached product
stage. John Cocke made a subsequent proposal for a superscalar processor that
dynamically makes issue decisions; he described the key ideas in several talks in
the mid 1980s and coined the name superscalar. He called the design America; it
is described by Agerwala and Cocke [1987]. The IBM Power-1 architecture (the
RS/6000 line) is based on these ideas (see Bakoglu et al. [1989]).
J. E. Smith [1984] and his colleagues at Wisconsin proposed the decoupled
approach that included multiple issue with limited dynamic pipeline scheduling.
A key feature of this processor is the use of queues to maintain order among a
class of instructions (such as memory references) while allowing it to slip behind or ahead of another class of instructions. The Astronautics ZS-1 described
by Smith et al. [1987] embodies this approach with queues to connect the loadstore unit and the operation units. The Power-2 design uses queues in a similar
fashion. J. E. Smith [1989] also describes the advantages of dynamic scheduling
and compares that approach to static scheduling.
The concept of speculation has its roots in the original 360/91, which performed a very limited form of speculation. The approach used in recent processors combines the dynamic scheduling techniques of the 360/91 with a buffer to
allow in-order commit. J. E. Smith and Pleszkun [1988] explored the use of buffering to maintain precise interrupts and described the concept of a reorder buffer.
Sohi [1990] describes adding renaming and dynamic scheduling, making it possible to use the mechanism for speculation. Patt and his colleagues have described
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another approach, called HPSm, that is also an extension of Tomasulo’s algorithm [Hwu and Patt 1986] and supports speculative-like execution.
The use of speculation as a technique in multiple-issue processors was evaluated by Smith, Johnson, and Horowitz [1989] using the reorder buffer technique; their goal was to study available ILP in nonscientific code using
speculation and multiple issue. In a subsequent book, M. Johnson [1990] describes the design of a speculative superscalar processor.
What is surprising about the development of multiple-issue processors is that
many of the early processors were not successful. Recent superscalars with modest issue capabilities (e.g., the DEC 21064 or HP 7100), however, have shown
that the techniques can be used together with aggressive clock rates to build very
fast processors, and designs like the Power-2 and TFP [Hsu 1994] processor
show that very high issue-rate processors can be successful in the FP domain.
Compiler Technology
Loop-level parallelism and dependence analysis was developed primarily by D.
Kuck and his colleagues at the University of Illinois in the 1970s. They also
coined the commonly used terminology of antidependence and output dependence and developed several standard dependence tests, including the GCD and
Banerjee tests. The latter test was named after Uptal Banerjee and comes in a variety of flavors. Recent work on dependence analysis has focused on using a variety of exact tests ending with an algorithm called Fourier-Motzkin, which is a
linear programming algorithm. D. Maydan and W. Pugh both showed that the sequences of exact tests were a practical solution.
In the area of uncovering and scheduling ILP, much of the early work was
connected to the development of VLIW processors, described earlier. Lam [1988]
developed algorithms for software pipelining and evaluated their use on Warp, a
wide-instruction-word processor designed for special-purpose applications.
Weiss and J. E. Smith [1987] compare software pipelining versus loop unrolling
as techniques for scheduling code on a pipelined processor. Recently several
groups have been looking at techniques for scheduling code for processors with
conditional and speculative execution, but without full support for dynamic hardware scheduling. For example, Smith, Horowitz, and Lam [1992] created a concept called boosting that contains a hardware facility for supporting speculation
but relies on compiler scheduling of speculated instructions. The sentinel concept, developed by Hwu and his colleagues [Mahlke et al. 1992] is a more general form of this idea.
Studies of ILP
A series of early papers, including Tjaden and Flynn [1970] and Riseman and
Foster [1972], concluded that only small amounts of parallelism could be available at the instruction level without investing an enormous amount of hardware.
These papers dampened the appeal of multiple instruction issue for more than ten
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years. Nicolau and Fisher [1984] published a paper based on their work with
trace scheduling and asserted the presence of large amounts of potential ILP in
scientific programs.
Since then there have been many studies of the available ILP. Such studies
have been criticized since they presume some level of both hardware support and
compiler technology. Nonetheless, the studies are useful to set expectations as
well as to understand the sources of the limitations. Wall has participated in several such strategies, including Jouppi and Wall [1989], Wall [1991], and Wall
[1993]. While the early studies were criticized as being conservative (e.g., they
didn’t include speculation), the latest study is by far the most ambitious study of
ILP to date and the basis for the data in section 4.8. Sohi and Vajapeyam [1989]
give measurements of available parallelism for wide-instruction-word processors.
Smith, Johnson, and Horowitz [1989] also used a speculative superscalar processor to study ILP limits. At the time of their study, they anticipated that the processor they specified was an upper bound on reasonable designs. Recent and
upcoming processors, however, are likely to be at least as ambitious as their processor. Most recently, Lam and Wilson [1992] have looked at the limitations imposed by speculation and shown that additional gains are possible by allowing
processors to speculate in multiple directions, which requires more than one PC.
Such ideas represent one possible alternative for future processor architectures,
since they represent a hybrid organization between a conventional uniprocessor
and a conventional multiprocessor.
Recent Advanced Microprocessors
The years 1994–95 saw the announcement of a wide superscalar processor (3 or
more issues per clock) by every major processor vendor: Intel P6, AMD K5, Sun
UltraSPARC, Alpha 21164, MIPS R10000, PowerPC 604/620, and HP 8000. In
1995, the trade-offs between processors with more dynamic issue and speculation and those with more static issue and higher clock rates remains unclear. In
practice, many factors, including the implementation technology, the memory
hierarchy, the skill of the designers, and the type of applications benchmarked, all
play a role in determining which approach is best. Figure 4.60 shows some of the
most interesting recent processors, their characteristics, and suggested references. What is clear is that some level of multiple issue is here to stay and will be included in all processors in the foreseeable future.
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Issue capabilities
Year
shipped in
systems

Initial
clock rate
(MHz)

Issue
structure

Scheduling

IBM
Power-1

1991

66

Dynamic

HP 7100

1992

100

DEC Alpha 21064

1992

SuperSPARC

SPEC
(measure
or
estimate)

Maximum

Loadstore

Integer
ALU

FP

Branch

Static

4

1

1

1

1

60 int
80 FP

Static

Static

2

1

1

1

1

80 int
150 FP

150

Dynamic

Static

2

1

1

1

1

100 int
150 FP

1993

50

Dynamic

Static

3

1

1

1

1

75 int
85 FP

IBM
Power-2

1994

67

Dynamic

Static

6

2

2

2

2

95 int
270 FP

MIPS TFP

1994

75

Dynamic

Static

4

2

2

2

1

100 int
310 FP

Intel
Pentium

1994

66

Dynamic

Static

2

2

2

1

1

65 int
65 FP

DEC
Alpha
21164

1995

300

Static

Static

4

2

2

2

1

330 int
500 FP

Sun
Ultra–
SPARC

1995

167

Dynamic

Static

4

1

1

1

1

275 int
305 FP

Processor

Intel P6

1995

150

Dynamic

Dynamic

3

1

2

1

1

> 200 int

AMD K5

1995

100

Dynamic

Dynamic

4

2

2

1

1

130

HaL R1

1995

154

Dynamic

Dynamic

4

1

2

1

1

255 int
330 FP

PowerPC
620

1995

133

Dynamic

Dynamic

4

1

2

1

1

225 int
300 FP

MIPS
R10000

1996

200

Dynamic

Dynamic

4

1

2

2

1

300 int
600 FP

HP 8000

1996

200

Dynamic

Static

4

2

2

2

1

> 360 int
> 550 FP

FIGURE 4.60 Recent high-performance processors and their characteristics and suggested references. For the last
seven systems (starting with the UltraSPARC), the SPEC numbers are estimates, since no system has yet shipped. Issue
structure refers to whether the hardware (dynamic) or compiler (static) is responsible for arranging instructions into issue
packets; scheduling similarly describes whether the hardware dynamically schedules instructions or not. To read more about
these processors the following references are useful: IBM Journal of Research and Development (contains issues on Power
and PowerPC designs), the Digital Technical Journal (contains issues on various Alpha processors), and Proceedings of the
Hot Chips Symposium (annual meeting at Stanford, which reviews the newest microprocessors).
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E X E R C I S E S
4.1 [15] <4.1> List all the dependences (output, anti, and true) in the following code fragment. Indicate whether the true dependences are loop-carried or not. Show why the loop is
not parallel.
for (i=2;i<100;i=i+1) {
a[i] = b[i] + a[i];
c[i-1] = a[i] + d[i];
a[i-1] = 2 * b[i];
b[i+1] = 2 * b[i];
}

/*
/*
/*
/*

S1
S2
S3
S4

*/
*/
*/
*/

4.2 [15] <4.1> Here is an unusual loop. First, list the dependences and then rewrite the loop
so that it is parallel.
for (i=1;i<100;i=i+1) {
a[i] = b[i] + c[i];
b[i] = a[i] + d[i];
a[i+1] = a[i] + e[i];
}

/* S1 */
/* S2 */
/* S3 */
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4.3 [10] <4.1> For the following code fragment, list the control dependences. For each
control dependence, tell whether the statement can be scheduled before the if statement
based on the data references. Assume that all data references are shown, that all values are
defined before use, and that only b and c are used again after this segment. You may ignore
any possible exceptions.
if (a>c) {
d =
a =
else {
e =
f =
c =
}
b = a + f;

d + 5;
b + d + e;}
e + 2;
f + 2;
c + f;

4.4 [15] <4.1> Assuming the pipeline latencies from Figure 4.2, unroll the following loop
as many times as necessary to schedule it without any delays, collapsing the loop overhead
instructions. Assume a one-cycle delayed branch. Show the schedule. The loop computes
Y[i] = a × X[i] + Y[i], the key step in a Gaussian elimination.
loop:

LD
MULTD
LD
ADDD
SD
SUBI
SUBI
BNEZ

F0,0(R1)
F0,F0,F2
F4,0(R2)
F0,F0,F4
0(R2),F0
R1,R1,8
R2,R2,8
R1,loop

4.5 [15] <4.1> Assume the pipeline latencies from Figure 4.2 and a one-cycle delayed
branch. Unroll the following loop a sufficient number of times to schedule it without any
delays. Show the schedule after eliminating any redundant overhead instructions. The loop
is a dot product (assuming F2 is initially 0) and contains a recurrence. Despite the fact that
the loop is not parallel, it can be scheduled with no delays.
loop:

LD
LD
MULTD
ADDD
SUBI
SUBI
BNEZ

F0,0(R1)
F4,0(R2)
F0,F0,F4
F2,F0,F2
R1,R1,#8
R2,R2,#8
R1,loop

4.6 [20] <4.2> It is critical that the scoreboard be able to distinguish RAW and WAR hazards, since a WAR hazard requires stalling the instruction doing the writing until the instruction reading an operand initiates execution, while a RAW hazard requires delaying the
reading instruction until the writing instruction finishes—just the opposite. For example,
consider the sequence:
MULTD
SUBD
ADDD

F0,F6,F4
F8,F0,F2
F2,F10,F2

The SUBD depends on the MULTD (a RAW hazard) and thus the MULTD must be allowed
to complete before the SUBD; if the MULTD were stalled for the SUBD due to the inability
to distinguish between RAW and WAR hazards, the processor will deadlock. This sequence contains a WAR hazard between the ADDD and the SUBD, and the ADDD cannot be
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allowed to complete until the SUBD begins execution. The difficulty lies in distinguishing
the RAW hazard between MULTD and SUBD, and the WAR hazard between the SUBD and
ADDD.
Describe how the scoreboard for a machine with two multiply units and two add units
avoids this problem and show the scoreboard values for the above sequence assuming the
ADDD is the only instruction that has completed execution (though it has not written its result). (Hint: Think about how WAW hazards are prevented and what this implies about active instruction sequences.)
4.7 [12] <4.2> A shortcoming of the scoreboard approach occurs when multiple functional
units that share input buses are waiting for a single result. The units cannot start simultaneously, but must serialize. This is not true in Tomasulo’s algorithm. Give a code sequence
that uses no more than 10 instructions and shows this problem. Assume the hardware
configuration from Figure 4.3, for the scoreboard, and Figure 4.8, for Tomasulo’s scheme.
Use the FP latencies from Figure 4.2 (page 224). Indicate where the Tomasulo approach
can continue, but the scoreboard approach must stall.
4.8 [15] <4.2> Tomasulo’s algorithm also has a disadvantage versus the scoreboard: only
one result can complete per clock, due to the CDB. Use the hardware configuration from
Figures 4.3 and 4.8 and the FP latencies from Figure 4.2 (page 224). Find a code sequence
of no more than 10 instructions where the scoreboard does not stall, but Tomasulo’s algorithm must due to CDB contention. Indicate where this occurs in your sequence.
4.9 [45] <4.2> One benefit of a dynamically scheduled processor is its ability to tolerate
changes in latency or issue capability without requiring recompilation. This was a primary
motivation behind the 360/91 implementation. The purpose of this programming assignment is to evaluate this effect. Implement a version of Tomasulo’s algorithm for DLX to
issue one instruction per clock; your implementation should also be capable of in-order
issue. Assume fully pipelined functional units and the latencies shown in Figure 4.61.
Unit
Integer
Branch

Latency
7
9

Load-store

11

FP add

13

FP mult

15

FP divide

17

FIGURE 4.61

Latencies for functional units.

A one-cycle latency means that the unit and the result are available for the next instruction.
Assume the processor takes a one-cycle stall for branches, in addition to any datadependent stalls shown in the above table. Choose 5–10 small FP benchmarks (with loops)
to run; compare the performance with and without dynamic scheduling. Try scheduling the
loops by hand and see how close you can get with the statically scheduled processor to the
dynamically scheduled results.
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Change the processor to the configuration shown in Figure 4.62.
Unit

Latency

Integer

19

Branch

21

Load-store

23

FP add

25

FP mult

27

FP divide

29

FIGURE 4.62 Latencies for functional
units, configuration 2.

Rerun the loops and compare the performance of the dynamically scheduled processor and
the statically scheduled processor.
4.10 [15] <4.3> Suppose we have a deeply pipelined processor, for which we implement a
branch-target buffer for the conditional branches only. Assume that the misprediction penalty is always 4 cycles and the buffer miss penalty is always 3 cycles. Assume 90% hit rate
and 90% accuracy, and 15% branch frequency. How much faster is the processor with the
branch-target buffer versus a processor that has a fixed 2-cycle branch penalty? Assume a
base CPI without branch stalls of 1.
4.11 [10] <4.3> Determine the improvement from branch folding for unconditional
branches. Assume a 90% hit rate, a base CPI without unconditional branch stalls of 1, and
an unconditional branch frequency of 5%. How much improvement is gained by this enhancement versus a processor whose effective CPI is 1.1?
4.12 [30] <4.4> Implement a simulator to evaluate the performance of a branch-prediction
buffer that does not store branches that are predicted as untaken. Consider the following
prediction schemes: a one-bit predictor storing only predicted taken branches, a two-bit
predictor storing all the branches, a scheme with a target buffer that stores only predicted
taken branches and a two-bit prediction buffer. Explore different sizes for the buffers keeping the total number of bits (assuming 32-bit addresses) the same for all schemes. Determine what the branch penalties are, using Figure 4.24 as a guideline. How do the different
schemes compare both in prediction accuracy and in branch cost?
4.13 [30] <4.4> Implement a simulator to evaluate various branch prediction schemes. You
can use the instruction portion of a set of cache traces to simulate the branch-prediction
buffer. Pick a set of table sizes (e.g., 1K bits, 2K bits, 8K bits, and 16K bits). Determine the
performance of both (0,2) and (2,2) predictors for the various table sizes. Also compare the
performance of the degenerate predictor that uses no branch address information for these
table sizes. Determine how large the table must be for the degenerate predictor to perform
as well as a (0,2) predictor with 256 entries.
4.14 [20/22/22/22/22/25/25/25/20/22/22] <4.1,4.2,4.4> In this Exercise, we will look at
how a common vector loop runs on a variety of pipelined versions of DLX. The loop is the
so-called SAXPY loop (discussed extensively in Appendix B) and the central operation in
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Gaussian elimination. The loop implements the vector operation Y = a × X + Y for a vector
of length 100. Here is the DLX code for the loop:
foo:

LD
MULTD
LD
ADDD
SD
ADDI
ADDI
SGTI
BEQZ

F2,0(R1)
F4,F2,F0
F6,0(R2)
F6,F4,F6
0(R2),F6
R1,R1,#8
R2,R2,#8
R3,R1,done
R3,foo

;load X(i)
;multiply a*X(i)
;load Y(i)
;add a*X(i) + Y(i)
;store Y(i)
;increment X index
;increment Y index
;test if done
; loop if not done

For (a)–(e), assume that the integer operations issue and complete in one clock cycle (including loads) and that their results are fully bypassed. Ignore the branch delay. You will
use the FP latencies shown in Figure 4.2 (page 224). Assume that the FP unit is fully pipelined.
a.

[20] <4.1> For this problem use the standard single-issue DLX pipeline with the pipeline latencies from Figure 4.2. Show the number of stall cycles for each instruction and
what clock cycle each instruction begins execution (i.e., enters its first EX cycle) on
the first iteration of the loop. How many clock cycles does each loop iteration take?

b.

[22] <4.1> Unroll the DLX code for SAXPY to make four copies of the body and
schedule it for the standard DLX integer pipeline and a fully pipelined FPU with the
FP latencies of Figure 4.2. When unwinding, you should optimize the code as we did
in section 4.1. Significant reordering of the code will be needed to maximize performance. How many clock cycles does each loop iteration take?

c.

[22] <4.2> Using the DLX code for SAXPY above, show the state of the scoreboard
tables (as in Figure 4.4) when the SGTI instruction reaches write result. Assume that
issue and read operands each take a cycle. Assume that there is one integer functional
unit that takes only a single execution cycle (the latency to use is 0 cycles, including
loads and stores). Assume the FP unit configuration of Figure 4.3 with the FP latencies
of Figure 4.2. The branch should not be included in the scoreboard.

d.

[22] <4.2> Use the DLX code for SAXPY above and a fully pipelined FPU with the
latencies of Figure 4.2. Assume Tomasulo’s algorithm for the hardware with one integer unit taking one execution cycle (a latency of 0 cycles to use) for all integer operations. Show the state of the reservation stations and register-status tables (as in
Figure 4.9) when the SGTI writes its result on the CDB. Do not include the branch.

e.

[22] <4.2> Using the DLX code for SAXPY above, assume a scoreboard with the FP
functional units described in Figure 4.3, plus one integer functional unit (also used for
load-store). Assume the latencies shown in Figure 4.63. Show the state of the scoreboard (as in Figure 4.4) when the branch issues for the second time. Assume the
branch was correctly predicted taken and took one cycle. How many clock cycles does
each loop iteration take? You may ignore any register port/bus conflicts.

f.

[25] <4.2> Use the DLX code for SAXPY above. Assume Tomasulo’s algorithm for
the hardware using one fully pipelined FP unit and one integer unit. Assume the latencies shown in Figure 4.63.
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Instruction producing result

Instruction using result

Latency in clock cycles

FP multiply

FP ALU op

6

FP add

FP ALU op

4

FP multiply

FP store

5

FP add

FP store

3

Integer operation
(including load)

Any

0

FIGURE 4.63 Pipeline latencies where latency is number of cycles between producing
and consuming instruction.

Show the state of the reservation stations and register status tables (as in Figure 4.9)
when the branch is executed for the second time. Assume the branch was correctly
predicted as taken. How many clock cycles does each loop iteration take?
g.

[25] <4.1,4.4> Assume a superscalar architecture that can issue any two independent
operations in a clock cycle (including two integer operations). Unwind the DLX code
for SAXPY to make four copies of the body and schedule it assuming the FP latencies
of Figure 4.2. Assume one fully pipelined copy of each functional unit (e.g., FP adder,
FP multiplier) and two integer functional units with latency to use of 0. How many
clock cycles will each iteration on the original code take? When unwinding, you
should optimize the code as in section 4.1. What is the speedup versus the original
code?

h.

[25] <4.4> In a superpipelined processor, rather than have multiple functional units,
we would fully pipeline all the units. Suppose we designed a superpipelined DLX that
had twice the clock rate of our standard DLX pipeline and could issue any two unrelated instructions in the same time that the normal DLX pipeline issued one operation.
If the second instruction is dependent on the first, only the first will issue. Unroll the
DLX SAXPY code to make four copies of the loop body and schedule it for this superpipelined processor, assuming the FP latencies of Figure 4.63. Also assume the load
to use latency is 1 cycle, but other integer unit latencies are 0 cycles. How many clock
cycles does each loop iteration take? Remember that these clock cycles are half as long
as those on a standard DLX pipeline or a superscalar DLX.

i.

[20] <4.4> Start with the SAXPY code and the processor used in Figure 4.29. Unroll
the SAXPY loop to make four copies of the body, performing simple optimizations
(as in section 4.1). Assume all integer unit latencies are 0 cycles and the FP latencies
are given in Figure 4.2. Fill in a table like Figure 4.28 for the unrolled loop. How many
clock cycles does each loop iteration take?

j.

[22] <4.2,4.6> Using the DLX code for SAXPY above, assume a speculative processor with the functional unit organization used in section 4.6 and a single integer functional unit. Assume the latencies shown in Figure 4.63. Show the state of the processor
(as in Figure 4.35) when the branch issues for the second time. Assume the branch was
correctly predicted taken and took one cycle. How many clock cycles does each loop
iteration take?
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k.

[22] <4.2,4.6> Using the DLX code for SAXPY above, assume a speculative processor like Figure 4.34 that can issue one load-store, one integer operation, and one FP
operation each cycle. Assume the latencies in clock cycles of Figure 4.63. Show the
state of the processor (as in Figure 4.35) when the branch issues for the second time.
Assume the branch was correctly predicted taken and took one cycle. How many clock
cycles does each loop iteration take?

4.15 [15] <4.5> Here is a simple code fragment:
for (i=2;i<=100;i+=2)
a[i] = a[50*i+1];

To use the GCD test, this loop must first be “normalized”—written so that the index starts
at 1 and increments by 1 on every iteration. Write a normalized version of the loop (change
the indices as needed), then use the GCD test to see if there is a dependence.
4.16 [15] <4.1,4.5> Here is another loop:
for (i=2,i<=100;i+=2)
a[i] = a[i-1];

Normalize the loop and use the GCD test to detect a dependence. Is there a loop-carried,
true dependence in this loop?
4.17 [25] <4.5> Show that if for two array elements A(a × i + b) and A(c × i + d) there is
a true dependence, then GCD(c,a) divides (d – b).
4.18 [15] <4.5> Rewrite the software pipelining loop shown in the Example on page 294
in section 4.5, so that it can be run by simply decrementing R1 by 16 before the loop starts.
After rewriting the loop, show the start-up and finish-up code. Hint: To get the loop to run
properly when R1 is decremented, the SD should store the result of the original first iteration. You can achieve this by adjusting load-store offsets.
4.19 [20] <4.5> Consider the loop that we software pipelined on page 294 in section 4.5.
Suppose the latency of the ADDD was five cycles. The software pipelined loop now has a
stall. Show how this loop can be written using both software pipelining and loop unrolling
to eliminate any stalls. The loop should be unrolled as few times as possible (once is
enough). You need not show loop start-up or clean-up.
4.20 [15/15] <4.6> Consider our speculative processor from section 4.6. Since the reorder
buffer contains a value field, you might think that the value field of the reservation stations
could be eliminated.
a.

[15] <4.6> Show an example where this is the case and an example where the value
field of the reservation stations is still needed. Use the speculative machine shown in
Figure 4.34. Show DLX code for both examples. How many value fields are needed
in each reservation station?

b.

[15] <4.6> Find a modification to the rules for instruction commit that allows elimination of the value fields in the reservation station. What are the negative side effects
of such a change?
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4.21 [20] <4.6> Our implementation of speculation uses a reorder buffer and introduces
the concept of instruction commit, delaying commit and the irrevocable updating of the registers until we know an instruction will complete. There are two other possible implementation techniques, both originally developed as a method for preserving precise interrupts
when issuing out of order. One idea introduces a future file that keeps future values of a register; this idea is similar to the reorder buffer. An alternative is to keep a history buffer that
records values of registers that have been speculatively overwritten.
Design a speculative processor like the one in section 4.6 but using a history buffer. Show
the state of the processor, including the contents of the history buffer, for the example in
Figure 4.36. Show the changes needed to Figure 4.37 for a history buffer implementation.
Describe exactly how and when entries in the history buffer are read and written, including
what happens on an incorrect speculation.
4.22 [30/30] <4.8> This exercise involves a programming assignment to evaluate what types
of parallelism might be expected in more modest, and more realistic, processors than those
studied in section 4.7. These studies can be done using traces available with this text or
obtained from other tracing programs. For simplicity, assume perfect caches. For a more ambitious project, assume a real cache. To simplify the task, make the following assumptions:
■

Assume perfect branch and jump prediction: hence you can use the trace as the input
to the window, without having to consider branch effects—the trace is perfect.

■

Assume there are 64 spare integer and 64 spare floating-point registers; this is easily
implemented by stalling the issue of the processor whenever there are more live registers required.

■

Assume a window size of 64 instructions (the same for alias detection). Use greedy
scheduling of instructions in the window. That is, at any clock cycle, pick for execution the first n instructions in the window that meet the issue constraints.

a.

[30] <4.8> Determine the effect of limited instruction issue by performing the following experiments:

b.

■

Vary the issue count from 4–16 instructions per clock,

■

Assuming eight issues per clock: determine what the effect of restricting the
processor to two memory references per clock is.

[30] <4.8> Determine the impact of latency in instructions. Assume the following
latency models for a processor that issues up to 16 instructions per clock:
■

Model 1: All latencies are one clock.

■

Model 2: Load latency and branch latency are one clock; all FP latencies are two
clocks.

■

Model 3: Load and branch latency is two clocks; all FP latencies are five clocks.

Remember that with limited issue and a greedy scheduler, the impact of latency effects will
be greater.
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4.23 [Discussion] <4.3,4.6> Dynamic instruction scheduling requires a considerable
investment in hardware. In return, this capability allows the hardware to run programs that
could not be run at full speed with only compile-time, static scheduling. What trade-offs
should be taken into account in trying to decide between a dynamically and a statically
scheduled implementation? What situations in either hardware technology or program
characteristics are likely to favor one approach or the other? Most speculative schemes rely
on dynamic scheduling; how does speculation affect the arguments in favor of dynamic
scheduling?
4.24 [Discussion] <4.3> There is a subtle problem that must be considered when implementing Tomasulo’s algorithm. It might be called the “two ships passing in the night problem.” What happens if an instruction is being passed to a reservation station during the same
clock period as one of its operands is going onto the common data bus? Before an instruction is in a reservation station, the operands are fetched from the register file; but once it is
in the station, the operands are always obtained from the CDB. Since the instruction and its
operand tag are in transit to the reservation station, the tag cannot be matched against the
tag on the CDB. So there is a possibility that the instruction will then sit in the reservation
station forever waiting for its operand, which it just missed. How might this problem be
solved? You might consider subdividing one of the steps in the algorithm into multiple
parts. (This intriguing problem is courtesy of J. E. Smith.)
4.25 [Discussion] <4.4-4.6> Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of a superscalar
implementation, a superpipelined implementation, and a VLIW approach in the context of
DLX. What levels of ILP favor each approach? What other concerns would you consider in
choosing which type of processor to build? How does speculation affect the results?

